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THE MORNING STAR.
A WEEKLY RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

by the proposed appropriation of it.

:

BY THE
IS4UED

Freewill Baptist Printing Establishment.
Rev. I. D. STEWART,

have on each side a low flat country with home, sind thither bards, as well as birds,
not a hill in sight. For greater ps
seem naturally to fly. When the owner
the people live in hamlets, dotti
was in Europe Jase for a couple of years,

per night, who will be left out in the cold:

CHURCH TAXATION.

country here and thers. In some cases,

George’ H. Andrews, an experienced
tax commissioner, (who is a member of

Publisher,

s0 sheltered by the trees that at first sight

you scarcely notice their dark tiled

the Baptist church,) is writing a series of

To whom all letters on business, remittances of monat Dover, N, H.
ey, &c., should be addressed,
§" All communications designed for publication
should be addressed
to the Editor,

The low brick walls are usually of

he gave his

articles in the Z%mes,on church taxation,
same somber color as the roofs,
which expose the injustice and practical |
sometimes plastered. and white-w
ment,
Rev. A: H. { absurdity of the proposal, with facts and
Wester n De
they look quite Saks and preity noid
8t,, Chicago,
Lil.
HULING, Manager, 66
logic that our amateur debaters have nevthe green foliage.
er appreliended, and ‘can not meet. His
NE
amt tam. large
Hérms 1 $3.00
per year; if paid strictly
. IN ADVANCE, $2.50. See the last page of treatment of the subject is the most practrees here or in any part
of China as fat
tical, powerful and exhaustive that I as I'know. Many of the trees found in
this paper.
have ever seen, and ought to be copiousNew England, and some of the middle
ly quoted by all religious papers, at least. . States, are never seen here; as the pine,
spruce, hemlock, beech, Bifeh, wnple;
LITERATURE FOR THE YOUNG.
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1876.
oak;
do.
5
I have been caught by Rev. E. P. Roe,
The willow is very common and other
in the delightful meshes of his new gos1876.
small trees resembling in Wppeurnce it
pel tale, as they were spread for me in
How like a god this brave young heir of Time,
oak,
elm and ash.
the weekly issues of the Advance, and
Wearing the antiqueé loveliness of Earth,
The immense number of native ¢
have
been
kept
a
willing
prisoner
to
the
Dowered with the spoils of every age ofa
end. In accordance with my practice of with tugs and large steamers passing
clime,
repassing:gives the traveler notice
thi
Lord of the springs that touch our grief and noting such charming confections of salWith heart undaunted, eyes unused to tears,

8588 g28 |

ter them

* From Jest to Earnest,” (Dodd &
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A broader way for Liberty to tread;
Fair Science throned in Superstition’s sight
. The poor raised up and taught and comforted

Earth her own Omsar, for redressal strong,
Leading as captive every ancient wrong.

secrets for

the student's

prize;
For

those

For

who

stoop

to conquer, power and

place;

youth, a bounding
sweet sighs,

Oh!

héart and

Love's

of good, come boldly in,

And smile on all who strive thy smile to win.
— Mary Barr, in Independent.
—

NEW YORK OORRESPONDENCE.
. NEw York, Jan.-7, 1876.
NEW PLANS FOR MOODY AND SANKEY.
I have just been looking over the plans
and material for the services to be com-

Among soul-catchin

enboard aus gray; but he-{s a muscular
‘bard,

use nothing more largely than the American Tract Society's publications, and the
Hiustrated Christian Weekly for a certain
class of young people. Everybody ought
to be diligently engaged in promoting the
circulation of an attractive and wholesome illustrated paper like this for the
young, in order not only to do a positive
good, but to forestall or crowd out the

8 aM
at re
ggssssggssgsssss

to say) by the rising galleries all around

are joined in one condemnation.
In fact,
nearly all the other city ministers here
and in Brooklyn, joined in pleading
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be

the four sides, which stand about four
feet from the floor, and ascend almost to

meet the declining roof, at its eaves;
leaving there only a comfortable space

“between joints” for upright walking,
and room for a row all around of large
circular windows. I he space under these

vast galleries—not less than 50,000 square
feet—affords

the

audiences

and

actors

for thei» wox1t8 and
ight great openings
eight
» prods each of the four

wsevous), ample

free-flowing

passages,

indefinite committee rooms, &ec., and
for four enormous furnaces that vo

it

Now it is very surprising and disap-

pointing, at first, to find that after all the

of the Brooklyn Rink,

and

the no-more-than-sufficiency of the Philadelphia depot church, and in view of the
perfectly unprecedented crowds that will
rush to hear in mercurial New York, the

total

$22

to a size but little larger

than the Brook-,

lyn Rink, and rather more than half as

large as the Philadelphia depot church.
The reason is this: Mr. Moody thinks
that the bigness of the Philadelphia tab-

ernacle has proved a mistake.

Not but

2

that the attendance has demanded it; but
he has felt. rather lost in the enormous

flanks of his crowds, and unable to gath-

er them under his eye and in the grasp of

his magnetism.

He can only see them

as a mass, and not as distinct -individuals, and they seem to have equally indefinite impressions themselves.

Hence, the

voluntary limitation of the new audience
room ; to be made up for, perhaps, by its
alternate, and partly by classified audiences and tickét admission. But I have
sought in vain .for a satisfactory reason
for not throwing ‘the whole space into

two equal rooms of 6,600 seats each.

.

"

My

belief is that the middle room—which is
to be again subdivided for inquiry meetings, &c.,—is superfluous for that purpose as a distinct apartment, or at least

might just as well have been exchanged
for some

of the ample waste space,

as-the huge structure of ‘superstition of
which it was once a part, shall have been

swept away;

The

The Advance makes a thorough defense
of the non-taxation of ‘church property.
Here is the concluding paragraph : *“When
the national government levies taxes upon the States for

time

and as he walks around Cambridge

their mutual esteem.

‘Which

is
right?
Suppose
you
ask ‘the
the school-master. While this question
is being settled, I may say that were you
to go half way round the world, either
way, you would come to Shanghai., It is
miles. |,

you

unjust, needless,

taxation,

and

inexpe-

be

satisfied

——

But, as our cotem-

parary
remarks, * there is a clearlyly
‘enough defined lower stratum which is
compact of lazy selfishness and deceitful

stern and regulated privation so as to reduce it to the narrowest limits, and
check as’much as possible its spread.”

vealed truth, and means to advocate those

- In 1853 died

doctrines

From

that are peculiar

fare of the Christian soul and the Chr'stian world, Beliving that the Word of
God is the only basisef agreement among

his Elmwood windows Mr.

Christian

Lowell can look across the flats stretch-

denominations,

shall

the faith and ‘of the knowledge

not

of the

Son of God. io

4
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+ # & dbttlement,” is 4 term applied to the part

EX-SPEAKER
BLAINE was, in early ljfe,
Professor of Mathematics in Drennon Col-

occupied principally by foreigners.

lege, Kentucky,

the street bordering the river.
.

we

regard: the demand of the sentimentalist
that we ignore those topics concerning
which the followers of our Lord may differ; we shall discuss them freely and
frankly ; and‘'we shall cherish the conviction that by doing so we hasten the
day when ‘all shall come to the unity of

ing towards Boston, four miles away,
while on the other side lies Mount’ Auburn. The grounds are not adorned with
any modern landscape gardening, but
stand in simple beauty, while the tall
trees to the westward are almost somber
when the night-breeze blows through
them. The old yellow house is a poet's

+ Bund;

to Baptists

‘ with firmness and, with courtesy, as
true, and also as conducive to the wel-

“The Two Angels,” one of his best poems.

to

The Watchman includes in its conception of religion the whole circle of re-

year Longfellow commemorated the event

haps take all the more interest in what I
write. In the first place my American

you steam np the ? Wasmpon

counties,

The Churchman counsels less weak and
ill-considered kindness in the treatment
of tramps. Private charity has been almost unendurably imposed upon by them.
There are of course some deserving fel-

minds, still re-

- by publishing in Mr. Briggs's magazine,

will be deplorably needed for 2,500.souls i [\

cities,

With nothing but a division of the public
school fund, so as to constitute a ¢just
proportion’ of the public schools purely
Catholic.”

and Mr. Charles F. Briggs, who then

tentively to the following.
If the readers of the Morning Star can
imagine my surroundings, they will per-

thirty

the

atheistic,’ and that they will

cated to William Page, the artist, in language of the most extravagant sentimentalism. Those were the days of sentimental friendships; but Page, Lowell,

Mr. Lowell's wife, Maria White, of Watertown, herself a poet; and ‘the next

about

at ohce
dient.”

One of Mr. Lowell's first books was dedi-

lifting her glasses from her nose to her
forehead, leans forward and listens at-

city,

for

long white hair and venerable beard, is
knavery. We hold that it should be
one of the most noticeable of its citizens;
compelled to labor and made to suffer

and

m the coast and twelve miles up the
Whampoo, a branch of the Youngster.

houses, in-

this would be a kind of double

Mr.

“The Belfry of Bruges,” is still aliy

tain

a large walled

enough

also Longfellow's “ Voices of the Night,”
“Ballads,” ‘Poems on Slavery,” and lows aniong them.

formed a triad of kindred

feet.

State

States and general governments to come
down on those who have built houses of
worship,
and demand of them impost
burdens in addition to the heavy volun
tary taxation already assumed:
To d

first issued them, and

you.”

our

their

sane asylums, prisons; when the State
taxes the counties for their court-houses,
poor-houses and so for:h, it will then be

Pioneer, a very wmsthetic magazine,

have there, besides the big hens.”
“That I see, is what His first letter is
about and if you wish, I will read it to

beneath

be, a lov-

warmer gratitude, and ‘a sweeter and
more undying devotion to his service.”

for which Poe and Hawthorne wrote, an
which went to the tomb after the publ
cation of three numbers. In this magazine William W. Story, then a Boston

and what other wonderful things they

is

to

ing family meal in which bread and wine,
emblems of nourishment to mankind, and
memorials. of the bedy and blood of
Christ, shall be received, binding all his
| people more closely together And kindling fresh penitence, deeper
love, a

present also a resident of Cambridge, of |

Shanghai that

‘““he

the ' Lord’s: Supper

A contributor to the Independent, taking Father Doherty's position on the
arduous or not, he soon relinquished them, school question to be the one assumed by
“and four or five years after his gradi the Roman Catholic church, infers that
tion entered the field of periodical litera~ “henceforth we are lo conclude that the
Catholic leaders regard schools both with
ture as editor, with Robert Carter, at |
land without the Bible as * false and

almost all published at Cambridge.

moment directly be‘‘ No,” you will say,

‘when

shall be, what it was meant

| lawyer, made his first essays in art in the
shape of some outlines in the Flaxman
manner. Lowell's early volumes were

readers are at this
neath
my feet.

and

mitted to the bar and opened an office in
Boston.” Whether his legal duties were

John Owen, who

assents,

And thus the editor thinks we

will be a happy day for the church of the

JAMES RUSSELL LOWELL.

the chickens come from of which we used
to hearso much talk? well, I wish he
would tell us something about Shanghai,

grandmother

pledge

Lord: when all this Romish debris, as well

and the scribbling of travelers, ancient

MANNERS AND CUSTOMS.

The

solemn

peace.” The Mirror concludes that « it

ed and lost sight of since a very early

SHANGHAI, CHINA,
Nov. 29, 1875.

same

of

of the army,

a

every penitent soul of hope and joy

brick work, and adjoins the remains of sf}

CHINESE OORRESPONDENCE.

¢ The

word

bright with the light of love, speaking to

massive wall of pylon, which contains a
staircase terminating in an arched doorway leading into a vaulted atrium, The
doorway of the chamber, the staircase, and
the arch were all buried in the sand.
The chamber appears to have been cover-

O-0-0-0-o

Shanghai.”

a

“ invest with a dread solemnity what
ought to be a glad and grateful festival,

the ruins of a vaulted atrium, in sun-dried

trained in Puritanism of the most serupulous type. And the movement towards
it is beginning now in Lutheran Germany
also.
Vor.

purposely contracted their principal yaol

not only

titation.”

J. M. W. FArNHANM.
Litt
Wy

period of Egyptian art, bearing the portraits of Rameses the Great and his cartouches, and in a stateof the highest preservatior. This chamber is preceded by

Yet I know a Ger-

where does the man live who wrote it?"
Says the old lady, looking earnestly over
her spectacles. ¢* He dates his letter in

‘‘ use

its double row of lamp posts, and innum-

and painted in the best style of the best

minister, whose family is

“What my child do yousiy it is
about?” «The Chinese, grandma” ‘‘ And

says,

In like manner we call the bread and
wine ‘¢ elements,” and thus *‘ retain not
a little of the phraseology of trarsubstan-

entrance of ja chamber cutin the rock and
measuring 21 feet and 2 1-2 inches by 14
feet, 8 inches, and 12 fegt high to the
spring of the arch, elaborately sculptured

how Germany needs educating in develman Methodist

Mirror

borne upon the standards

great temple of Aboo Simbel he found the

prayers of the Brotherhood for himself
and his colleagues.
That only shows
oped Christian ethics.

the

and

An Egyptian traveler
informs the
London Times that at the south side of the

the

rooms as largeas possible for Mr. Moody

and Mr, Sankey to alternate their isin.
trations to two waiting crowds, they have

ny 000

he begged

is now

the Roman soldier's oath of allegiance to
the Emperor, sworn upon his image,

AN EGYPTIAN CATACOMB.

temptation, this

abstinence, and

which

heathen origin, being the name given to

Few remember that Oliver Wendell
~ orotherhood meeting. It brought to
his feet a Lutheran minister, who stated | Holmes began life as a law student, and
not many more care to know that Lowell
that he was the only one of the nine Ludid the same thing, and was actually adtheran pastors of Brooklyn who support-

ly small rooms, to hold, say 6,500, 4,000,

and 2,500 people, respectively. The rest
of it is unavoidably cut away by parti- .
tioning off the end galleries, from an accoustic necessity. Instead of making two

as

of Shanghai

ful halls and churches and palatial residences of the merchants can scarcely be
surpassedin any part of the world.

city ministers,”

Year's

Mirror,

The place is lighted with gas, and by

hood’s appeal, cabt bitter scorn on * your
humbug of temperance,” and was read in

committee have frittered away this magnificent enclosure into three comparative-

he 000

the New

"The Chris

of fidelity, but the implication ' of a ‘curse
self-invoked for unfaithfulness.”

Ey.

Ga

Governor-Generalof Herzegovina, ——
The Rev. T. D. DeWitt Talmage, upon .

June 14: In ‘calling the: conventions ‘of
the several States to elect delegates, the
committees are recommended to invite
all Republicans,

invitation of prominent cle,

filiation, who wish tg

ings throughout the oe

af-

Dor
by: i

&

cinnati, Cleveland, Indianapolis, Dayo
and other cities.

ing the constitutional rights of every citizen; who are in favor of continued proseoution and punishment
of ‘official dishonesty, who are in favor of
the
national faith and financial honor, who

held. Sg
2}

i

ig

American

:

liberty

EY

dow

%

WAR CLAIMS.
Twenty-nine more war_claims
been introduced

GUSTAVE DOREIs to’ get $50,000" wi

A
have | SToror HuGo has in his disifg room an

The

re-

maining twenty aggregate $220,686.30.

The heaviest claim is that of the heirs of
Thomas Hord, of Tennessee, for $58,995,
for supplies taken from Hord’s farm on
the battle -field of Stone River by the U.
8. army.
EULOGIES ON ANDREW JOHNSON.
On Tuesday, eulogies on the late Senator "Andrew Johnson were delivered in
theU. S. Senate. Appropriate remarks
were made by Messrs. Cooper, of Tennessee, Morton, of Indiana, McCreery of
Kentucky, Merriman of North Carolina,

Paddock, of

Nebraska, Bogy, of Missouri,
Bayard,

of Delaware,

and Key of Tennesse.
A DETROIT HERO.
We notice that Congressman Field has
introduced into the House of Representatives, a proposition to recognize in some
suitable manner the heroism of a Detroit
youth, by name John Horn., His father’s

place of business being near the river
and

in

the

vicinity of the

wharves,he

has nobly improved the opportunityto
rescue a large number of:persons from
drowning, He has thus risked his own

life repeatedly, saving in the aggregate
over one hundred persons.

This young

man deserves, and we hope will get a
medal by Congressional authority.
TURKEY.
The news "from Turkey indicates that
the Sublime Porte scouts the idea of for-

eign intervention.

France

and Italy ad-

here to Andrassy’s proposition. A body
of 2800 insurgents attempted to surprise
Mostar recently, but was defeated. Ali
Pacha has. received the appointment of

governor-goneral of
Herzegovina.
Servia and Roumania are preparing for the

expected conflict; Austria also is’ calling
in her soldiers tor any emergency
may arise.
“CARDINAL

that

LEDOCHOWSKI.

The Pall Mall Gazette's Berlin special
says the Prussian Government has deter-

mined to liberate Cardinal Ledochowski

unconditionally at the expiration of his
term of imprisonment, but he will be
closely watched and again arraigned if he
attempts to exercise his episcopal functions or otherwise infringes the ecclesias-

tical laws.
MISCELLANEOUS.

The direct cable has been repaired and

communication with Ireland re-established.
Heavy
snows have recently
fallen in the south of France.
Despatches from the city of Mexico say that’
General Cortina has been released from
arrest; it is probable, with the understanding that he will not again return to
the border.
Richard Coke has been
nominated for governor of Texas by the
democrats.
Information from Havana
states that the Cuban insurgents have outflanked the Spanish lines at Las Cruces,
and destroyed a sugar plantation valued
at half a million dollars.
The House
of Representatives has elected the Rev.
R.
G.
Seymour
chaplain.——Gen.
Sheridan is on a tour of inspection in the
Indian Territory. Fort Sill and Cheyenne

t-are included in the list of military posts
which he is to visit.
Secretary Bristow is now having some of the cotton
claims paid at “the Treasury department
investigated, and there are hints of unpleasant developments.
The Erie
Railroad has arranged to transport the
survivors

of

the

shipwrecked

steamer,

Deutschland from New York to their respective destinations in the West free of
charge.
Alexander Williamson,
a
prominent business man, of Belmore, O.,
has -absconded, leaving unsettled claims

amounting to $100,000 or more.
The
marriage of Camp Meeting John Allen,

aged eighty-three, to Mrs.
Fellows,

aged

Farmington,

sixty-five,

Me.,

Sarah A.W.
took

CHARLES READE is suffering rows

severe attack of bronchitis.

lustrating Shakespeare.

into Congress since the

Jones, of Florida,

Harrier HOSMER, the sculptress, is fore
ty-four, and unmarried.

MR.

and,

holiday recess. - The amountof the claim
in nine
of these is not stated.

PERSONAL,

Jenny Lisp is in failing health.

the estmmonpsion system is ‘

An

Western cities, has agreed to deliver leotures on the subject of the expulsion of
the Bible from the public schools, inCin-

without regard to past

political difference, or previous
a

Ali Pasha, “formerly

Embassador at Paris, has been appointed

|

and modern. ‘The bones of a woman
year, and actually abated it beyond all *and child, with two small cinerary urns,
precedent. One response, from a Luthwere discovered in the sand.
eran minister, to the Brooklyn Brother———

ed

their hot breath into the interior from
* each of the long sides.

inadequacy

against

settlement*

the Republic.

convention! for the ‘nomination of President and’ Vice-President 'in Cincinnati,

5

The large and well filled stores, beauti-'

art and typographical beauty, edited by
the very ablest of our popular religious
journalists, (Lyman Abbott) and written
by the best contributors, surely there is
no exeuse for any boy or girl who has a
West by Fourth and Madison Avenues,
and North and South by 27th and 26th | Christian friend, to be given over to a
streets, the former depot grounds of the taste for novels and coarse picture papers.
Harlem, and the New York and New
Tommy Van Dott’s New Years’ expeHaven Railroads.
The present building,
erected by P. T. Barnum for his great rience, in this week's Independent, is a
scathing satire and sermon to pastors who
show, and afterwards modified for Giltolerate the New Year's wine-cup, and
more’s garden concerts, is about 600 feet
ought to be copied universally by the
long, 200 feet wide, and 50 feet high from
press—with a note of severe rebuke at
the floor fo the cover of the roof.
Of
course it looks very low for such “a vast the gross false-witness in one sentence,
where the wine-approying Rev. Dr. Majolinterior, and this effect is further hightthe other

der, and in his own’ case, , certainly the
8, |

and lively appearance.

Sankey, in three or four weeks from this
time. The Hippodrome building occu:
pies the entire block enclosed East and

all

The

poetical nature, he thinks,is akinto or-’

erable lights on the river, presents a gay

menced in this eity by Messrs. Moody and

‘‘and

ditional heedlessness of the poet.

night the crescent shaped Bundt with

villainous story papers which are debauching at once the taste, the intellect,
and the morals of millions of our children and youth. When the Tract Society
provide such a weekly gem of pictorial

ica

in perfect health, and of uniform

courtésy and good nature. In his8 personal appearance, as in the management
of hig affairs, there is nothing of ‘the tra-

who sees it for the first time a pleasant
surprise.
Along the well Macadamized
streets, all sorts of carriages are drawn
by almost as great a varietyof horses.

gifts, however, 1

ened (as an Irishman might be permitted

of

re tinged with auburn and

directly ahead, usually giving the visitor

religious impulse than the reading of one
such book in boyhood.

Wealth for the worker; for the seeker, grace ;
great

pal part.of the

ond) as one of the most powerful of
novels and sermons atonce. No single

| influence in all my life, gave it a deeper

.

Wisdom’s

much more than they like it, per
make a note, and advise others

light”;

3

to young people who need the

gong

Great gifts in both
his hands! For Earth “more

occupancy

the good taste and
he is approaching a great center. of trade : eroditably reflecting
enterprise of its new publishers discusses
_—such indeed is Shangha
‘As you draw nearer extetensive wharves, the Communion question,or rather, those
store-houses, docks, ship and timber features of the rite in which uppear a
yards greet the eye on both sides of thé good deal of what it calls ‘ Romish debroad river. A bend reveals the princi- bris.” We call it a sacrament and thus,

vation, for the assistance of others who,
like me, are on the look-out te adminis-

Bright with the light of twice three thousand
years!

the

in the full, vigor of middle life. His hair

The Worning Star.

mirth;

keys, for

his house,to Mr. Thomas Bailey Aldrich,
‘whose dainty verse was written meanwile to the crooning of the Elmwood
eys, - mentioned somewhere by the
: a er el
Mr, Lowell’ himself is now

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.
will be permitted to return a, verdict’Tac~
THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL CONVENTION. cording to the new Constitution of Texas,
The French Assembly his decided*
Ata meetingof the Republican National
Committeeat Washington on’ Thursday, | to ‘maintain martial law. in: a modified
in ‘all the large cities and town, of
it 'was' voted to hold the next’ national form

place

Tuesday.

Prince of Wales and suit have arrived

in

The
at

Delhi.
The National
Republican
Convention of 1856 was held at Philadelphia; that of 1862, at Chicago; that of
1864, at Baltimore ; that of 1868, at Chi-

cago, and that of 1872 at Philadelphia.
The West feels itself entitled to the next
one,———Nine jurors in a panel of twelve

old chair which belonged to his father, and:
‘in which he allows no person to sit.®

THE

friends of Vice-President

Wilson

have subscribed $5,000 in sums of $500
each, to have a portraitof hint painted

to

be placed in Faneuil Hall, Boston.
fi
WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT is safdbya correspondent to indulge occasionally in gym-nastic exercises, such as raising himself.
up over
the door by his arms; nd he is
one-and-eighty.
;
Daxter WEBSTER'S estate

at ‘Marshfield

has been reduced from its original dimension

of 1,500

acres

to

about

400

acres.

The houseremains in nearly the same condition as when he lived in it,
the. library has been sold.

except that

A TORY is extant that Martin Van Buren, who, when a candidate for: office—as
he frequently was—found his wife w
over a bitter personal attack upon him in
one ofthe newspapers,
‘‘ Why, my dear,”
said the wily sage of Kinderhook, ‘I pela
$50 to have that printed. ”
Miss ANNA LowtsE CARY, the prima don

na, has made an engagement to go to Vi-'
enna in the spring.
She will return jo
America late in the summer, and will probably

give a concert

in

Portland,

Me. » Jo

September.
She will sing in opera in this
country next season under the management
of Max Strakosch.
THE Marquis of Lorne is connected with
a society, the object of which is to give to
every church of England clergymen settled

over a parish

‘a salary of $1000 a year.

There are 4000 benefices which ‘do not yield
that amount.
The Marquis, by the way, is
certainly disinterested in his work here,for
he is himself a Presbyterian.

ER

LITERARY

enarnn-

NOTES.

Bret Harte’s stories have been translated

into Norwégian.—The publishers of Dr.
Holland’s books say that the sale of the:

&

Timothy
Titcomb
letters amounted to"
about 57,000; Bitter Sweet, 63,000; Gold:
Foil, 83,000;
Lessons in Life, 27,000;
Kathrina, 76,000.— “The first modern trea- ties ever written upon religious liberty,”
says Dr. G. B. Taylor, ‘“ was by Leonard
Busher, a Baptist, in 1614.”—A prize has
been awarded by the Belgian Academy’ to: Karl Marchal for his ‘¢ History of Sculpt-ure in Belgium in the Seventeenth and '.
Eighteenth Centuries”—Mr. James Grant Wilspn has prepared, and Harper & Broth- ers will publish, a considerable work om«
‘“ The Poets and Poetry of ‘Scotland, from.
the earliest to the present time.”
It will
‘| comprise
characteristic selections.—The
Public Libraries of Paris,contain 2,375,000.
printed volumes, and 442,000 manuscripts.

—The author of ¢“ Ginx’s Baby” is writing
a temperance story to be called the ¢‘ Devi's Chain.”—It it is said that the Hon.
W. E. Gladstone is sedulously engaged om
8 Homeric Encyclopedia, which shall contain in an arranged form the results of his
studies on the chief of epic poets.—Hepworth Dixon’s ¢¢ White Conquest” is to appear in French in Paris.—Hurd & Houghton are going to publish a translation ef
Dr. Emil Schurer’s. ‘* Manual of the History of the
New Testament Period.”—Wm.
L. Kingsley, editor of the ‘‘ New Englander,” has been chosen to edit the forthcoming “Illustrated History ofYale College.”—
The Rev. Edward Abbott is preparing a
¢ Paragraph History of the American Revolution,” on the

same plan with his recent-

ly published and admirable ‘ Paragraph
History of the United States,” which has
been received with much favor.—A Bible
has been printed in Oxford University,
which is probably the smallest ever printed. It is four and a half inches long, two
and three-quarter inches broad, and-half

an inch thick.
bleached

It is printed on rough,

ua-

Indian paper, extremely thin

aud

opaque, and weighs, bound in limp morocco leather, less than three and a half ounces, going through the English post for two.
cents.—Professor Jolly, an excellent San

skrit scholar, has translated a Hindoo

law

book,

into

the

English,

¢¢ Institutes

of Narada,”

and there will soon

be an

oppor-

tunity to compare the ancient law of India
with the

common

law

of England.—Mr:

Thomas Hughes is writing a life of Charles
Kingsley.—Drs. Riggs and Williamson have
translated the book of Samuel and the
prophecy of Ezekiel into the Dakota lan.
guage, to be issued soon by the Bible Seo-

ciety.—8t. Louis is tohave a religious jour-

nal—in the interest of the Congregationaiists, It will be called The News, and Rev.
R. West, of Alton, Ills., is the coming edi
tor.—There are about 550 daily newspapers
in the United States.
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lery unto

erie,” has become
of war.

AND

1 Samuel

@aronx Text:

JONATHAN.
230 :35---42,

There is a Friend that

stecketh closer than a brother.”

18:24.

called * The stone Ezel."
of Argab,” a

From the [last lesson to this, occurred

mah, where

* “Saul stripped off his clothes

prophesied

naked

before

“And |

The Septua=

gint, in this 41st verse, reads, ‘‘Arose out

‘the marriage of David to Michal, the
daughter of Saul, several attempts of Saul
to kill ‘David, from which, by the oftiod®
of Jonathan and Michal be was saved, his
flight to the school of the prophets at Ra-

down

The ** city” was Gibeal.

Samuel, and lay

all that day, and all that

night,” the finding of Jonathan by David
and; the arraugement for disclosing the
designs of Saul respecting David which
ave. indirectly brought to our notice in
the present lesson—events filling out the
gap ol history which our Sabbath school
course of study has made.
85. ** And it came 10 pass in the mornlog that Jonathan went out into the tield

stones.”

word that means

The Hebrew

** Heap of

word for south is

negeb; probably, then, some copyist mistook one term for the other, and so came
the present reading. (3) David fell be-

Judges

20:14;

1 Saw.

SOHOOLS.

BY E. M. COREY.

1, What is the effect produced by, at
ing the Bible read in the common school P
I'study my own experience of that service,

Sectarian

points

‘were

never

spoken of, and no sectarian bias was ever
was the only effect? It was the solemnizing effect of a general religious exercise.
This was irksome to my boyish spirits,
but probably beneficial.
We feel safe in saying that in the case
of the Catholic or Jewish child, it would
produce no other or greater effect.

custom of bowing to the earth prevailed

In

the

second

in the East, as'a style both of worship and
of greeting those to whom reverence was
to be shown.
See Gen. 28:7, 12; 38:3;
44:26; 37:7, 8.::(4) The demonstration

Catholic thinks it wrong
Bible or hear it read.

of affection

is under a gross delusion.

cumstances

Bat the

weak

is

urged,

1 answer, the Catholic

was drawn

when - false or

objection

for
had
the
his
eir-

place,

that thinks thus,

If he hears

it

vead a few times, his objections will probably vanish.
Bible
equal

If not, I answer that if the

with its underlying principles of
rights, knowledge for all, and God

the only king, teaches sectarianism as
against the sect ot the Roman Catholie,

loke

26. Here, then, most likely the meeting
of David and Jonathan
took place.
(2) The agreement of Jonathan and
David was that if Saul, when informed
that. Jonathan had allowed David to

would bave cost that life. (5) Nothing
draws oul the heart to our friend like
dangers defied aod uwrials endured on our
behalf. So when Jesus is published as a
Friend suffering and dying for us, we feel

£9

it to be truf gy‘ that greater love hath no

ed States, so also the Declaration of Independence,so also the laws ander which
common schools ave instituted, so al¥ oc laws of all the States, So, forsooth, we can mot: teach the constitution,

man than

because

10 ‘Bethlenem,

was

angry

ad

showed evil designs against David, this
signal dd
re him. The wrath
of Saul told t
David was. given leave
of absence, against the prince. (3) Jonathan would not surrender David for the
throne; His friendship was severely tried.
Filial+.affection was with him made secondary to love for David. Ambition
came down and bowed itself to the ground
In the ‘presence of this pure friendship.
Jonathan ‘ imperiled bis life in behalf of
his friend, for Saul, in his rage, hurled or

brandished his spear at him. (4) The
good of this signal proved to be not so
much to give information to David as to

[onceal the design of Jonathan in going
out into the field.
‘were

to

If David and Jonathan

meet, words

close the purpose
But if the prince

would

better

of Saul than

dis-

arrows.

went alone, his errand

might be suspected, and some
watch and discover David.

And when

a

sycophant

gor the string, and consequently required
strength in the arm lo make them effective. Among the earliest weapons of prim.
itive man, the bow had place.
38, 89.- “ And Jonathan cried after the
Jad, Make speed, haste, stay not. Add
Jonathan’s lad gathered up the arrows
and came to his master; But the lad’
knew not
anything;
only Jonathan
and David knew the matter.” (1) The
words of Jonathan to the boy were inof David, and

aimed

at letting him know that to hasten his
flight was more than expedient. Jopnathan knew ‘that his father would try at
once

to

seize

David, and

that his

only

safety was in flight. © This was commu-’
nicated to David by Jonathan's call to
the lad. (2) The innocence of childhood,
#0 free rrom suspicion,taught by acquaintance with the ways of men io be on the
lookout for tricks.and deceptions, is hére
illustrated. The Jad bad no, idea that he
was helping to safety the, man above all
others that Saul would like to see destroyed. (3) We often playa part in life of un-

observed

siguificancy.

When

in

when

that his
helps him
what is
Lord,” is

uot seem to his

the hear

Ais right, when the judgment is enlightened of God,be employs for his own ends our
services, while we, in respectto it, may

his

treatment

this covenant

of

David

was

made.

against

him,

Jonathan

feels

oath, asfwell as his friendship,
to do right. The sacredness of
pledged *“ in. the name of the
recognized in this verse. (4)

** The Lord be between

between.my seed

me and thee, and

There

‘are those of whom

and

thy seed,” means,

fal,

God's kingdom out of their daily, faith-

unbrilliant sowing.

The

obscure,

"plodding, lowly of Christ's disciples thus
havea fertility of good, less due to them
~than to him whose servants shey are.
Movein our lives is unrecagnized product
and movalued, thérefore, thanis teen and

prized, It isthe Lord who brings out of

“that fruit of our work

worth.

its permanent

A consecrated Iff6, therefore, has

all

the

sects,

Now mark.

If the cause of any church
8

endangered

by

five minutes in the common school,

in

the

ligion
or principle, is either weak or rol
ten or contemptible, or all of these,
ought to be overthrown by this afo
short ** little” simple exercisé and not
allowed by its clamors longer to distress
the world. Thisis rendered more forcible

by thie fact that not even half of the teachers of our land indulge in this short, simple, * little” exercise, which is so dangerous to our ' Catholic friends.
Sill
further, the use of the Bible for anything
more than a devotional use, so far as all
the schools I ever saw are concerned, is

never thoughtof by the teacher, and

avy

if persevered in, in school hours, would be
condemned and prevented. 2,
Where

The

language implies

complained

enough to read the Bible, will still ‘pray.

in, obscure future history. - It inclnded, in

Weare again in hot water. Ifour prayers

fact, only a few generations.

correspond

not pledge the amity of their descendants.

Jonathan and David, while they lived,
would be bound by this ‘covenant, but
their children would need

to ratify it.

for themselves

(6) Jonatban

did: not arvay

himself further against Saul, his father.
He went home, and like a dutiful son,
avoided a rupture with his parent. His
course:in this, as in

all this difficult mat-

ter, was wise and admirable.
PracTICAL Hinms.
(1) The

lesson

shows us the value of those friends who,
in adversity, cling to us. still. Such a
friend is Jesus, who ¢ sticketh closer than

a brothet.” (2) It is here seen how God
raises up friends and allies for those who
love him,
his own,

and
how God. always delivers
that trust him, from real harm.

(8) The plain suggestion thai we have at
home our best earthly friends, whose common services of love, whose daily labors,
cares, sacrifices, bring the comforts of life

to us, is one that many a child may be
benefited by drawing oat of this incident. See how David thanked Jonathan

with his tears.

(4) Consider that blessed

above David are all who are in a covenant
with Jesus, that with his blood he sealed

for believers
friendship.

a covenant of ev erating

The Sunday School Times makes a sug-

gestion

to teachers well worth

| A# tion, as follows:

their at-

If a teacher will take

care to keep a memorandum of all the
scholars he ever has, and will follow them

other is a work of special - favor, and will

little pains to look them

up when he pays

a flying visit to the city where they have
gone, and where they feel like strangers;
let him send them an oecasiopal bandshake, in a friendly letter ; let’him remem‘ber them through a message by some Christian, or merely social cowapanion; and he

will find he has his.old scholars boundto
him by *f hooks of steel.”
oo
we
+40

The teacher who ' is: now

to

*‘justification ' by

we are, by the same precision that excludes the Bible, teaching dogmas con-

Nevér hope for success without exertion

in’ those things in which others fail with-

"no waste. God makes it ull to praise him, | out labor and perseverance.

‘We are

husband

father and

tation from our Bible.
story
of Jephtbah’s
with it; it is from

Itis
oir,

Ileal and

a secretary

Society.

approved

( certainly

of the American

is

Tract

Not a few ‘earnest Christians
same course, and it is no more

pursue the
than

men

of the world do oftentimes in the prosecution of their ‘business ‘or pleasures.

finds,

and pain ul

duty (o réport that an entire change of
text-books has become necessary, that
these evils muy be purged out. We also
report-that teachers be sternly cautioned
to confine their teaching on such subjects

morals,” —*¢ Hold,” cries a new

voice, ‘ my

conselénce

too must

be

re-

fording a true conception of. duty; ; 45 presentinga healthy example of, Christian
living. “And methinks he can justify his
opinion by Sound reasons, re
Religion should embrage the whole of
one’s life, and should brightev ome’s example in the circle of one's relationships.
It must fit for home as well as for the office

or-shop ; for the faniily; ag well as for the
spected. 1 believe with Andrew Jackgon Davis that there is no such thing as church. It isnot a class of acts by themselves; bat it is the quality, of all right
gin. “There is no such thing as morals,
Lét teachers feach that there is neither acts, whenever and. whegever performed,
In its exhibition it radiates from the man
din ‘nor sinners.” So the assembly breaks
up With a roar of quotations from Mr, + himself outwardly, ip an ever-enlarging
Beecher’s last sermon, about rights of circle ;, bat it first reaches the persons and
tax-payers, justice, fair-play and other scenes that naturally lie nearest. - It,
therefore, brightens home more, than any
“popular catch words.
Candidly, if this thing

will it end?

guid

These rights

gound liké those claimed
informed,

schismatic

where

of conscience

by a sickly, illor, devil-serving

‘conscience, rather than those of the manly, the neble, the independent, the lightseeking conscience.

The

conclusion

has

games and sports.

not

been

duties, and

in order, io the view of reason and in the
eye of God. Marriage is God own ins
stitution and Christ's first miracle was
wrought to lend it his sanction.
There
is no more religion in deserting a wife to
frequent a church thao there is in robbing
‘Peter to pay Paul. A well-orbed charac:
ter will’ contrive to honor the drafts of
both to a reasonable extent.
i
A similar conclusion may be drawn
from a father’s duties lo bis children. Do
they not belong to him, as well as to the
mother? Is he not also responsible for
their daily training, and for that inlefinable social atmosphere in the household
which does so much to educate children
intellectnally and morally ? But what kind
of a father is'he who for an evtir¢ month

does not git down for an hotir in the bosom of his family to relax his’ mind or
rest? Will they be most surely . altracled
to Christ? Will the sons, especially, be
best tiiined for a useful Christian course
under such broken and one-sided influences ? We will venture the affirmation (hat

is

school can

not, from its very nature, prevent the
shining of light upon the peculiarities of
different sects and religions. They must’
stand the light or die! The reading of a

Md-

for

for the spiritual. - And thus, as God has
made gravity a law in one realm; he bas
made prayer a Jaw in a higher realw, dod
it is even greater folly to ignore the litter
than the former,
And so it i810 more
true that God is a Creator of worlds, than

it is that he is a hearer of prayer.

WHAT IS THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN ?
One of the greatest and saddest mistakes of Christians is concerning what
“the kingdom of heaven” fs. ' This
* kingdom
is pushed away into the region of invisible ‘and future things by
ninety-nine in a bundred professors of religion.
Its glory and its happiness are
unearthly, shadowy, some where hundreds
of millions of miles away.
But John the
Baptist said, ‘‘the kingdom of heaven is
at hand;” as near *‘ at hand ™ ag Christ's
personal manifestation and ministry ; as
the last ‘passover, the last supper, the
sepulchee ; as his atonement_and resurrection,
Jesus taught his disciples to
pray, *‘Thy kingdom come.”
When?
Then.
Where? . Just there, and in this
lower world, and in all the earth, ** Thy
will be done in earth,” in the same
way and spirit, and fully, truly, and Joyfully, ** as it is in heaven.”

As Dr. Chalmers

thundered forth in

Glasgow : *‘ Heaven is a character, and

not a loeality. Mainly and essentially it
is a moral glory which is lighted up there;
it is virtue, which blooms and

there;it is the goodness

|

by which the

spirits of the just are regulated here; it
is this which forms the beatitude of eternity,
The righteous now, who, when
they die, ‘chall be righteous still,’ bawe
licayen already in their bosoms; and
when they enter within its, portals, they
carry the very being and substance of its
blessedness along with thew, "—Selected.
Christ

has taken our nature into

‘heay-

en to represent ns.
He bas left us ov
earth with his nature to represent him,
ED fae Inn

A PARAGRAPH FOR EACH

DAY.

pts
If Peter, when be was Ging on the
sen, had’ stopped to make one of your
elaborate prayers he would bave been
forty futt.oms before the Lord could bave
heard what he wanted.

unhappy results

from such a misiaken course,
And the machinery soon wears out and
such a life,
the wicked,

the,

atter is made

the use of wind, and the material yniverse is only a platform and an agency

Her claim comes first

runs down by the

o rselves, merely

ng oC ble ——

took,

side, ‘and

(o remember that she, too,

incessant friction of

American business men, like
do ‘‘ not live out half their

God

comwandeth

thee to ask

aud
LEACUn thee how to ask,
and. promiseth
that which thou ASREory and
thou askest not rand yer,
ord

angry if

pot ?—Bishop Andrews.

days; but fall yictims to dyspepsia, liver
complaint, paralysis, apoplexy, and in-

Im.

They continue litle children and weak
in faith, because they do net presently attain a solid acquatbtance with the person
high pressure for a few years: and:then of Chirist,and are not thoroughly satisfied
explodes. Harlan Page died at the age of how able he ‘was and sufficient for everyforty-three; while his father and mother, thing he undertook.
sanity. And when the same nervous restlessness goes into religion it operates at

whom the Weiter personally
at nearly double that age.

knew,

died

Iv,
God regards ns wickedness much that
good in his family,
in the church,. and in
the world than #; with the same spirit of passes for amiable, and. virtuous, and

He did less |

lovely

conseeration; he had sbeen; more (wise in

in the estimation. of the world.

iW!

the form and distribution of his labors;

Tt is well tobe

FA

There is iu it the appearance of

“ The fool hath said in bis heart, there is
("Névertheless, the writer “will ‘honestly
no God.” * Burn it!" he criet.
confess that ‘it does not strike him, as afThé dommittée on grievances’ repos

to ‘good

busy

Til

ip places

whet

obits

little and God ‘Is’ great,wuwhiére whatte

a special devotion to (he service of Christ.

luckily one sentence” is, “Thou art the
Christ, the Son of the living God.”
“Away ‘with it,” cries one.
Another
the

apparently

not condemned)by the writer of the mem-

amples of some grammatical point. 'Un-

if, tarns over

hour

forth as the example of a very pions man,

version!

A new reader we must haye!” An unfortanate grammar is ‘next picked "up.
It is open to a page which contains ex-

takes

and each

brought iit~ uties, which he felt could not
be neglec':d or postponed.”
What shall
be said of this mode of life?
It is set

Tt is the affecting
daughter. = *.Oat

King Jame's

evening

not pause at (he bottom of bis system, or

would now prize his company, his conversation, his reading, or his recreative

lous scene by declaring that his econ: hour, even in the bosom of his own family, to relax his min or rest...
Kyery evscience will not allow him to hear any
Jdence
of
good
accomplished
gave
him
prayer at all
new
joy
and
every
opening
for
usefulness
Our aggrieved friends having finished
He
the Bible und’ the prayer, go on still added a new impuise to his efforts,
felt
that,
under
God,
the
eternal
joy
or
farther to cleanse the” school-books ‘from
woeof immortal souls depended on his Ff
the foul offal of that which elsewhere

Each

Southey

facts will Gsually show

It is believed thatan
for the evening.
“entire
month
has
frequently
elapsed durwill scud with horrified looks outside the
ing which he did not sit down for an
door. The atheist will close the ridica-

fidelity.

which

weariedly busy in domestic

tion, «* for the sake of Cbrist,” but then be

inevitable, that thé “common
ee

and

of the day was closed he hastened to some
meeting or other refigions engagement

is called
“ pure and undefiled religion.”
A readeris taken up. It contains a quo-

Thus we see chemical law overruling me-

more, therefore, is he bound16 give her

we find it stated that “ when the business

Out

were

the pleasure of his society in the evening,

tics of his efforts for the salvation of men”

uneasy Jew will stand the prayer per:
haps, until there comes the closing peti,

evittently

merely at his table and in his bed. Dauring the day the requirements of business
usually call him away from her.
All the

us place another. In the widely circolated ** Life of Harlan Page,”in the chapter
devoted to the “ prominent characteris-

faith,”

trary to the Holy Catholic’ chwmeb.

loving

yet

She takes her place by his

that the home life in that ‘ny was
sweet and attractive,
By the side of the preceding extrict let

"conscientious

“ Tt has become our solémn

KEEP TRACK OF THEM.

and a thoughtful and

a kind

people;

and condeuins the degree of away-from
home religion set forth in Harlan Page's
memoir.
No man.has a right to throw
domestic care and responsibility entirely
upon his wife, or to deprive her of the
right to his society.
When a man marries, he comes under a life-long and most
religious obligation to the woman who
consents to join her destinies with his,

the

There

personal refinement.

ready to say that he was

will such a concession logically lead us?

the one who should ‘dare break this eovenant. (5) The word, ¢ forever,” is used
here for all thal indefinite time embraced
Friends can

virtue and

of, and

Instead of violating law,ft complies: with

that kaw which is highest,
as ba¥ing weep

A ‘foreigner,

We

proves the ‘course

don, whither he had recently removed,
makes this statement: *¢ 1 have declined
being a member of a literary clab, which
eels at the Chapter Coffee House, and of
which I bad been elected a member. Sarely, a man does not do his duty who
leaves his wife to evenings of solitude;
and I feel duty and happiness to be inseparable. Iam happier at home than any
other society ean’ make me.”
There is
something iu these words that certainly
makes a pleasant impression ‘upon the
reader in favor of the man who wrote
them.
There is in them an intimation of
tenderness, considerateness,
domestic

mind even of a child, that church or re-

‘Wade

divine will, it thoroughly’ carries
‘it/ out,

py temperament. ‘The evening serves to
soothe the disquieted nerves of the day.
Justice to the wife and mother ap-

Robert Southey, the poet, in a letter to
his friend, Mr. Cottle, written from Lon-

such a short and svmple exercise of fouror

begipning;

Far from contravening tha Da , Af simply fulfllg it, Instéad of
the

And this promotes good cheer and a hap-

are few of us who have not had the identical case presented to ns in one way or
another.
We belong to our families
quite as much as we do to (he church,dind
if we are true to our duties to them,it will
fit us all the better to be true to our relations to it. + Read
what Dr. Patton
says:

a doe-

we have pledged.

that, if the Lord is there, he will not spare

deals with ia puactical question.

earning

genial relaxations. Our religious earnest
ness partakes of the same extreme char:
acter as our secular” activity and drives
people ever to some place of meeting,to
some method of endless doing. Our piety
as Dr. Bushoell once remarkegl, is all below our elbows ! An Englishman, of sinilar position in lite,finds vastly more com:
fort than an Americrn; and so does almost any European.
He makes more of
the home life apd of pleasures which ean
be shared by the whole
family ciiele,

TWO VIEWS OF DUTY.

teach.
or religion or principle

in

from the

have a severe expression of chanical law, Auth wba law
face; are anxious, .care-worn, nervous, both mechanical’a
‘chenieal ‘law, &
restless ; crave excitement, change and the law of the mordl universe overraling
endless ‘activity and have small love of | that’ of the physical universe. : For when
quiet pleasures, domestic scenes, aod we talk of God's laws and plan; we

We are glad to get this article from the
Independent to insert in» our columns.
It

liberty

other use would be

464s said, “ That wicked one toucheth be the more highly appreciated, Tet him.
“them 'no6t.” Blessed indeed are such. _oceasionally call at: their mow more diseh tmeonscious life adds Tuster to the tant place of employment § let him take a
fon which is above all names,
An unApa harvest springs for the nutriment

religious

may he ever be there as a witness to what

when they leave him, he may do them
yet be conscloas of nothing, “ pow not more good after they are gone from him,
anything.” On the other hand, as Jova- than while they stay in his class. It is a
than used this boy,s0 Satan uses the wick- watter of course that he shall Jook afer
‘ted without their’ knowledge: to buildup thew while they are with him, but the
his kingdom.

it guarantees

trine directly contrary to one of ithe foremost doctrines of the
Roman Catholic
church.
Is the constilutién seetarian?
At this rate we shall soon have nothing to

threatened

with the aid of the foot in preparing them

the ear

his

and equal rightsto

began

servant like shooting at a mark, out like
a trial of the bow, of the muscle of the
archer in bending it. (3) Bows of ‘‘slec]”
or of brass were used at this time in war,
- though this was not the commen material of them. 2 Sam. 22:35. They were bent

tended for

down

The vow of Jonathan was at first volunteered.. He moved David to pledge biwmself in the same binding way to a friendship that should continue even vo the descendants of Jonathan; verse 17. (8) In
sparing David from the death which Saal

the lad was come

of Jonathan

lay

not,

The

dragon’is horribly uncomfortable
light of to-day.
ERE

Unit

42. “ And Jonathan said to David, Go
in peace, inasmuch as we have sworn both

of Jonathan

to the p’ace of the arrow which Jonathan
had shot, Jonathan eried after the Jad,and
said, Is not the arréw beyond thee?” (1)
If. Jonathan had said, Is not the arrow
&his sideof thee? David would have understood thatthe king bad not determined evil against him. On the other hand,
it. Saul was bent on mischief against Da:
vid, Jonathan was ‘to speak as he did. (2)
The act

a man

the

life for his friends.”

of us, in the name of the Lord, saying,
the Lord be between me and thee, and
between my seed and thy seed forever.
And he’ arose and departed; and Jonathan went into the city.” (1) For an account of the oath which Jonathan ‘took,
see verses 12-16. (2) The magnanimity

36, 37. ‘‘And he said unto his lad, Rua,
‘find out now fhe arrows which I shoot.
‘And as the lad ran he shot an arrow be-

yond him.

thi, that

so also does the constitution of

be a happy

tion occupied this doubtful ground, which
we donot admit, it would only indicate

control.

and

visiting our shores, wonld not think us a in the highest
or: moral: realms only, aehappy people. He would say, in view of cording to universal analogy, subordiour resources and thrift, that we might nating ‘the lower ‘Jaws of" Tower" felis.

ud, and by this

its own

by

whichto discharge the

unhappy vational ebaracter.

bim, they bunger to take away ' as ‘they
do every other liberty
"Fhe
boundsof liberty, it is true,
$hade off into
license,
‘If it were true that this ques-

solutely ‘under

met

the blessings be-

prayer a part of the plea of the universe,

One evil effect of this is to produce an

the scribes and pharisees by their precision in doubtful detail, fieally and completely, so far as. they were concerned,
destroyed the religion itself, Let us remember, in any case, that the very suggestion of reform coming as it does from
tne dark and bloody spirit of the middle
ages, is ominous,
Let us beware lest
we be caught with chaff. The fact is,
Roman (atholicism is not at home in this
country. ‘It is only at home with an absolate despotism and that despotism ab-

that

with

as makes

stowed tenfold more valuable ; their ineidental effect being worth far more than
the direct.
We are thus brought to the most rational conclusion that God has deliberately,
wisely,

bills for current expenses.

and will desiroy the liber(y. itself, just us

the

to read

the money

to us that the captious spirit which in its
attention to ‘minute and doubtful details
measures and fences off liberty in the
smallest particalars, is a dangerous spirit,

what

that

to their families is fully

meansto still the unquiet spirits around

small, In (he first place, did it produce
a sectarian bias 7 ‘1 never thought of such|

cob prostrated himself before Esau, as a
sign of respect, and as a declaration of
the humility and submission of a scrvant
inthe presence of his lord. It was a reoognition of Jonathan as the son “oi the
king, the prince-royal,by a subject. The

10:

blessing of his eternal

for an answer. Candidly, I must confess
that that effect, on ine at least, was very

a thing.

literary or religious,or to exciting scenes
of amusement, They consider that duty

These enihe meshes
frge spirit.
reverently

honor God, to gather a little light for
himself from the Holy Word, to ask’ the

all.

state of mind

place merely; and, after spending the
day in business, they vush' away to give
the even'ng to further business, or to polities, orto public meetings of some kind,

‘We shall not get put of difficulty

by granting this concession.
emies of liberty would wave
of a fearful bondage upon our
The liberty of the teacher to

picion that it is not a good argument after

produced.

which followed

schéal.;

Many minds” are straggling after the
vight position on, this question,
Mr.
Beecher's argument sounds well. But in
my pind there comes up a lurking sns-

fore Jonathan for the same cause that Ja-

out by the mutual trials which
at the time appointed with David, and a friendship they endured.
Jonathan
little Jad with him.” (1) The residence of | braved the ire of the wrathful king for
Saul was at ‘* Gibeah of Benjamin," (hir- sake of Dayid, and David « bad trusted
ty stadia, or about four miles, north from Life in the bands of Jonathan under

Jerusalem.

BIBLE 45D, THE

instruments

David was concealed is, in the 19th verse,

Notes and Hints.

and

to

as soon as the lad was gone, David arose
out of a place toward the scuth, and fell
on his face to the ground, and bowed
himself three times; and they kissed one
another, and wept one with another until.
David exceeded.” (2) The place where

Prov.

THE

ot

do

life, giving it unity and joy. No, they
use home as a boarding and lodging

chapter in the Bible is one of the least ol
these rays. This light is fatal to Roman.
is». Therefore the common school must
be destroyed, and this attack upon the
Bible js the first attack upon the. inner
nature and vital power of the common

Communicatigns.

Go,

to us in “this sense ob-

solete, but is stitl applied

J, A. HOWE,

(For Questions see Lesson Papers.)

DAVID

gave his artil- |

his lad and said unto him,

carry them to the city.” (1) The word artillery, from the French denoting** arch- |

Sabbath School Lesson.— Jan. 30.
QURATIONS

* And Jonathan

40, 41,

|

est a

sees all around hint'hat ‘the same 100k us

From a hook notieedin another part of it bad a thousand yes ago,and will have
this paper, ‘* Prayer, and its Remarkable the sane,in ‘all ikelibood, when he hus

Answers,”

by Rev;

Dr. Patton, we make

the following extract:

‘becwn thousand years in ‘his’ grave.- ‘It
abates dnd rectifies w man | if he is" worth

It is thus evident | that prayer my on ‘the process. wa Sidvey Smith:
vail: with, God by reason of. its. fuifill: vr,
ing, on the. part. of man, a necessiry

moral.

condition, which

requires: « He needs

Gud

no information; nor

any coaXing or, persunsion

"All out’ tira hitings | are as so muny arshot at at
and they will

«wisely|

‘Wows

retutu apon our own hearts ; they . reach

te rouse his

benevolence and indued him to e¢ome to’
our aid. Buti he ought to see us ina
proper. position; of ‘humility, faith and
loye, before he gratities our desires; and
he appoints prayer as the means of bringing us into that'position.- "This shows hig
wisdom as a moral ruler ; and a great defect would have been manifest in! his

not him, bul they will hit us} they huit
fot hin, but they will wound us; there|.

fore it is" better to be mute

than

to mur-

mar ; it is dangerous to’ provoke a consuming fire.
ta
why VIE

Not. once or twice alone in the world’s
history has God seemed to make his: very

scheme: ol training; bad he omitted prayer, best and gravest servants ‘drink tothe
and left ms. (0,2 bare use of the laws of very dregs the cup. of apparent failure—
nature, according to our imperfect understanding. of theqa. For, io that ease, he
would

have

withheld

needed

help,

and

called them suddenly away by the sharp
stroke of martyrdom, or down the: long
alee iyities of a lingering disease; before

even a distant view of. their work has
heen vonchsafed to them fling them, ‘as

other place,and robs it of no proper attrac-

would! bave shut ws up to mere mechani

tion under the plea of doing good elsewhere, While its spirit of benevolence
is such as to insure. effort as widely. as
will be truly useful, it; avoids the error.of
sherificing results at. hand to gain those
afar off, It is the too common fault of

cal

Americans that their life is unduly

nexing such a. condition to his gifls, God

garden as madness, andthe end that: has
been without human honor.
Ttis but a

able to him; and wise for us, as a condi{ion precedent to the bestowal of derirgd
favors, but he also secures in us such a

wart of thatumereitul fire in which he is
purging away the dross (vom the: seventimes 1 fined gold of a spirit which shall
be worthy of eternal bliss.—Farrar.

tense,

They do not relax toward the end

of the day,and spend a quiel, social

ing in domestic pleasures with
children,

“in-

strengthening

thus

even-

wife and
the

family
apie

+

only

influences,

slightly

whereas, now

wa come

which

would

operative

on"

have

been

chdvacter;

we have n larger hope, and

into vital, warm,

personal con-

tact, such as gives us aw immediate impression of himself, Moreover, by. annot_only brings us. ibe a, position honor-

iN,

it‘ were,, aside. like ‘broken instruments,
uggless for their destined purpose, ere he
crowned with an immortality of success
and blessings the lives which fools re-

”

SAE

Selections,
MAGDALENE.

aT. MARY

were lines of pain and doubt ;
of desth, and swept them

Yoo er

out.

strong and

tempest

ber breast raged
Within
[#4]
i

* Peace, my
Stllled into elm when Love said,

1

pifeiiod With the Futhies ory
bari i Wike
Srahiiened Jigs 2 theeky; td

voice divine,
Swhetet than iléhbe ¢xtie 10ve's
#1 iow abalt rise Aghin, foi thow art mine I"!
lirdugh INE ugony of wil fears,

Avd she gres yery fairto look wpov.;,

waisted onee by beakts of prey,

Shon hast pat forth thy alorious fruit to-duy |
0 jewel, flung "neath trampling feet of swine,

Love’s hand has set.theg in the crown Divine.

Maker, Redoemér, Sabetifier, Thou
foi DROW
every

1

power

gr

breast

her

Hast signed Thy. sign: upon
superb,

and

:

each

an

;

bright

Flames tn the perfect luster of Tuy face.
}
-— Macmillan ’s agazine.
Br Sri TA

“1 DECLARE
UNTO YOU THE GOSPEL."
We give our readers this week one of
_Mt, Moody's sermons. Next fo bearing

him, reading the reports of hil sermons
tha hest way lo appreciate the
is dartai

cbarndertstic simplicity and directness of
where the gospel bas been proclaimed for

the last hundred years as faithfully, if not

other pait of the

world, vet I don't believe there is a word
inthe
lish language so little understoodas the word | ** Gospel;” and 1 bea. great many (hat attend

lieve there jare

our churches every Sabbath, aud have attended for years, that yet don't know
really the meaning of that word **Gospel.”
1 think it would do us good to take a dictionary and note some of the words that
are so often used in the church of God—
find out just the simple meabiog. If the
“

spel”

means

"

news,”

« glad tidwigs," then when it is preached
and proclaimed, the people are to rejoice.
It men believed

it was glad

tidings, who

could help but rejoice? A great many
act ae if we bad brought them a deathwarrant, or an invitation 10 a fGneral, or
some dry, stupid sermon. The Gospel is
the besl news that ever came to the earth
from heaven, the best news that ever fell
0
morta) ears, that ever came to the

Rh
would

heard the

We live in a day when men are preaching almost everything else but the gos. - Of course there are many preachers,

Bat a great many give forth uncertain
sounds, and wonder why so few come to
A man came to me the other

1s a great differ-

ence between our preaching. Either you
or Iam. Said I, ** What is
are w

y? 1.have never heard you,
the d
but you have beard me, aud-parbaps you
can tell me the trouble.” Said he, “You

make a great deal of the death of Christ,
and I tell the people that the death has
nothing to do with it. Lech the life,

Toe

bore 9%" Haid he, ** 1 have never preached
on that.” Said I, ** What do you do wiih
this: * I declare unto you the gospel * * *

Christ died ‘ for our sins, according to the

Scriptures’ i” He eepliey again, *“ I have
done nothing with thag;” and I went on
and gave him a pumber of passages, and
be sald

be bad

never

preached on them.

My friends,

that, baok, doesn’t teach anything
AA
rien’

i

ogee

at Peter

else.

preached on

me pretty near.

is all

gone now.

will

Thank

God, ihe fear

Jet death

come, and

ed

God.’ 'Take the

Bible agnioyand read. what [Peter preachLo
neling. When he, got tq that
uy

i

continued

Nor did" be ‘or his family’ éver
a

BLE

the

“Christ died, the Holy Ghost

.

ut.

weigh

its.

|

will aim to be (he tm

A correspondent of the

Interior,

in

sermon when three stéfoge

a

Albert

meu,

sailor's garb, entered the

We offer the following

door,

in full

and

empty

pews that

warm

afternoon.

the three waddled up slowly

toward

We

the

front they betrayed considerable embarrassment. Just then the preacher sfop-

my word and believeth on
me, bath everlasting life,
come into condemuation,
from death unto life.” If

STAR

As might

ors were fixed 'apon him, and were kept
riveted on his face till the final word:
ln the meanwhile shecongregation was
taught a wholesome. lesson touching
church hospitality. The above account
was

had from a brothér of miné,

present in the gabery.

Take.the

is Calvary.

cross,

BELIEVE

AND

Believe on the

BE

Bao

sermon

at Antioch,

did he preach P Christ died for the ‘world.
He wig God" gift. He died for'our sins

and wag buried ; rose again, and: wert
on high. And that is the gospel. I
hack

stitution, within whose

BAVED.,

Lay hold on the gos-

pel. A friend of mive in Paris said that
when Prussia was at war with France,
they went out ove night after darkness
bad come, to bring in the woanded men,
They were afraid to take out lights for
fear of
getting a bullet from the enemy,
When
they thought they had gotten all
the wounded, and were veady to retive
into the city, & man got ou. top of a high
spot of ground and cried with a loud
voice, asking if there were any who wish-

That

is help,

Let a c¢

i enhen Bave d trln ARN Nell

We

have

"

0

Y

1 ares sinner, alt you have todos to

of God, and. you

go forth, justified, Let ps; cise and
1s

ell

g

Tesh

|

I

o filled with blood,
IBMDEDUEPs Veins.”
:

Hl PEantissg
WW.

01

I

watit'to testify right here

beard any better news.

that 1 never

1 never expeet to

hear any hetier news, because it has taken
out of my heart—first, sin. ** Behold,

the Lamb

of God, i

gins of 1he world.”\
‘against God, and
mug, forgive sin.

where else for this.

taketh away tbe

Now, all sin is
itis God alode that
don’t look any-

If God doesn't for-

4.60

us all make one grand rally at the

are

manu-

progressive,

alive

to

every

goad

Lim and

bis remedies,

aflictions, ' éfforts,

and

attainments.”

Hence, Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Dis-

coyery is to-da more largely employed
as a blood and yh medicive, and also as
a cough remedy, than day othiér rémedial
agent ‘in

the world.

‘His Favovite

Pre-

(@~Samaritan Nervine.
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St

Ad:

“1 haven't the slightest reason to doubt

your generosity.”
:
«+ Why don’t you keep it, then 7"
]
« Well, sir,” said, the preacher, * you
know I am very fond of singing, and
there is one hymn in my book, ihe singing of which is one of the grestest comforts of my life. I have not been able to
sing it with my whole heart since I have
been here. A part of it runs this way:

—

KIDDER
18841: V5

10
Pierce’s
Nasal’ Douche, little deed be
said, ‘as ‘they are Known ‘everywhere os
the greatest specifics for Catarrh and

“eold

public.

iu. the head,” ever given lo, the
And

of success,

besides

this large measure

Dr. Pierce ‘seems likely
- to

achieve ag gréat renown

‘as an author

us

be has as a physician.
‘His Common
- Sense Medical Adviser, a baok ofl about
900 Jazes, whieh he sells at the unparalleled low price of $1.60, has already becn.

soldto the extent of exhausting two editions amounting to forty thousand copies,
The: secret of Dr. Pierce's success, as well

as that of the great revivalists, and scores
of other Americans, who, by their genius |

have advanced step by step. from obscurity to affluence and distinction, consists

in (reatmg the people with consideration,
sympathy, candor, and honesty. No man,
who hopes to attuin either wealth or dis-
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be came to bis friend, the kind-hearted
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of dootrinal theology, and the author’s views
are thosé generally accepted by the denomination,
$1.60 postage, 24 cents.
Butler's Commentary
by the saab author,~Prof.J. J. Batlér, con
sais two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
It is an
other on Aots, Romans and Corinthians.
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deéd of mady acres.’ "He went Howie glad
at heart; in freedom, ashe tho
from
his difficolties. Theve months, after
this

ily

Like the reat revivalists, his

ause, as the New York T'ribiime says,
“he sympathizes With them in all their

.

Doctrinal,

discusses briefly, butjelearly, all the question

enthusiasm | —

most. jm:

$1.00; postage, 16
+

which contains a historical statement, sad
u. brief notice of our’ doctrinal basis,churob’ pol-

Butler's

teaders his

the

Kesson Papers

—ise

and

the Serip-

on

Denominational,

contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,

vants of the Master, 10 introduce the paper wherever it'is not taken,
+

‘search

lectures

Faith and Covenant
is a confession of 17 articles of faith and a de
;
sirable church covenant.
Printing Establishment

willbeat the rate
ment in advance.
The Register.

dispensed with;and we appeal to you, ser-

(0

were not stereotyped till within the last tow .

is for lessthan four nfonths at a time, the charge

Star? It is a helper that can not well be

wottld

1

an exoel

years, and we can furnish only the following:
cts, per dozen ; 50 cts. per hundred.

allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free,

Dic»

for all who
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BIBLE;

THE

Guide to the Savion,

Payment always in advance, and no commission

5.70

OF

in thé way of salvation.
Tracts

$4.50
sub$3.00

eminent professional services.” His ad
vertisements are earnest exhortations.

oils

A Methodist préachier, Leaveling

:

and *¢ Life and Epistle of
Paul”. ..... thsnesasmensess

Let

.

l,

Argun, abyin which,

gommunion is clear

is a little book intended to assist wquirers’

Terms: single copy, each, Packages of ten or more to one address, each, -

tionary?
civ vasiveiiiines

¢

2.50

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.

IN. Sid

© “There
is a fon
\ Drawn frotiy

Bible

$3.00

MYKTLE.
5.75

And. 4.

close

portant nue of Bible study
ots.

ave Babbath School papers printed alternate
weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated.
Both papexs are of the same sige, but the LITTLE
STAR [is for an older class of readers than the

ciaaihieeaiinaiiin,

““Smith’s

lent book

ii

-

from
an English

s gocihend
teclergyman.’alo '85hte‘elspommutgn
Postage, 11oes. © TOT

factured remedies which are in demand
or
in every quarter of the globe, and at work.
which a corps of distinguished physicians
Said a pastor 10 his congregation, on
and surgeons, under the personal direction
‘‘In proof Dc,
Pierce, are coastantly administer- the first Sabbath in January:
ing to the needs of thousands of sufferers viding yourselves and your families with
éverywhere, and whose success in the
treatinent of all forms of chronic
ail reading matter for the year, let me adments bas become so weli known that vise you lo take the Morning Star.” And
there is scarcely a kamlet in the land in
which his name is not, familiar, Its pro- we rejoice to know that many pastors are
prietor, says the Herald and Torchlight, successfully urging the Star upon the atof Detroit, “is a man of the people, tention of their people.

people believe in

not

the gospel is good news and glad tidings.

and

As an sperionce;

the,folly of

The Little Star and Myrtle

is mulip ed by the unparalleted success of | |
bis enterprise, as weil as by the efficacy
of his remedies in curing disease. The

This is the 2oipél. We have
00 new gos-

e Christ,
88, the gilt

walls

writes for them, and to them

settler. He was welcomed; but he soon
drew out the parchment: = .
come here with any new story. We don't
+ Here, sir,” said he, ** I want to give
know anything
else. Why, my friends, you back your title-deed.”
it -is about ‘all that is worth knowing.
"¢¢ What's the matter? * said the other;
when you come right down to the great “et any flaw io it?
““ No."
dae
questionof salvation.
s¢ Isn't it good land?"
| GLAD TIDINGS
OF 'BINS FORGIVEN,
* Good as uny in the State.”
Do you thivk I repent the gift P”
to tell why I believe
want
I
And now

don’t know any other,

¢

a reprint
of 130 pages

Lectures .
ON THE TRUTH

save for the

“
inadvance,
"iri
Special offers, strietly in advance,
with no commission paid :
Une old and one new subscriber,
Clubs of 8ix or more, one-third new
scribers, each
Postage is paid by the publisher.

4.50

and ““Scribner’s Monthly”
‘and “New England Far«

but fifi communications,

Terma per year

other

azine’. ...oiviesee TER

indired

| edition, and considers the responsibility of waa,
, in relation to bis thoughts. 5 cte; postage, f ols, |
Close, Communion, or Open Communion

publication ofces are Boston and

very NoHo

Magazine,

¢
«

is

Baptist

Wester Departnient, shou'd be addressed to Do- | tures

and induce every Freewill Baptist to take
the Star. In doing sn, we shall benefit
achieved. Strikingly illustrative of these
suggestions is that great establishment, | the subscriber more than any other perloonted at Buffalo, N. Y., and known as son.
Aud we may commend it with conthe ** World's Dispensary,”—a most appropriate name, indeed, for that vast in- fidence to all, as, a paper thai -is liberal

and

Lord Jesus Chiist, and.

you shall be saved.

Harper’s

mer,

fn on Corpelius, and the whole family United States, found his way into ludiava.
were bord into the kingdom of God{ I He and bis family Faas deep poverty.
tell you, no one receives that doctrine but A
settler who love FH helag 2 large
it brin joy and gladness into his beart. Iandholder, presented
Him with ‘a titled

¢

Bazar or ‘ Weekly...
and ‘Arthur's Home Mag~

who was

asm, are fair samples of American geaius.
Springing from among
the common
people, their sympathies are alive to the
wants of the whote people, and herein
lies the secret of their great success.
Those who seek to be popular must study
and be familiar with the wants of the
masses;
and prove loyal thereto. To this
fact We may trace the grand success in
business, as well as in religious nodertakings, which many Awericans have

away

there before, There is one mountain peak
that the wrath of God has been over, and
that

dviby

Will not pastors, and all interested in
The great revivalists, Messrs, Moody
work, exert themselves in exand Sankey, who electrified staid old En- Christian
gland with their eloquence and enthusi- tending the civenlation of the Morning

fire has been

Because

vy?

gressive. The

SANKEY.

from it? They know better than that, for
the flames go faster than they can. They
light the grass in a circle around them.
They hear the flames as they roll over the
prairie, but they know they are perfectly
safe.

with

and

}

traveling a great deal faster than the fleetest horse—when they can see the flames
rolling over the entire desert, consuming
man and beast, what do the frooticrmen
such

Star,

ib

NEW YORK TIMES June14, 1875.

is a large religious paper of eight pages, in its
fifty. first volume.
It id able, literaryjiand pro-

Siar at

¢

N ejhos® | AMERICAN GENIUS. MOODY AND
Fe

the

~

‘Whe Morning Star.

ZING) + i vis anissi Havin d ili ni $4.00

baye been expected, when the winister
resumed his sermon the eyes of the sail-

men see the prairie on five, and the flames

do at

inducements to

and ¢ Wide Awake” (the
popular. wew juvenile maga.

the tars in-

to. the pew of bis own family.

furnish

down a

the disposalof the public.

' PUBLICATIONS. |

periodicals at the following rates :

ped short in his discourse, stepped down

from the pulpit, and showed

will

working

interesting to advertisers, is placed readily at

reowill

Clubs of. six or more, ONE-THIRD BEING

As

in

Thoughts upon Thought

one year, at $4.60, strictly in advance.

awk-

this:

country but

any

while the widest information upon all topics

and

Liberal Offers.

wardly strayed up the aisle. None of the
congregation moved to give thém a ' seat, NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can have the
perhaps because there were pumbers of $2.00 each, strictly in advance.

I say unto you,

they run

all the churches,

our patrons:
gestive incident :
In the afternoon of one Lord's Day, al Any subscriber to the Morning Star,
year or so after this renowned man became who will farnish the name of a NEw ONE,
stor of the ‘First Presbyterian church, can have the two copies of (he paper for
hiladelphia, he was
in_the widst of his

the . body.” Look at this one verse:
“Verily, verily ¥—which. means truly,

Do

only chat

also to include whatever may be of cutrent interest among ali denominations.

Barnes, the well-known minister and
commentator, gives the following sug-

rible day when 1 stand before God, and the
things that I have done in'secret, and the
things tha' I havedone in the dark, will be
made known. But remember, we are not
coming into judgment,
I was judged at
Calvary with Christ. There. is no condemnation to him that is in Christ Jesus.
[ hear somebody quote, *“ Every one must’
give an account of the deeds dome here in

a time?

from

and one which would’

paper system of America can escape notice,

interests, lo uphold our
faith without being dogmatic, to give the

latest news

hasbe hardly
ever heenpossible
secured,in

complex business into so, thoroughly a systematic method that no change in the news-

As the denominational in} (he Star

the Lord retarns
again. In that circle'the
feeblest: Christian ‘is ‘held safely, but if pion of all our
the circle be broken, the dependant spirit

Now they have the sat

They have succeeded

shall have a spéeial correspondent in
Washington during the session of Congress, and in Philadelphia next summer
to picture the great Centennial Exhibition.
J Libba wei) |

and to

letter referring to the late Rev.

there Is one more, and that is the judgment. 1 used to think, that will be a ter-

be that beareth
him. (hat sent
and shall nol
but is passed

"
engaged,

fresh and timely. Tbis will include lets
ters from; the principal centers iv this
country, and’ from foreign lands. We

through

the first to go into this

and complete advertising. connection which

much under a séparate head,

We shall aim (o have correspondence

~ ANECDOTE OF ALBERT BARNES.

We Lave now lbree enemies put out of
the way—sio, death and the grave, Now

verily,

being of a discipleit spreads,

was

John

isfaction ‘of controlling "the most extensive.

A. H. Hu~

will be fuliy represented.
Editorial ‘assistance 'is vow
ample and competent.

49+

CONDEMNATION.

truly—** Verily,

in chsirge of Rev.

who

kindof enterprise.

as Heretofore, but as’ a part of thé whofe
paper, ‘The paper will hav# more unity,

A ¢

;

instantly drops off,”

1's as I could; and then I began to

wake up to the fact that he never preached a funeral sermon. Thank God, he is
NO

Hooper,

an experience full of

promise, and a purpose fullof hope,
“The WesTerN DEPARTMENT Will be

his.
hy mn

‘mintiey, heud Hacontiding
in
whose service
sac ced

the mysterious Tife stream flows,

we

then bg in the presence of the King.

[ was going to preach afew years ago a
funeral sermon, und go I thought I" would
b just as near a funeral sermon like

out,“ What shall we do te be saved7"
We want to go
bas ie $be,primitive days
Lui
o L
this world wants
if SY
tg Cir, but one Who

rotigh the great captivity, and

Half Century with

\

and the piece of iron drops dead tothe
Nowthfie'd, where: I lived,of felling out ground, like any other unsupported
the age on the church bell when any one 1 weight,
DY Dt
’
died. Sometimes I would count ayer
stream of “life ‘from the “Ford,
seventy strokes, and would say to myself,
brought into contact, with a buman spirit,
“No matter, death is far oft.” "But then
keeps the spirit cleaving to the Lord so
the next time, perh#ps, it would come firmly, that no power ov earth or helt can
down id the teens, and. death would seem
wrench the (wo asunder,
From Chrisi

"Him
cop
pe Shere
y ‘erucify the Saviour, the
Holy'Gboit came: down, and they cried

right | havdcof

i

hence
its
Cut ‘that ‘wire
through, or remove it by a hair's breadth,

thing mew.” My friends, we bave nothing
gospel. ‘It
and when he So to that new. "We have ‘only the old

ow

ang

mine
tou. IT Foose 40 ling i My . but,

‘mono
He (preached Christ, Christ and

i

went his way, apd,

nly

SRS
wh
rt oan pel. Bome willeay,
* That isthe old
4
wére' Brought down under
bis ser- we thought hs aod going. to heay Same.

Bis oe

than own

Li

sorbed the business conducted by Mr.

y but every locality, East, West and South, ;

SaidI, ** What de you preach?” Said be,
+] preach essays——moral essays;” but he
left out the wtonement, the death of Christ.
He litted Christ up as au example, but he ed to be taken into Paris, and telling
idn't believe Christ died for the race and them the ambulance was ready ‘to’ go.
for a lost ‘world.
Beforehe spoke it was silent ; mot a veioe
~My friends, it you took that atonement was heard..
But the moment he had
away from we, [
not preach.
1 ceased speaking, and the men knew that
id ua khow dow so handle the Bible, there was help, there was a cry all over
or to
proclaim
what I call the gospel. If the field. Now, wy friend, ] come today
Hlesve oat. the death of Christ, this book to tell Jn that thereds ope willing te save,
becomesia sealed book tome.

}

10 think that

lay its cold, iey band upon we, and. shall
gaze upon il placidly, Where death, was
once a terrible enemy, and Fusedto tremble in view of it, this is all gone now. I
remember the castor fn the litle town of

ss Yas

ave you done wilh @HiGL og

ridpashivmi

Hey

be the saddest: hour: of my life

hung bis head and s:id, “1 have not
I said,

After fit'y years of ‘efficient service, the

+1 Morning Star vow enters upon its second

when death should come, and T should be

to

years ago Mes srs. Geo, P: Rowell &
Co, established their advertising agency in
New York City. Fiv e years ago they ab-

The Morning Star.

fa

PUBALG
82 it

Said I, ** My good there you ave safe. Let pestilence, an
friend, what do you do about this: * He plague, and death sweep over the city,
are sale. Why ? Because Christ
for our trausgressions, i
- wae wounded
through the city, and all you
bruised for our iniquities; the chastise- | has
ment of our peace was pon Him, and have to do Is to accept the finished work
with His stripes we are
healed’
i He of salvation.
and

tion

ad

lack/bread, He is gone now Lo his**abid-: LING, not $0
ing home. "~+Epworth Singers

gospel

and you the death.”

on that;
reached:

:

Para

ry

day and said, *“ There

is

home.’ Ghani

himself.

:

Ten

unfairly with

“ Take your title*detd,” be added;

po

you want (0 get a good platform on which
you cin stand with safety, get on to John
5:24. Take Him at his word.
God says
believe: lay hold of him this afternoon.
We come to tell you that sin has been put
sin-cursed world, when the angels were out
we come lo
permitted to com: out of heaven and say, tell ofyouthethatway he byhashis haddeath;
victory over the
“Behold, we bring you glad tidings of
tell you that if you
t
joy, which <hall be to all the
le, grave; we come lo
bel eve, you never shaltbe judged for sin,
glee is born unto you a Saviour."
because Christ was judged tor you.
Look ut the froutiersmen.
CHRIST'S ATONEMENT,

hear them.

hE

ling
Him to

+Albough we live in a Christiso land,

more ¢o, than in any

HLT my Ganagn gain

‘There

would rather sing! that hymn

5

the resurrection and the life,

bis preaching!

word

ii

“© death, where i8 (hy sting P” "A child
of God’ bas nothing
- to’ fear.’ Let death

So jv Love light her face transfiguredshons,

d

t

I lodge awhile in tents below,

summoned into the, presence of I myeanGod.
ery,
ut that has all gave now, and

i

fom

a

aor

“1, will, pestorg DE

And

¢

a

The

i

to deal

the world or be: indifferent to the wants
and best interests of humanity.

Or eladly wander to.and fro,

. He

were strong again.
they ,
Lovellitted thiandeim

ee

i

oped nerveloss, afer their flerce

Her

+

5

tinction, can afford

No cottage in this wilderness.
A
poor, wayfaring man,

And my ubiding

mee y shied
Pa
lologe o, HY WY

fhe

1

ed in the blood.
clean for time and Slernity,
]
gught to
r his mighty
id for he wonderful story of Tob

were

Love

r We
Wb

|

yg oly of

SRD,

fs

* _* No foot of land do I possess,

give sin, who can? He has taken all my
sins and cast them behind his back. How
is Satan to get at them? If God bas
taken them and cast them behind his
back, they are away from him for time
and eternity, ' Be sufe that your ‘sin will
find you out; but if you have been wash: L

ir

SE
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Dr, KECK’S new mettod.
mail. Address Dr. 8. P, Stoddard,
rector, 8 West 14th street, Néw York,

fo tres |
Medical Di~ 0#d

.

nothing

more

if its prohibition
than

some would

have us believe, the subject

might safely

reading

matter

are

BE MERCIFUL.

ong its, followers. As in the p
tionhen. it extends over, or' thé sevice

:

blessings which
x
it can bring Ne
to_us;

reported it impossible to agree, and they

mémberiiig that mercy is a gi

It is evident that there is a disposition
to listen-and obey. * Phe ‘feeling:18 bes
eoming more and more general that we

whofe ot, ups tissions | are

‘tion, ‘éither of murder or manslaughter,

it knows no ects of 'parfies, but a com-

need revival, Christians feel it, backslid-

The

quitbal!

plete system of spiritual trath and ethics
alone founded on the Bible
as God’s Word.

those from whom little is expected,,

it requires ofits’ titizens, it knows no nationalities, but American citizens only, so

EreFmd wetiinllyjindgod di

ably, pdncvieve $f | the Jicts abdve

ers feel it, the ungonyerted feel it—even
It is not mere curiosity or love of excitement that draws thousands to. the

placed

humble standard that Moody ahd‘Sankéy’

the Book which teaches the sublime truths

set "up ‘in the ‘name of “the Lol: *4T§
may be that too’ much ‘dependénce” is

State
has heretofore

«of the system of that Christianity which,

a a nation, we have always recognized;
dn fhe hands of the men and women who
are employed to educate the children of
ithe nation for future citizenship.
'|
- Standing on the threshold of the naVs. centennial, - it behooves us to ine

quiré into the significance of a movement

which has already gathered no little force,

the avowed

object

of which

is ‘to

“banish from the’ school-roor this text:
book of Christianity. Two lines of in-

FATES

¥ &00m

jeot, Bat with LL Hhiotived,

ty on the dng hand sttdcks the Bib
ther public school: for the sitevs
it attacks it ontside the public school..

antagonizes Christ

4

placed on a favored instrument or meassure. But the desire so. manifest not only
in a few places but all over, the, land tp,
enjoy spiritual refreshing shows a deep
feeling of need. . It is not a desire

to

for

recemciliation,: for. sal

vation. The feeling is that we are wrong,
and need to’ be set right, that we ougl f
to turn from the vain objects of our. pursuit to the substantial

good

our

hearts

require.
These indications wad: wnestageinent:

|

should he regarded. | We should at orice
nse the Best means in or power to hake’
Tt, the

ry where/and

most

of the

oppportunity.

Secular,

men make theft “fortunes by taking’ ad-

were discharged.

tivated.

Tt is

é of 4

of

'

This only Mlustited the fate of, Jig
trials, especially in large cities, and rein-

be apt to suppose. The entrance te our
ears should be closed as instinetively at

forces

, the approach of y
drop" ver. our gyes

To
i

do
. .

¢

.

y iil

KIN

FoxEION MISSIONS, The January ntimber of the. Missionary Reporter is at hand.

This sheets sent ont to our churches by
our Foreign Mission Society, that it may

bring this ‘subject nearer

hands ‘of ‘our’

the heart and

people, ‘by giving them

fresh news of the work, and also the
state of the treasury. The present num-

ber @ontains' sqm
from’ mission

that

two-thirds

| OPPRESSIVE TAXATION, Very natus

danger.
We are
y,
truth and the life.
Shall we strive to
walk i:14it, to know it,to live it iP
oA
are the merciful for co
shall

mercy.”

the ' argument

should be! competent to convict or acquit.

I MATS

lible letters
as

well

as

othér matters pertitiont, vo gr subject.
Weare fold that x ire i will. soon be
sentto the churches,
Statthg their apportionment
to this? cause; and we, hope as

rally the people of Chicago
are incensed
anew against the rig politicians ‘who,

singe the advent ‘of the Hesing party ‘to
power, have developed the most hares
| faced corruption and fraud. This time it
‘is the grossly unequalassessments return-

ed against personal property as the basis
of tax collection.
‘An’ inspection of
the books shows that in numerous instances friends of the officials have been
omitted entirely in.the assessments, while
others have been assessed double or treble

the amount of property owned.

Rev.

Mr.

five

hundred

persons

have

break

spoken

of.

Verily, God

maketh

attention to the new

dress

in which

that the agitation consequent on such a
course will créate a sentiment of sufficient
indignation among votersto sweep the

A

A

.

able me to give some facts which upon
examination will prove encouraging.

‘¢ the wrath of man to praise him.”
at
—
,
BosroN Tyre Founxpry. “In calling

Although

this Q. M.

can not boast

of

seven thousand, yet- it can rely upon
seven hundred as good and faithful Chris-

the

Star appeared last week, we forgot to
say it was from the Boston Type Foundry,
an establishment unexcelled in the honor
of its business transactions, or the excel-

tians as canbe

found,

Q. M.,

denomination

in

our

probably,

in any

or

in

any

other branch of God's people. It shosid
also be considered that this Q. M.

lency of |its work,

location in a.community in which hn
of

has been little or no increase of popdla

the Rocky Mountain Christian Advocate
comes to us with the new year all the
way from Salt Lake.
It is a double sheet

any religious organization, is a great
drawback, and it operates seriously

of fair size and promises well.

Against iincrease of numbers.

A New

Paven.

The

first number

Thal

tion for the last twenty years.

(truly Christian sheet, with all the ag- ||
gressiveness characteristic of the Advo- |{
cate family, should be thus flung to | |
the breeze from the very stronghold of ||
Mormondom, argues well for the near | |
|
downfall of that great iniquity.

This,to

= And when

we think of the, good brethren who have
left us by removal and death, we are surprised that we are able to hold our numbers so well, and if a religious body can
hold its own under such depopulating effects, we think it deserves praise.
‘
Again we would take into consideraSE
gh a ot a
Oh FR
Wg aresorry to say that our W ashing- | tion seme statistical facts as a ‘matter of
ton letter for this week fails to reach us encouragement. The Q. M. is made up
in season forinsertion.
of twenty churches, two of which have

“preaching all o' the time.

Denominational Betws.

present.

Alleged ‘Reasons for not Studying.

Sixteen of the

churches employ ministers one half ‘of
| the time. One, one-fourth, of the. tite.
One small church has no" preaching at the

This, we

thinks is a very fa-

vorable showing when compared with
Too OLD. There is an ancient,and as has
what the Q. Meeting has done for the
been supposed, a wise, and golden maxim,
i
last“
thirty years. = We think the time
quite the reverse of this—*‘Never too old
to learn.” Some men, distinguished in never has been when so much was being
certain departments of learning, mathematics, or the languages it may be, com| menced study very late in life—in some

done by way of securing

preach
ng as at

the present day.

churches have

Eleven

commodious- and convenient meeting| instances, as late as the-fiftieth or sixtieth | houses owned and controlled exclusiv ely
{ by the churches. Six own the right to
| year of their age.
|
There are among us pastors of churches | | one-half or more of well: arranged --hous| in the middle age of life who feel the | es. Three churches, only, have no place
|
lack of early training and discipline in the | of'worship save school-hotses or ‘private
schools. Others being called late in life dwellings. This we think isa favorable
to the work, are painfully sensible of the showing, considering the limited means
And the fact that
want of suitable education. The remedy of the membership.
is study in the schools if possible ; other- none of the churches ask or expect min:
wise out of them, for that iSalways possi- isters to preach to them w'thout eontribsible. “There have been at gue time and uting for their support,is a good and sub.another connected with the Theological stantial indication, of~progress in the
schools, students varying in “age from right direction when compared with thirty
| thirty to forty,or even more years. These, years ago. The Q. M. has never been
with scarce an exception, have pursnéd om the hack ground respecting the moral
enterprises of the day or the educational
their studies from two to three years with
interests of the denomination.
The recmarked
advantage
and
success, ‘and
have thereby
fulness in the
This coursé
Then let such

greatly increased their useministry.
may not be open to all.
take up with the exhorta-

tion of the apostle, ‘ Give attendance to
reading.” This is to the intellect what
food is to the body,

ment, growth
|

and

largely the remedy

Without it the mind

ord

of her contributions as

a Q.

M.

or

as churches will compare favorably with
“=v.
Christian ; community of the same
means

or Arve, rrthi

bers : ave

»

juany of
0 its mem-

contrib

iver

gions and educaticnal institutions oA
the source of noyrish- we have now the sum offive hundred dolstrength.” This is. lars in the Treasury, donated by one of
for ‘short pastorates. our aged-and good brethren, the interest
becomes contracted, of which oes $0 the support of preach-

the sernons moneotonous,and repetitious.

The people get tried, and will none of ‘it.

ing the gospel to the poor and destitute,
and the Q. M. is only waiting to find the

It is only by constant #nd extended read- right man, when itis ready to support a
ing and study, that eyen the well educat- | missionary in its own limits. And this,
‘ed can sustain, themselves. Otherwise | if God permit, we intend to do. We think

they fail for: want of capital, even when
they possessed it Targly

to commence

: with.
WANT OF MEANS. Thoreidre men today, in this yéar'of our Lord 1876, and

the

Q.

M.

has contributed

more

$200 annually for missionary

than

puipses

for the last fifteen years.

Who, we ask, has done

better under

Wke circumstances ?- Let those
who think

the centennial year of the Republic, who

we are aboutto
die give information from

uéition. Others are inclined #0. cut short

be reflected back upon us, -

ave entering the winistry with little, per- our sister Q. isi gs of superior benevemulation sy
hips no moire that & common school, ed olence, that a spi
their studies.

One of the most. difficult

things we have to, contend: with is «the
tendeney to négledt, or slur over wpro
preparation for ob théol gical ef

our boasting Will stir someQ
to emulate our example ps’ fie LAY

good... We do not, however, with all our
boasting; take the ground thet we do "all
| we can
or all wé ought, =~ +x 0 J
“The leading excuse is the want of{ means.
‘We have only fourteen ministers who
And what is the most érying. about. it is,
are actively engaged in preaching.
a disposition to assume this without trial.
Why not, trustinggin God, and

a domin:

Some of them are preaching in other Q.
Meetings: while. ave have two or three

ant will, mialké A doh patted) effort? Flike
from other§. M's preaching part of the
to see a young man's metal tested in the,
| outset.

Has he enterprise, courage, faith .

pluck, if you will“ have flat term? To

such, if called, Gott's Help i as stire” ds

the sunshine and gain.

If

I'were a young

man, called to_the ministry,

and

didn’t

own the coat on my back, 1 would! Lif to
s6hool. I'would go.
" *.
A DESIRE

Oxce.

10. ENTER

Tih

FiELp ar

Nothing is ‘more common than

time to our churches.

As to the efficiency and ability of our

ministry, I am/net ‘going to speak too
highly,’ lest" they should be’ puffed up.
We have no eminently - literary men

among us.. No profound biblical scholars.
No + professors “of

literary

institutions,

and fo doctors of divinity ; but we

never-

theless clait to have some who'are bless-

for a young man, whose heart is on fire
with’ Christian zeal, ‘and whose, soul goes
out in quenchless logings’ for the palva-

ed with afair shave of good common sense,
one of the most essential qualities for a
minister of the gospel and for the same
number of men of Q: Meetings ints min.

tion of §sinners, to’ feel

istry. will compare favorably, fox ability,

wait,

that he

cad

not

Time is to short, ‘and the sonls of

Let him remember that God always takes

daily newspapers,

FP

An intimate acquaintance of forty years
with the community over which this body
of Christians is spread, will, I trust, en-

come declared Protestants since the out-

the: universal sentiment of indignation
that the large portion of the heavy property owners discriminated against, tohave combined to resist in the courts the
collection of the tax. We have: hopes

hundred souls.—J. ¥.

be-

"men, arg 100 precious to allow of delay.

gether with all - the

donversion of from seventy-five to one

the church there has in-

Such is

w!

wh

ae-

-

development, isi J

ess antag. “vantage of circumstances ; why. may not
_onizes light. Tu thosompotard confusion’ Christians-be as sagacious and successful? ¢ the Society is now in special need .of
of the Publis mind, created: by fierce sec- There is danger that, the favored time
funds, pastors and friends will consider it

~ anywhere, as natura

‘Nine favored _conyie-

and three | stubboruly persisted in art of not-hearing needs to be onl”

in-

crease the numbers of the churches, or to
augment
their resources./’ It is a ‘desire for God,

about

rr ——

row will be turned to joy...

of

creased to a hundred or more members.
It'is stated that in the surrounding towns

precisely alike in

ANY church that will appoint a pro- | be dismisséd: But we submit that this is
tracted meeting for the revival of its "not the question at all. It goes deeper,
members, and continue in work and and reaches further than the mere quesfront one, in gilt letters, are these words :
prayer until they are thoroughly quicken» tion. of present educational influence on
‘“ Memoir of Rev. George T. Day."< The
¢ removal of the
ed, will in-the end reap as rich a bless the childs mind.
Among the miserable are ‘those who price of this book is $2.00. Without posing,—if not richer,— as by a campaign ‘Bible from the schools is no more nor
have brought their own wretchedness up- tage, $1.80. Avery few are giltedged at
less than the application of a principle
%or the conversion of sinners only, hows
on themselves.
Their lives have con- $2.10. Remember and send 20 cents for
_
- ever successful. The church will gain which blots. out pur ian
tained not only a series of mistakes and postage if the book istd be sent by mail.
spi
power, and more sinners will pesple- for cettary a
blunders, but also a series of criminal Canvasers are wanted in every church.
thet’ be won in, and m
throu _hly ‘the easy way to a future that may ri
neglects
and
positive wickednesses.
Write to the agent for terms.
converted, than by almo
y other France in} her
ber infidelity and-her attend
* They ar. held in condemnation by men.
The: books are Jor
for sale,
slle, Wise in
iin Chicago.
course. Many churches have already ap- night
of horror. ©* Wtie plea for v1 liberty | Some of these, we may judge, are not-depointed these meetings.
Would it not of conscience” be a valid one, and suffi‘CURRENT 10}
TOPIOS,
:
serving of our charity, but surely we can
be well for all the churches to do it, as cient to prevent the reading of the Sernot deny them that mercy which we all ——DR. SAMUEL G. HowE. The death of
far as possible ?
)
mon on the Mount and the Lord's Prayer
Dr. Howe occurred at his residence in
crave at our common Father's hand.
in the s¢hool-room,
why not quite as valid
It is not alone those whom the world South Boston on the 9th inst. He was
SEND inquiring sinners directly to when urged by some tender conscience
calls miserable that are at ‘our mercy, but well known for his genuine sympathy
Jesus.
Dissuade them from plunging citizen against the reading of praybrs ini
often those who are prosperous and stand and enthusiastic labors in behalf of the
too deeply into metaphysics, and thus Congress, thie use of oaths of office, or
high in the esteem of their fellows. The weak and down-trodden. He was equally
bewildering themselves over the procesthe promulgation of thanksgiving proclaearnest in his efforts for the welfare of
merciless hand of the tyrant is typical,
ses of faith, the type of acceptable feelmations? In a word, inasmuch as a conas also the petty tyranny of the
landlord. the blind or weak-minded child, and for
ings, the right kind and degree of conse- sidérable number of. citizens may always
But it is of the tyranny of expression thag a people in their struggles for liberty.
cration.
Christian te chers too often lead
we now wish to speak.
be found who profess a profound conGraduating from Brown University in
in the way to this very mistake! and fix
tempt not only for Christianity but for | . Gossip, the forerunner of slander, is 1821, he studied medicine for three years.
the reno more upon the way of combelief even in.a Ged, what can logically
productive of much misery.
Human nat- Then he entered the Greek army as a
ing than upon the Saviour to whom they prevent the application of the principle
ure is prone to esteem those holding po- surgeon and did good service for that
must come.
It is not well for a drown- before named, so as to prohibit, for their
sitions of honor and emolument as proud ; people while they were fighting for their
ing man to philosophise upon the texture ‘ peace of conscience,” any national reand with envy wish, perhaps uncon- independence. * During the famine which
or construction of the rope that is flung cognition of God whatever? The ultisciously, to witness that fall ‘ which is de- followed
the war, he came to this
to him; let him grasp it and struggle mate result of the question now before
clared
to follow pride. This renders one country, and, solicitinga large amount of
for life.
the American public, is supremely immore willing to listen to information. supplies, returned and attended to their
portant, and can be summe up in one
about the private life of a well-known distribution in person.’
Immediately
CHRISTIAN 0B INFIDEL,
word—Christian or Infidel.
and respected man or woman. The words after his return to Massachusetts in 1831,
From its early infancy to its present
of the tale-bearer may be perfectly true, he connected himself with the Boston
manhood, this nation has been distinctbut the suspicious manner and the insin- Blind Asylam.
In 1848, Dr Howe took
«THE FAVORED TIME.
ively Christian.
When Liberty in its
nating look gives birth to a scandal,. an active interest.in founding the -expericradle looked heavenward from Plymouth
Though ‘ali time is the Lord’ s, and he
which, prompted by the devil, will do the | mental school for the training of idiots.
Rock, a hundred and fifty years ago, is ever ready
to bestow. his bless- “work of its father;
but finally it shall His name is inseparably connected ‘with
Christianity stood by to give her blessing,
ings, there are seasons of special favor.
these. two institutions. He invented the
surely receive its own reward.
and in the later years failed not to watch Itis a favorable indication for men to
This is no trifling evil.
To start a méthod of pyinting in raised letters, which
in love and to bestow wise counsel. From feel their need of spiritual influence, a8™ shameful story about a person high or fact: speaks. for itself.
- His devotion
the time when the Continental Congress many do. There has been an absbing
inlow, old’ or young, is superlatively base; | to the cause of awakening and training
placed a Christian man at the head of its terest in worldly things--a haste for riches,
whatever of mind imbeciles possess, has
to listen to the same is, perhaps, meaner
armies, and. invoked publicly the bless- honor, emolument scarcely ever before
gained
for him the love of many parents
yet. The trade
in scandal is akin to othing: of Heaven on its hazardous. cause, witnessed.
But numbers are becoming
er trades. The market is lively whep | and friends of this class, as well as a repdown tedhat later time when the nation’s more considerate, and inquiring if this
cust-mers
are plenty, and dull when | utation-not confined to his native land.
Chief Magistrate, obedient to the highest course is"wise and worthy. Even those
there is but little dex and for this species His succes§' in educating’ Laura BridgeChristian’ impulse, struck off the fetters who have been successful as measured by
of goods.
Thisleads to a fact we would man, all thé avennes to ‘whose mind were
of three millions of bondmen, ‘and on worldly standards have felt* dissatisfied,’
emphasize.
Itis those who hear that closed except the sense of feeling, is rethe act invoked the *considerate judg- conscious that they were pursuing an inare mainly responsible for the spread of garded as ‘a wonderful achievement.
He
ment of mankind and ithe blessing of ferior object to the neglect of the
higher.
scandal, and this holds just as true if leavies a wife, Julia Ward Howe, who has
Almighty God,” the nation has by decla- Mosthoweverhave failed even ofthe lower,
they never 1®peat a word which they. won a renown as distinguished as that of
ration and implication ‘been a Christian Reverses in business or other unfavorable
hear. To cariy out the figure above em- her late husband, and one son and four
nation.
ployed, we shall at once see that there daughters.
circumstances have cut off their cherish¢
——
.
By this we mean that the ‘State has ed schemes, and brought them to grief."
would be no seandal-mongers, were there
gérérically and broadly recognized Chris- Instead of yielding to despair, they are
no scandal-buyers. The customers, are
JUSTICE AGAIN DEFEATED.” The past
tian principle as lying at the foundation disposed to ask if it is not after all
literally those
who buy newspapers few days have witnessed a most painful
a kingt=
of all true national progress and permawhich are a shame and disgrace to the farce,senactedin the trial of a murderer.
ly admonition, and one they should turn
nent greatness.
This has been evidenced to good account. They know that blesscountry, and figurativly those who listen’ in Chicago.:
in a multitude of ways, Annually have ings often come to us in disguise.
: to such tales from néighbors or even
One Davis, a professional gambler and
Presidents and Governors officially ecogfriends. While showering our holy in- general, desperado, shot and killed, on
The providences of God are producimg
nized the Christian’s God in thanksgiving an impression. In the number who have
dignation upon these busybodies, let us Thanksgiving day Charles Whyland,a resproclamations ; constitutions and legal recently fallen by the hand of death a¥@ not forget the fact just stated, that they taurant proprietor, without the slightest
enactments have made the assupption of to be reckoned many good men—not
are no more if so much to blame, as are provocation. The murderer was partialresponsibility on the part of public offi- only eminent and influential, but useful—
those who, in their inner hearts, delight: Ip drunk, and the deed committed in the
cers dependent on solemn oath or affirma- those who could least be spared.. Those
to hear of the disgrace of some one of place of business of the murdered man.
tion with an appeal to the Christian’s God in official station,from the lamanted ViceA number of witnesses
saw the deed
their neighbors
on the Christians Bible ; the proceedings President down
through.
the various
Even if the statements are true, are we’ done and no attempt was made on the
of Congress, and of the several Stateleg- grades: of preferment; business men,
not in duty bound
to check its publicity,” part of ‘the defense to deny the act: The
islatures haves included the services of ministers of Christ, earnest and faithful
by not becoming acquainted with it our- plea sét up in defénse was that Dayis
«Christian ministers; our penal institu- t Christians.
While so many of those
selves ? To prevent thé! exposure of those was subject so fits of insanity. The evi-~
tions have been provided with like sery- have been removed from their positions * who ought to be punished bythe laws of dence introduced to prove this’ was ' so
ice, while all our State charities have of trust and usefulness, the question
the, Jand, is ajfogether’ # different thing. evidently artificial, and the opigions of
uniformly received thé most ample Chris- comes, who shall be raise! up to take
Let us remember that we oftenthave in- medical experts summoned by the’ prosetian ministrations. |
their places?
dividual s at or mercy By not-hearing as cution so unequivocal against the insanity
Both wisely and justly the State hae
If the adversity we meet is. turned. to well as not Teporting ‘Slanderous state- theory that the public confidéntl§ expectknown only Christianity in its- seschil good account, it be€omes_an .eccasion sof
ments concerning them.
This -heaven- ed a verdict of guilty, even from a dotbtprosperity ; if the voice that comes ‘to us
features, never inquiring as to the
born quality of mercy must be exercised ful jury, It turned out, however, that
verse interpretations of subordinate Jruthy from on high is heeded, the hour of sor-: by d,if weywould'recéive the inestimable after many honird of deliberation the jury
- —

terian Board,

both. The price of the common one, including the postage, is $1.70.
Without
postage or express, it is $1.50, The better kind is on nicer and thicker paper, is
bound in dark. purple cloth, the covers
are bevel edged, and on the side of the

When we go out of ourselves and earnestly scan the lives of those about us,
we shall find those who are in misery.
To be merciful is to render cur pity and
forgiveness tangible. Mercy is the fruit
of all the compassionate virtues.

time,

time.

with any other period

of its

existence.

1 am pleased to believe that the churches
are.generally ready to co-operate with the

The world wasn't created in'a day. ministry for greater effort in saying me,
and if the spirit of revival and. greater
gists tell us, consisted of millions ‘of -splftuality is not secured, the blame will
years, then the illus: ation is all the more rest in some degree upon others besides
It took six, and if each of these, ag geolo-

forcible, . The

Apostles

studied

under

the great Master full three years,and thew

were tot fit for’ the “work ‘till. endowed

nllwa

meant

and

a

——

ing importance,

for

Hutchinson, the missionary of the Presby-

OR

dren, may not in itself be of overshadow

ing away,

Some have misundersteod our

erms and we here repeatthem.
There
are two editions of the book.
. The engraving, type, press work and

been

be

as an opening exercise before school chil-

seryice.

ed in most places where they have

laboring, and they have witnessed in the
aggregate, think
I
I am safe in saying, the

Wt

than you would from a ten thousand dollar salary. Try it, andsee.
You can at
least try the peace of mind if you can
not the ten thousand dollars.

pulco, Mexico, last summer,and the driv-

ot

others,

memory of him who lived and died in its

tn

for

——ACAPULCO, MEXICO.
tempted massacre of Protestants at Aca-

—

of it, both for yourselves and

ance of the $2.00 book as a suitable tribute by the Printing Establishment to the

8

of the year
comfort out

real

on by judicial authority.

office,

accept-

TTT

it you will say at the close
that you have got more

about the

:

largely employed in preaching in churehes in the region round about, and in a
special manner their labors have been
‘blessed. . Upon inquiring, I find that a
Since the 'at- good religious interest has been awaken-

AE

erty of conscience” demand.
We are quite willing to admit that the
mere reading of a few verses from the
Bible, in a spiritless monotone, perhaps

and our word for

Now, as formerly,Christ comes

not to call the righteous, but sinners to
repentance. We should indeed see that
our own hearts are right with God, md
then labor in the spirit of missionariesto
bring in the wanderers. The masses are
in sin, what can we do to save them?
ih
PN

fears

of our Theological = School have

punishment seems so appropriate or so
effectual as the cat-o'mine-tails, well laid

we! are not
at this

weeks vacation just passed,
the members

and that woman his wife, no

bad

4¢ old man” within you,

Saviour.

logical result of concessionto this * 1ib-

we have no

done

a wretch
maltreata

A

of, may find it profitable to consider the

mechanical worl

To
and

G4

and sweet-tempeéred, no matter. at what
cost of self-denial or torturing of the

The

ashamed to say, was

beat

TB

class of well-meaning Christian¥ spoken

be, Peace of mind.

year,

so brutal
as to

, and pul

pits too, where he may preach as his oir
cumstances may allow.’ During. the six

Ped bi bad

Keep good-natured

ment during
the coming

sing, exhort, pray, and get happy. True
religion stops not with ourselves ; it seeks:
to bring in others, from the highways and |
byways and hedges, and lead them to the

neighborhoods are not

think that

instance of making real prog-

ress’by going backward.
woman,

for each

to

ab

it would

made they only turn and rend us with the
epithet of ** godless schools!” The other

this is an

severely

inclined

ah

enjoy-

are

am

satisfaction and

offender

We

a

the most

in the Lord.’
Then we must work in the appointed
way. It is not enough to go to meeting,

and flog the
offense.

BE

ers

on the whole
all our read-

be fully satisfied that'concession to Papal
dictation is only the casting of very pre:
cious pearls before very ungrateful swine,
for wherever such concession has been

own pen. fill considerably more than half
the pages, some of them being his most
beautiful sayings, others, his foreign gorrespondence, and then some of his best
edi torial and Quarterly articles, followed
by sermons and lectures; such as healone
could deliver.

RET

Ir we should say
&
what
we
think would give

and faith, their Tabor shall net be in vain

The Sabbath school and Bible classes are

open to him. In the conference
room there
is place for him to do good service, and

ETE

Ar All communications designed lor publication should be addressed tothe Editor, and all
letters on business, remittances of money, &e.,
should be addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

can save souls; but God only, and he is
everywhere and accessible to all. Whereever tivo or three are agreed in prayer

La

.

old-fashioned punishment for the crime
of. wife-beating. It is proposed to seize

ing itto the many friends of our deceased brother.
The contributions of his

Riou

——

los or Moody or any other instrument
that

Sl a

—qu—

{ Catholics of a favorite weapon. Others
"still conoede its removal, atithe demand
of objectors, on the ground that Hperty of
conscience requires it.
. The first of these ought by this time to

And then there are ways for the
student to work efficiently for the Master,

the laity. .-I have’ thus

hastily reviewed

some of the’ encourdging omens
cess'as a'Q. Meeting.

- Wd

ut Co

EE

Editor.

ly aimed, and feebly bestowed.

WIFE - BEATING.

I

EAI TH

Western

AND

California, through her Legislature,
has
under consideration the adoption of an

fl fs

-—

Huling.

~———CALIFORNIA

‘for suc-

trust thar ere

with miraculous power from on high. «It long: there will be one general
:
3
&
/
se

shout

of

eth

HH,

eee

with promise of a great revival, little will | , This book is now ready for delivery,
be accomplished. - It is not Paul or Apol- and we take great pleasure in, ccmmend

pediency, hoping theréby to disarm the

Editor.

Approve

THE MEMOIR OF DR. DAY.

is not the number of blows,
but the kind,
that tells. A few well directed and right
{ sturdy ones, effect more than many loose-

a

A.

MOSHER,

the ground of ex-

remem

evangelist

at the next election.

a

GF,

cure the presence of a noted

rascals out and put good men in to office

a jeiviless to do the little asked of them,
and that'promptly.

A

improves .it.. On the other hand, some
very good Christian people favor the re

19, 1876.

+1ioval of the Bible on

oy

will pass y wighout substantial fruits. If
every church feels that it'is fot worth
while to do anything unless they can se-

Spportunity and

ls Lk EE

JANUARY

infidelity simply sees'its

2

WEDNESDAY,

tarian warfare agivinst the school system,

JANUARY 19, 1876.

STAR,

a flr A

ig be Warning Star,

MURMYG

+

THE

«

fils CHa

THE MORNING STAR, JANUARY 19, 1876.
A

line of the Zion
8S. P. MORRILL,

i
‘along the whole
viciory pong
"of
God.

A

Eh,

m—

is now ori the retired list, On the «evening of
New Year's day, his friends in large numbers
made him a surprise and donation visit. It

:

by ministers and
, ‘was quite fully attended
ious

¢o

There was much harmony of

in the future permanence and progress

of the churches prevailed.

in the place.

united

object they so much desire.

labor,

funds

the

and took courage in the future growth of

the centennial child.

in 8." Boston,

The

Rev. A. P. Hough-

greatly revived.

church, seemed

Eleven

of the

unconverted

Bro. White expectingto be with

and supply

for

a

few

Sabbaths:

them, is my prayer,”

them

God

bless

3

East HaMLIN, N. X! We learn that the
church at East Hamlin, of which Rev. Wm.
‘Walker, is pastor, is inthe midst of a glorious
revival. Over sixty have professed to be con-

verted and reclaimed, and

forty

haye

aleasds:

joined the chureb = Ae
wre TOpresented—
rom fifteen to seventy—and a large portion of

. these are heads of fumilies,

The good work

still i= Progress,

’

in

the subjects of this work of grace are the middle-aged, the young, and Sunday school children. Our prayer is, * Still continue to move
upon the hearts of the people,O Lord and let

this entire city be shaken by the mighty power
A. 8. MCLEAN.
Jan, 18.

is

4

PORTLAND, ME.

week ago, and commenced meétings “With us,

on

gréatly
Sunday,

some way
work.

9,

to give

in our Foreign Mission work.
Through his
earnest words,4s well as through the opporto ews HIS
tunity we enjoyed of extry olving
§
sion eusiss 2 swip-ome of its sore need, our
revival interest was greatly increased.
Seve

eral asked prayers inthe evening. T'write this
in order that others may share in“the blessing
we enjoyed, It is understood that Bro. Phillipsy

far. from having

on account ‘of the embarrassed state of the
Foreign Mission Society,as regards funds,to
visit a number of our larger churches and-ad-

church;

;

Ca

ASTHMA AND
advertisement.

rénder the mission cause the special

ing with some degree of good.

ing all 'who

‘for

the'

first

18'much quickeéned;

'B. F. McKeNNEY, |

Riv. E. MANSON
of West Waterville, Me.
has tendered

Matoliyes,”'

his

11 3aa0n

resignation’ to take

Hh

effect

eid

WE understand that the church in Fort Faire
fleld, Me., is in a prosperous condition. A

Womans Mission Society wad organized there
at the last, conference meeting; one is also
about to be organized in Presque Isle. Rev. J.

suitable per

sons, we organized
them into a church;and the

articles
of faith and church covenant werd read

and

adopted.

Fhe ' Bible ‘was ‘presented

them’ as-their-only
tule

of

ith

to

stonary toleok after the church. = I regard this
as one of thebest missionary flelds;as nearly
all the colored people are Baptistd
in sentiment
and niany open communionists ‘himdng' them.

beautiful spots in ‘the South.

‘It 1s" situated

W. Cay is pastor over both these churches,
i PARKER'S

and

HEAD,

Mp.

A

correspondent
Head,

cons

ties to enjoy a good degree of religious pros:

perity, under the labors of its pastor, Rev. .D,
C. Burr, “A good congregation on the Sabbath,
and four most excellent social meetings during

the week, indicate

its spiritual

life, and give

encouragement that great good will be. realized.

Bro, Milliken, the
former, pastor, afl a good
work here for the
Master, He is not, forgotten
by his many friends, When the present pastor
entered upon his work, he was cordially re-

ceived and the church heartily coroperate with

bim in his work. During the past fall, our
house of worship, under the direction of the
Ladies Sociable and with funds furnished
by them, has been re-shingled, pappred and
carpeted, also
a new and beautiful chandelier

has taken the place of the old. one, and. the

furnace thoroughly reppired, It is mow. a
ofmfortable, pleasant, and inviting place of
worship. The expense was $340.00.”

'QUR correspondent,
F,” writes: Rev../B.
8. Manson resides in Raymond. He has been

An the ministry move than half a century,

but

also

at the

confluence of three

rivers,

The waters abound in oysters and fish of the
best quality, There is daily communication,
between the cities of Baltimore and Philadel

phi. Large tracts of land are being hought
up by Northern capitalists for manufacturing

purposes and
in few years thiy must become

ong of the leading

places in Va. The oth

of Jan, was as warm and pleasant as a _Jufie day in Maipe,
The farmers are plowing for

corn and tobacco.

There seems to be no,ill,

to

O.,
fel-

full;

the

confer-

and beneficial.
Rome cliurch,

Sée

Dr.

Fairbanks ch, Io, per & B Messer,

3.00

Epsom,

redeem

Langley’s

and Tack Hammer,”

says,

i

«4 A Slight Cold,” Coughs.—Few are aware
of the importance of checking a cough or * slight
cold” which would yield to a mild remedy, if neglected, often. attacks

the

lungs.

‘‘ Brown’s Bron-

chial Troches” give sure and almost immediate relie
heBA

Ir

Silence that, tervible enenty of life, a bad: cough,
with Hale’s Honey

wié the cough may

pledge of Rev

of Horehound

and

soon silence you.

4.00

J Baker,

:

f

N. D.

i

£3

A, H.

EE

-.,

ar

M. ‘will be held ‘with the church at Frans
Clerk.

WARSIPINICON Q. M.will be held witht the Bethel
church, comnfencing Feb. 4; at rd
Clork
« OU. CURTIS,
Clerk,
BELKNAP Q. M. will be held with the Louden Center
cehupeh, Jan, 25-27. Conference, Tugsday, at, 1, B, M.
‘Will the churches please send in their Q. Vis tax ?
i
I)
J. GUM UNBEY, Clerk,
espe pri”
Post
ce Addresses.

the Week of Prayer. ' Several have risen for
prayers. Bro, I. E. Keyed is helpthl in holding

gomewhere in the West.
Sy

is Steadily increasing. I did not raise quite’the
required amount on my church debt, but a
Southern gentleman by the name of W. C.

Addie=J J Allen<R E Anderson—E Akins—L M
Beede—=D % Bean—C WW Bennett—S B Balley—F Butterfleld—S
Buzzell=A N Bartlett—D 8 iiajengIdel 1 Pyl
Bates Burlelgh+-J'W Brown—ML Blair—A HBrown
-) Batchelder—A Burch—Muys M Benny —W 8S Carrol—
@ I Cowan—J P Cornell—D Coombs=8 Curtis—B Chits
ler—Mrs W Cutts—C Campbell—T Clark—D C Curtis—

lives

V4
aL

Letters

Street,

Mrs. Stéwe’s

single,

$18

a

dozen;

by mail

on 1ece’pt

1

| 0

For

SINGING

& €0., Publishers, New

tion

is

th:

Book

in the

field.

Piice,

TW

See

he
Ay

usted od

over

3

AGENTS.

Bau

Fyd dil

Shgte.
AMGiGmonont =
GREGORY!

WANTED

, THE

Special

Book

CAREER

OF

Moody and Sankey,
in Great Britain and America.
vine.

Has

over

600

pages

Price £2. Best book to sell.
800 Agents made first month.
sandB,

By an Eminent Diand ‘20 ‘illustrations.

No other complete.
Selling by the thou-

Address
}
H. 8. GOODSPEED & CO.,

14 Barclay Street, Néw York.

3m3

BIBLE WAREHOUSE.
38 and

~

P. P.

JR EMARKABLE

Variety

Received,

A

SPECIAL

_ Inthe windows may
dred different styles.

of

SALE,

BLISS

the country;

or

the publishers.

'” DEEPEST

INTEREST.

Rev. W. W. Patton, D. D.i well known both in
New England and the West, has bere nace a valvable contribution to the Christian Church.
“Now
is the time for Christian men apd women to, send
nt 4)
U
[Fifty
their names for our cl cular of terms,

will speure aw Agent's outfite
Address EBEN,

4
SHUTL,

“

35 Bromfield St,

SCHOOLS

work

1tf

of experiprogresCoyen-

{
facts

of the

$1.50

Bosion

i

DO

YOU

Male
or Female. Send. your ad-

dress and get something that
will bring you in honorably over

WANT

$150 a month sure.

CRT

odd

MONEY 832MMon” “int

Mi

$0.50 per do2en;

BY

cw

ill

New

A £1Y

Large ¢unar-

to from $1.75 to $75.
Testmnents in great variety,
A gentleman well acquainted with this branch of

business says this is undoubtedly gheslargest as,
sortment ever offered at any one store in the world,

D..LOTHROP & CO.,
Importers and Pub'ishers,

ting over: 1200

Sowet Seed: s, Bedding]

"THE MORNING paper;
STARdevoted

and

IRA

orders

may

be

largely

either of

Tenders
INSURANCE AGENCY,
Dover, N. H., Nov. 1878.

progressive

and

Sabbath

Schools;

The Family Circle,

Rural and Domestié,

News Summary, &cq &c.

It is under: the direction and patronage: of ihe
Freewill Baptists,

but

is liberal towards

sent

J

at our expeuse.

persons will ‘please desfn writing t this office
~
ignate their STATE,a3 well as town,,
noén, and comMonday
press
to
The Star goes
munications for insertion ought to be liere 'onFriday previous.

SPECIAL

“

of large

assets

and

————

fair

.

Insurance Notice.

We have this day transferred all our Fire Insur-

ance. Companies to D. H. Wendell, of this sh¥
and recommend all wanting reliable insurancea
fair rates, (o call on him.

BENN & WILSON.

‘«Doyer, N. H., Nov. 12, 1873.

AGENTS WANTED on our
splendid combination of 150
Fast Selling. Books.
Also,

[]
°

on our

Ma

gaifivont

Family

Bibles and Complete Bible Encyclopedia,
with 3,000 superb illustrations. Particulars free,

JOHN E.

18¢1
VA

POPTER & CO., Publishers,

Philadelphia, Pa.

A WEEK to Male and Female Agents, in
$
their locality. Costs NOTHING to try it.
Particalars FREE. P.O. VICKERY & 00 Ave
v
gusta, Maiue,
i

in

OFFERS.

Clubs of #12or moré,

ONE’

THIRD

the

Star

the part of. old subscribers,

Maotto—0ld Companjes

,
who: pay

advance, and our object is to secure advance payment as the rule.

solicit their business in the future, and also that of

rates.

from

reminder,

further

.
a
.
this office.
Liberal discountis mifide to these

SUBSCRIBERS, can have

.my. personal attention
J

is due for

his subseription, and to forward what
the ensuing year, without

to
of

requested
expiration

ach subscriber is particularly
note the date on the label for the

Thanking my formger c¢ustomers for their lib-eral patronage in the past, I would respectfully

All business will receive
and care.

all, and

is taken by many of other religious views, because of its real worth.
.
TERMS: $3.00 per year; or, if paid’ strictly in
:
.,
ad-vance, $2.60,
REMITTANCES
nist be made in mo ey
orders, bank ¢hecks, or drafts, if possible.
©!
Belthat pb $hese fan be procured, send the money
in a registered
letter.
“Money thus sent will be at our risk, and may be

my own companies,
include nearly all the Old
American [Companies of large astets, affording
me business facilities second to no Agency in this
State.

surance.

|

Literary Miscellany,
Literary Reviews,

I have accepted the Agency of all the Fire Insurance
Companies
recently represented
by
Messrs, BENN & WILSON, which, in addition to

Messrs. Benn & Wilson, and all others wanting in-

intelligence,

Religions culture an:

to

but contains departments on

D. SANKEY,

sent-to

an able

§

John Church & Co.,|Biglow & Main,
CINCINNATI,
NEW YOBK:

he seen at least one hunRednced prices in plain

Family Bibles.

ER EV. Dr. Patton's new work,
A Book of more than 400 pages filed with

Services.

ii

figures.
Teachers’ Bibles, with fullest Index, Con
cordance, Maps, References, &c., from $1.50 to £12,
Pearl Bibles
from 25 centy to $5.
Nonpareil Bi.
bles from 50 cents to $10.
Brevier Bibles from $1
to $156. Small Pica Bibles from $1.25 to $20.
Pica

Bibles from $2 to 25.

X 0U will find this subject and these facts
JESARNESTLY and intelligently stated in

Is issued in the following styles:
One, 32mo. Words only, paper covers, - - 5 cts.
One, 8vo. Words and music, paper covers,25 cts
There are finer editions of each style: One of
Words oaly, at 10 cents; of Words and Music, 30
cents, 50 cents, 75 cents, and $1.25.
These books are for sale by Booksellers all over

40 Cornhill,

Wonderful

"

ad is

ANSWERS!

Sacred Songs,”

;

FOR

WONDERFUL

AGENTS can sell rapa.

SANKEY'S

York.

Michigan Av. Chicago, nm’

from

4%]

THE NEW SONG BOOK

Relaid.

aE

poset

«v8

Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout,

Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,

ADAM ENGEL,
:
Oyster House, 468 6th Ave.
Sold » all Druggists. Depot No. 451 Sixth Avgone,
ew York. Only 5 cents and $l per bot-

JOHN CHUROH & 00., Cincinnati, 0.

sto-

DO
YOU
want to save time, temper, and backaches ?
The EXCELSIOR ©
T STRETCHER
and Tack- Hammer combined will lay your Carpets with xasx.
Bvery
“Is
just the thing we want.” You will be
delighi hy
: ulars free, AGENTS w ANTED.

ie

Neuralgia,

Amuonia effecteda cure.

AND CONCERTS,

CHOICE

, 0.

Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
A severe injury to my right arm causedan enlargement of the bone above the wrist; gave me
reat pain and trouble. Giles’ Liniment Iodide of

single sample copy, 75 cents.

HOUSE(LEANINGTIME s(COMING
must be

Cures
Frosted

PRAYER

3y MCG uANAHAN AND CASE,
§
85- A Wide-Awake
Nook
for
Wide~
Awake Teachers.
Condainsa novel elementury
_course, and a GRAND COLLECTION OF MU-

THE

v

GILES’
QL INIMENT
\ODIDE OF AMMONIA

of retail

enced men and fully meets the wants of
sive teachers.
It is the most successful

United

at

R.C. & C. S, CL

Clevelan

GOOD

IU.

SIC.

druggist in the

bottle.

:

1t26

Circulars and specimen pages free,
\

every

Price $1 A

e.

boards,

By

’

It is sold by nearly

States.

3,000

Philadelphat,
3m

rice.
bs
J. B. FORD

Br

a

MOODY
=
\
AND

BIBLES!
He

articles,

“Gospel Hymns

’

to

Fowls

A REWARD

was, for three years, offered for any case of the
above diseases which could not be cured b
Anti-Bilious I
3 Claris

“I'he best books

ries, and in her best style—a genuine Christmas
carol in itself. Better than anything of the kind
since the days of Dickens. The book contains several others of her characteristic ta'es. Choicely
illustrated. In Illuminated Paper Covers, 30 cts;
Fancy Cloth, 75 cents.
.
*.* For sale by all booksellers and newsdealers, or will be mailed, post-paid, on receipt ol

A

Can any one give us the post-office adSherman?

pages, $2

single, $12 a dozen.
Either book sent
price.
’

“Betty’s Bright Idea.”

Publishgr's Hotes,
Thomas

1340 Chestnut

ILLUSTRATED CHRISTMAS STORY

Rev. A. W. Reed, Bar Harbor, Vie,

cof

320

In Wiscasset, Me., Dev. 6, at the residence of her
daughter, Mrs, 8. P. Baker, Mrs, Olive, widow of Dea.
Jothan Parsons, late of Brooklyn, N.Y, uged 89 years,
7 months, -

Ahrese Ex yo for Ml Si
stdeow
;
A

Fresh

ground

Main and School Streets.

OAMMAHAUGUS /QuM. will be 'lfeld With the Hume

Conference Keb. 4, at 1, p, M,
JUBL SPOONER,

150,000

PUBLISHED

Carpets

sche, and Ketaale} Disoase808.

CHURCH MUSIC
BOOK ON AN ENTIRELY NEW PLAN.
By GEORGE F. ROOT.
One hundred and fifty Musical Services. each
beginning with words and music for the Choir,
and ending with Standard Hymns and Tunes for
Choir and Congregation.
In a new and elegant form. ‘Cloth, tinted paper,

Died

Tar, other-

hrey and Gt: Valley church, SQuiieling Friday, Feb,
+
MCROO. N,
,'at 3, P, M,
N.
Clerk.
a

and

nuftricious.

Sick. Headache, Chronic. Diarrhod,

4

A

| both of Li
ton,
In Wayne,
Pa., at the bride's father’s, Jun. 6, by Rev.
Wu, Jolinston,* Mr. Amos Brown, of Varnango, and
Miss Vivia A.
gYmond.
In Flora, IL, Dee. 28. at the residenceof the bride's
yarents, by Rev. H. E. Cross, Mr, Levi Whitmore and
iss Annie Morehead, both of F. Jan. Lat the residence
of the bride’s mother, Mr. Wm. Rich, of Chicago, and
Miss Theresa Howard, of Cherry Valley.
In Underhill Center, Vt, Dee. 30; bE Bex. H, G, Corliss, Mr.D. E, Clark and Viss Biddy Reynolds.
Wr.
George W. Jackson and. Miss Mary E,- Bennett, all of
Underhill.
:
iL

Your

Philadelphia.

Nervous Headache, and

ORGREGATION.

Milli-

i

delightful of

rs to Leo &

Walker,

to give a good aj petite, Xt Jusifios the
restores tothe Liver 8
tive health
Itis
the best remed
for
[3
Dyes
sin, Loss of pio
ve

of Stomach,

THE

Noyes,
of L., and Mrs, Fanny Hill, of St. Johnsbury.
Dec.
25, Mr. Sheridan L.
Easterbrooks and Miss Alma
Smith, both of L. Jan. ll, Mr, Charles D. Hubbard
;
and Miss Luella M. Park, both of L., .
In Tamworth, Jan. 11, by Rev, J. Runnells, Mr. Orodon P. Hobbs, of Ossipee, and Miss Winnifred M, Atwood, of Banger, Me.
In East Corinth,
Me., Dee. 7,by Rev. O. Pitts, Mr.
Al Johnson and Miss Harriet E, Jaquith, both of E. C.
L Dec. 29, Mr. Charles E. Yeaton, of
C., and Miss Addie
3
of Charlestown.
Lawry,
in Plerpont, N.Y. Dee. 20, by Rev. Wm Whitfield,
Mr. Thomas J. Enslow and Miss Sarah Hamilton. Dee.
20, Mr. Timothy Pearsons and Miss Etta R. Sampson.
Dee. 31, Mr. Franklin P. Daniels and Miss Agnes E.
Johnson. Jan. 1, Mr. Preston Shurtleff and Miss Josephing Ellison.
In Steep Falls, Me., Dec. 11, by Rev, A. G. Hill, Mr.

‘most

Very

edition.

Treas.

Gotices and 3gpointmens.
| LISBON Q.

revised

L. J. MARCY,
J

In Lyndon, Vt., Sept. 8,by Rev.W.L. Noyes,Mr. John

One of the

Pitson &

hr

Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consum,
tion,
Catarrh, y Rheumatism , kryai ins,
Salt Rheum,

SPECIAL offer to SUNDAY SCHOOLS

and Miss Abbie Stanton, both

{

Never fails
blood, and
and vigor.
the cure of

II sY

Rev.

post

nk A=Bslam

Marcy’s Sciopticon and Lantern
Slides.
New andl brilliant effects. Circulars free.

Married
ken, M. H. W. Varnum

711 Broadway,

of universal knowledge in the language.
Now .in
course of publication.
Agents wanted.
Specimen
with ap: sent for 20 cents.
BAKER, DAVIS &
CO., Philadelphia.
51-8w

Dover, N. H.

Vt., Jan. 6, by

pou

BOSTON,
C. H. Ditson & Co,

Encyclopedia.

169.95

C. 0. LIBBY,

made from

dried

engravings, and 18 splendid aps.

A E Griffeth, West Campbell, Mich,
50
2.50
8S H Small, Cooperstowst ol
Blackstone, Mass, per 8 b Chure,
3.00
S Montville, Me, per M Ulmer,
2.50
MMR, vy
So., Ellsworth Q M,per
Fem. For, Miss,
y
Gott,
Beldenville, Wis, per D Willson,
2.00
Morning Star ch, R I, per 8 B Young,
4.00
Sebec Q M, Me, additional.
per B 8
Gerry,
3.15
Portland, Me, per C 8 Perkins,
45.00
E E Davis and brother, Augusta, Me,
6.00
8 8, E Randoiph, Vt, for SUPPL of Hattie RanJd00
dolph, in India, er J
enney
Miss, So., Lawrence,
Mass, per Mrs BD Hatch,
20.00

*» Pike's Toothinche Drops cure hf one minute.

doula, Feb, io

New and

_

25.60

M,

at Y

Meat,

Keeps well.

Zell's

10.00
6.00
10.00

N H, Mission Band, per Mrs T S Foster,

N H, to

made

ORGANS,

OLIVER DITSON & CO.,

like it very much.
Trial bags 50 cents and $1. One
hundred
pound bag $2.50.
Addrees JACKSON
& BO
ER, 53 North Market Street, Boston,
Mass.
45-8w13

17.70

My-

Bones and

sweet Meal.

Mission.

1st Smithfield, R I,
per A Given,
8 8, Ortonville Mic h, for support of Arthur
ers in India, per Mar
tinson,
Castle Rock, Minn, per J D Batson,
Wolf Lake, Ind, pet H W Vaughn,

Laconia,

Blood.

:

Foreign

REED

for Reed Instruments, is
just
{or the Piano, ian withetood extensive
an Samparisons,
pronounced by
and
musicians t:
the best
instruction
its kind ever Raha
A
Ci

Price, $2.50, for which it willbe malled,

HENRY A. HURLBUT.
JAMES M. MORRISON.
HENRY B. HYDE.
DANIEL DODD.
WILLIAM 8. LAMBERT.
JOHN J. MCCOOK.
HENRY 6. MARQUAND.
EDMUND A.
SMITH.
WILLIAM MILES.
B. F. RANDOLPH.

Something to make Hens Lay,

8.8%
Treas.

SILAS CURTIS,
oH.

eo

free, to any address

1.00

NEW

dress

~

Wm Jenkins, Genesee, N'Y,

Harriet Beecher Stowe's

since my return from the North. ‘We have
beén holding meetings: every evening jduring

Corington, paid the $199, .and gave five mo Bhs

3.00

Micly for freedmen,

GET

None genuine wishout

<i
>

the South, ye should have no.moge trouble.
Our work in Richmond is doing well; 1 have

the meeting with good 'acceptancé. Our Sibbath #chool is in a flourishing ‘condition, and

2.5

Wilson,

Levi Merrifield, Jr., and Miss Annie A. McKenney,

elf

t Stretcher

ticians will
let the colored people alone
all over
by baptism

L 8 Stanford, Middleville,

the

“This little device will be appreciated in every
family where the semi-occasional misery of putting dowh carpets is experienced. It is simple and
inexpensive, but does its work effectually; handling the most obdurate carpet like a charm.” See
the advertisement in another column.

feelings existing between the races, and if poli-

received five by letter and’ two

continuously

:

The population 18 hulf and half betweett” white
and'colored.’ West Potiit 1§' one’ of tHe’ tiost
forty miles from Richmond and at the terininus of the Richmond and York River R. R.,

writes that.the church, at Parker's

Hr

and « pravtice.

Officersof the church. weve then’ chiesen, dnd
Bro. J. 'W\. Gaines chosen as’ pastor ‘on ‘miss

3.16
1.00

anor

FOR
This,
other is
reviews
teaehers
back of
where.

Hens Lay

5.00

3,00

5.00
200

Y,
Ail,
Cooks Prairie ch, Mich, per J 8 Co;
.
Lower Gilmanton ch, N 5a
rD 4 Eagerly,

The

PYLE’S DIETETIC SALERATUS. Universally acknowledged the best in use. Bach pound bears

celsior

PRAIRIE DU SAC, Wis. We observed the
week of prayer and arb continuing the meeters have returned, aud two have

Irving.

>

tist church of ten members at West Point, Va,
Jan, 6, assisted by the Rev. J. W. Gaines, who

Viinn,

St Croix Q M, Wis, per D

}

Clarke's New Method:

HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-PhEsT,

G 'W Pomeroy, W Seely, J Hayden, $1.00 each,

be enabled in

The New York Findependent, in noticing the * Ex-

is & memberof the. Navy Hill, F. B. ehurch,
Richmond, Va. ‘After due examination; ao:
cording to'the usageof ‘our denomination, find-

time sought ‘an interest in Chitist. “The churéh

can

CATARRH.

ALDRICH.

themselves

gen-

: Business Hotices,

the name of James Pyle.

presented

people

Se

to be

I organizeda Free Bap-

D L Herrick, Minneapolis,

$3.78, for which it will be mailed, post

"LOUIS FITIGERALD, PRESIDENT.

Mission.

Wo MAYHED

- it.

Three wander

the

ious, agreeable
Jolinson, of the

Bro, Charles

hoped that many of our churches will do themselves the good ‘which must come to them
through his uddresses, and at the same time

renewed zeal for the Master. \

that

| was properly presented to conferenee for ordination ; after giving satisfactory evidence of his
call to the ministry, and of his ability to teach;
he was accepted, Council appointed day for his
ordination,
The meetings were spiritual, espociaily the covenant meeting, in which over
fifty gave testimony of the saving power of the
Lonpel
Bro. John
(reen, of the Gibson Q.
« was with us, which
added, much to the
power and spirit of the meeting.
Next session with the®Ow )
hurch, South
Apalachin, January 21—28,
1870:

of himself, make no appointments,

VirGiNia Items.

R. states

Delegation

of the gosa desire to
number we

of a revival interest in
H.) church. Meetings
Quite a number have
expressing a desire to
the church is revived to

i Home

mem-

OwWEGo: Q. M.—Held its full session with
Windham

sults. She is a very able minister
pel... Some fifty have expressed
live a new life, and. half of that
hope, are reclaimed, or converted.
8S.

aid, of

N ¥:”

Messrs Emery & Sawyer, Saco, Me.

Quarterly Feetings.

dress them, if he is invited to do so.

which it fs now greatly in need.
ae
;
CHAS. 8. PERKINS.

N H.

Rev Wm Johnson, Corry, Erie Co, Penn.

on

Rey. T, J. FURGUSON, of Middleport,
lately received several members to church
lowship, and others are inquiring the way.

glorious ‘re-

Itis

Bro.

time

which was followed by the most

WE are glad to learn
‘the Great Falls (N.
are held every évening.
already come forward
become Christians,and

He will,

Me.

@

Vt.

EXPRESS,

THE friends of Rev. O, D. Augir, of Roches-

health and still greatly needing rest,is willing,

vi.

FEliphalet Fales, Freeman, Me.

ter, Wis., did a very graceful and pleasant
thing on Christmas day by surprising him and
his good wife with a present of a fine silver tea
set. As this occasion marked the twenty-fifth
anniversary of their married life, the affair 'was
made all the more
significant and enjoyable.
’
:
' i

recovered : his

Unity,

G
hho
Addison,
N Rackley, Malden, Ill,

In North Danville,

of Rev: J.-L. Phillips;our
returned niissiongry: once —

still

ways.

alternate Sabbaths at places near

blessed
Jan.

‘His address inthe p. M.” was of a. very high
order, and no one who heard it can fail of
having, henceforth, a héw and deeper interest

though

ELMIRA, N. Y. The church in this place is
being greatly blessed of the Lord.
Rev. Miss
M. A: Brennen eame to our aid about three

We'were

by the presence'with us,

other

great need is laborers who
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IT AFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORTHY
MODE OF INVESTMENT FOR EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES. .

Vt.

gn!
1scasset, Me,

Cynthia

Ben I

BRO. JOSEPH BATES, writes from Irving,
Marshall Co., Kansas, of the great wants of
that field. He Says F. Baptists are found scat-

to bes ot God”

were earnestly seeking prayers, the most of
them we hope were happily converted.
They
were to continue the meeting the following

week,

in

mn,

a0
ers.

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT.
INTEREST.
.
IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY A
FIRSTMORTOAGE ON IMPROVED REAL

Waterville, Me,
©

tm a 0% yikes SE he por BEE

PITAL, $2,800,000.

N'Y.

J Farnham, Milton
Mills, N H. J M Woodman,
E Wakefield Depot,

erally receive our doctrines kindly. The writer
conducts two Sabbath schools and preaches

away from the ranks of Satan, and have come
over and joined the army of the Lord. Among

taling writes: *“ I had the privilege of spending the week of prayer with the F, B. church,

rs

the circumstances

tered here and there, and that

prayer; over twenty responded, and together

W

L Schuyler,
Edward toh

Bro. Prickett, in a special meeting at Badger’s
Grove, and that the church was much revived
and greatly encouraged by the addition of seyen members, all heads of families.

the atoning blood; it was truly a precious
time.
Each evening since, others have broken

Winisters and Churches.

2 BE pe
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Bona.
Chath ho oxeglol or tao Waprosched
its countless

mich

Potter Cen,
oricon, NY.
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Two Grand Successes !

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL,
Be
“

during December, he labored with the pastor,

ing, pitying, melting mercy was there,
An invitation was extended te those desirous of
being saved from sin to come. forward for

we bowed at the altar, seeking an interest

J. S. BurGEss, Cor. See. H, M. Soc.

January 9, 1875.

BOSTON, Mass.

bership

derful manner. Sinners trembled beneath the
mighty power of God; and we felt that seek-

God,

and

& CO., Publishers, 54

atl

1-8
W.=J
boner
Smitz—J A Sowatit

Ellis Whitney, pledged
at Wie Y M,
18 Jones, pledged at Ind. Y M,

didates for baptism and eight more

our services, and last Sabbath we felt that
heaven was very near; in the evening the power of the Holy Ghost was displayed in a won-

The child was born on Bunker Hill and

’

were at the start unfavorable, sudcess crowned
the efforts made.
The church was quickened,
backsliders, reclaimed and a goodly
number
converted.
Eighteen have been received as can-

Victo-

Ricker- 0 J

Rev. J. P, Prickett assisted a por-

tion: of the time.

has been a gradually increasing interest jn all

suitably clothed by good notes and
pledges of more than a thousand dollars

14,
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REV. 8. E. ROGERS, writing from Francis-

five weeks.
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ville, Ind., gives an interesting account of a
meeting held with the Indian Creek church,

commencing Nov.

NM

Russ-EW

a

Westen.

months been pleading with God for the outpouring of his Spirit; day after day the ery has
gone up to Heaven, ** O Lord, spare thy people and give not thy heritage to reproach.”
Those prayers are being answ:
in a most
glorious manner.
The last two months there

year of 1880.

Sour

God,

Molen

A Lowell - A

.

LyA
RAAT

members

of $66.00

7

~AW

ps

ry has turned on Zion’s side. Praise the Lord!
Earnest, faithful souls in this church have for

centennial

praised

BOSTON.

to the

ERY SUNDAY SCHOOL TEACHER SHOULD HAVE IT.
Price 75 Cts, sent post-paid, on receipt of price, by

Plerce
Penslee—
-8 8
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mith
Mass—KE M Stubbs—F Switzer
3 T Stent aT Simpson A 8

and

New Year's eve, all in excess of salary.

Thanks be unto the Lord.
:
ISAAC HYATT.
HILL DISTRICT,

Also

himself

cash and produce to the amount

been taken under the watch and care of the
church. Others will come at our next monthly

their notes or cash for one hundred del-

all

rendered

to our relief. Betweén sixty and seventy
came forward for prayers and nearly all think
they have found the Saviour. Thirty-five have

saw no good reason, why one thousand
men cou'd not be found, who would give

we

wife on Christmas eve.

And the Lord came suddenly and mercifully

BUNKER

J

and friends of the society for a donation of

a victory for the Lord.

meeting.

réceived by

Lamprey—J
Locke

Priest—Mrs

CHASE and wife thank the

the many presents

Leonard—C

N
Pal

Baptist church, in Lebanon, Me., would express thanks to the members of his church for

and went into the campaign, determined to win

time in 1880, with or

when

layman,

once to their feet, with hearts uplifted to

fund for 1880 was begun, and

the spot,

for a revival like other

a

For all of which the donors

REV. URIAM

Hollie

fou—4f

ford -A K Hood Rt L Howard

{
Palmer—dJulia
A Pitman—F
O Pitta—~G
—~Q W.

people of Brownfield, Me., for a visit on Dec,
8, and a donation of $76.00. .
Rev. D.C. Burr and wife would thank
their friends at Parker’s Head, Me., for a sur_ prise visit on the evening of Jan. 6, anda donation of a barrel of flour and $28.00 in
cash.
A
REV. SAMUEL LORD, of the 2d Freewill

acceptable and efficient service. And the
church, after long and earnest prayer sprang at

without interest as the subscriber might
choose.
This fund to“be devoted to
church extension throughout the denomination, and such other
H. M. purposes as
the Ex. Com. of the Freewill Baptist
Home Mission Society may elect.
The Q. M. with the Secretary and
others, felt that it’ was high time thata

on

H. J. WHITE.

fluence, and Dea. Hill, as

for the Freedmen
3. Pledges exclusively
:
Southand West.
4. For a Centennial fund of one hundred thousand dollars for 1880; divided
into shares of $100 each, to be paid either
one fourth annually, or the whole sum

lars each, for our fast coming

o

Pu

By Mrs. GEO. PARTRI DGE, with an introduction by J. Bex.

Richardson's New

their friends in Candia, on Dec. 14. Also on
Christmas, presents amounting
to $20.00.
Mrs, L. also received $20.00 to constitute heér a
. life member of the Woman’s Mission Society,
contributed by a lady of the Woman’s Mission
Society of Candia Village.
REV. & MRS. B. A. BHERWOOD received a
cordial Christmas visit and numerous gifts from
their friends and parishioners.
?

Bro. Buzzell, By his well known pious life and
inspiring singing, exerted a very salutary in-

one to ten years.

centennial

per-

Leg

Lewis—A B
Leigh

Rev. N. C. LorHroP and wife gratefully
acknowledge the donation of $06.00 made by

rendered
and cordial service,
Bro. Blackman, by his stirring appeals and
earnest en
, drew the people together;

methods, unanimously accepted :
1. Collections by the Q. M's and
churches.
2. Annual payments on pledges for

promised at ome

interest

0=

un
ir Ji Haak
he W 3 Venki" r Jewdli—

will please accept his sincere thanks,

boro’ church and Dea. J. T. Hill, of Lincoln,
came to our assistance. Our sister M. E. ch.
accepted our invitation to labor with us, and

the following

by

cellent overcoat.

Rev. M. H. Blackman, pastor of Huntington
church, Rev.J. F. Buzzell, pastor of 8. Starks-

- very cordially received, and the subject

receiving

As

reforms is known only by its fruits. Dee. 21,
a series of meetings were commenced with us,

church seems to be gathering up strength’
for a large growth and usefulness.
The Cor. Sec. of the H. M. Soc. was

of

religious

its ultimate results,

Boston

The

ifiterest.

STARKSBORO’, VT. The Lord has visited
the Starksboro’ Free Baptist church,with a gra-.
cious revival, .It.is npt.quite time to judge of

church contains elerhents
the wisdom and goodness
gnd pastor. We see no
why these Charlestown

patient and

unabated

A deep

:

ffebt,

should not attain in reasonable

time, with

with

harvest is hoped and prayed for.

and winning sinners to Jesus.

brethren

SABATTUSVILLE, ME.
A precious revival
in this place a few weeks ago, and

vades the entire community, and a still greater

tor and very pleasant house of worship,

The mission
of strength, in
of its members
reason

occasion

od are heads of families and men of influence

The church at Charlestown where the
meeting was held, with its. excellent pas-

are resolved to go forward, doing
they can, in relieving themselves. of

the

fruitsof the blessed work thus far, we have «
thoroughly revived and well united church,and
some twenty-five, including several backsliders, have asked the prayers of Christians, the
of whom have given good evidénce of
most
conversion. A large number of those converi-

hopefulness

oourage and

More

for

!

still continues

expressed
faith and effort, with & strongly
ine
desire for an outpouring of the div
Spirit.

prepared

were read.

var
lay-delegates representing its church
ry
eve
rly
Nea
s.
part
churches and
s by baptism
letter bore tidings of addition

and letter.

verses

ont HA

Mrs E 8 Hersom—dJ Holt—~1 W

AG

.

WINERY TYLER.

tt—D Greene—B

A Garth
f
" Domation.
»
AT the Christmas festival given by the Sunday
school of the Charlestown F, Baptist church,
held on Christmas eve, the pastor, Rev, J.
Rand, wag very agreeably surprised by presents, which, with
a few handed in a day or
two before, amounted to between fifty and
sixty dollars; among which were a very nice
hat, two barrels of choice apples, and an ex-

:

or, HELPS FOR PRIMARY TEACHERS,

Cleaveland—F A Dudley—J ©

Dyer—L Durey—L J Douglass—J 8 Ppemoreh

L Grant—

money and other things, made prospects bright
in the evening time of his life. Among other
exercises,

R Cook>-8

Gray—M

delightedto ‘gladden sand cheer ‘him and his
wife, The presence of so many, with gifts of

has just
holden
meeting

g
The Massachusetts Q. Meetin
ion
sess
ing
rest
inte
closed a very
The
at the Charlestown church.

C Cook—H

He is one of the first gentlemen
When we first commenced here.

was a very pleasant occasion and all seemed

:

Home Mission Correspondence.

to pay him,
of our city.

strictly in advance,

there being

‘Any subscriber who

NEW ONE, oan have the

will

\

tw

no

BEING

NEW

$2.00.

each,

at

arrearage

on
:

farnish thie name of a
dopies of. the paper

at $1.50, strictly in advance.
Pastors are requestéd to aot as agents for the
Establishment, in obtaifing subscribers, collect-

ing arrearages, remitting money, &¢.; and when.
they do this they are engiblerl to ten per cent, of
the money they receive for
the Star, except on
money sent: for:clubes; then itis proper that the

subscribers should pay the commission,

if any is

desiverd.
NEWSPAPER

1.

Any

DECISIONS.

person who takes'a

newspaper regu-

larly from the
post-office~~whether directed to his
A, or hu
or whether he has subscribed
or not—is responsible for the payment.

he

J

It a person orders
must pay all prredra

continue
to dend

collect the whole

his baper discontinued,
the publisher. may
es, or

it until payment. is made, and

amount,

taken from the office ox not.

whether

the

paper

is

3. The courts have decided that refusing to
post.
take newspapers and periodicals from the
office, or removing and leaving them unealled for,
is prima facie evidence of intentional fraud.
REV. I, D. STEWART,
Address,
PovERy N. H.
}
A. H. HULING, 56 Madison St., Chicago, Ill.

oM
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MABEUS HYMN.
PLE T.

:
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It wis Saturday: What had come
over her home Mabel did not kdow, but
evidently Something"
Wis wrong; in fact,
everything seemed going wrong. Papa
had risen very early, hoping to get to bis

busking by sunrise, but the fire wouldn't
barn; and ove

biéakfast

thing

»

and

“another

half-hour

made

Jate;~then, the

obws were unusually restless and one inconsiderately
«kicked : the
milk-bucket
over, and all things seemed converging
to make Papa as impatient as possible.

Papa tind Lay d came in to dimoer,

baking just tinished, and Ma aod the girls
gloomy

hours!

Bro:her’ Loyd

deélared

f as. hungry as a bear ever gets to
be! Pa looked a littlesober at first, but
he ‘was ina very genial mood by the time
the

meal.was finished,

£\

He' never said anything hasty or ervss

But Mabel's dress was finished after
all, for Pa, hearing how badly the ma-

when be was tried, but you could

chine had

tell.

Mamma,too,

was worried

always
and hur-

ried, and brother Loyd had arisen with

after

performed,

dinner

took

to examine

a

half-hour

it.

Ome

little

a

loose screw had permitted
the cam to
slip, and ,done the mischief with the

and bis coat needed a button aud he must
have some stalls made for his fingers be~-fore he could go to busking. and Janwio

stitching. ~ Pa adjusted it, and Ma finished
the dress, while the girls prepared «for

headache and couldn't eat any breakfast,

and Belle were cross and peevish, and by
and by Mabel felt as if she must be ill
natured, too, since everything eise was,
and so began the day, and a very bad beginning it was, (oo.

-

After breakfast and the unusually

brief

prayer wet over, and Papa and Loyd had

gone to their work, mamma told Belle
and Jennie to do up the morning’s work,

little

It's strange how

was so much to be

done

and Sundays,
and on

this

particular

day

dren

she was very anxious to: finish a dress on
the sewing machine—a dress she was
making purposely to wear to a concert on

the next Monday evening.

ever.

She was

io continual

machine
ran 80 hard, and no amount of
oil seemed to avail! Then she noticed

3

was all thrown

into

loops, and ber dress would be -spoiled

if

she proceeded.
+

Ma,

what

shall

I do,

the

Willie,

Alice,

wachine

old

Grandpa?’

said

wouldn'tbe, and Mamma. said she eould
‘net spare any more time. Then Mabel

tried to sew, but snap went the thread
every time the wheel ‘turned; at last
down went Mabel’s head on the machine,

and she burst itito tears;
#¢ Bub thiv will never do,” she suid, getting up, and brushing away the foolish
tears with.
a resolute hand, snd compress-

‘Give
Mary.

done I” Then she guthered up the parts of

hep:pretty ‘dress and laid them away—
covered ibe maohine and, locking it, put

it in its place.

A

few touches of her

nimble fingers put the room in charming
.ordery.then braiding her hair and donning

4 great sleeved apron, down she went to
‘the kitchen.

"What a

sigh

of relief Ma

gave when Mibel came to belp,
only said,’
=’
...4 * Wouldnt it work, dear?”
* No,”

sae

answered,

but

she

:

another,

Jimmie

must

said:

)

»

said

try

now,”

said

and

then

:

pretty

said Grandpa,

what he should say, and

then

‘itis

y
think
he

of

broke

1

The children thought this was very
funny ; but Willie was particular to tell
Mabel’s thongbts would go buck to the | them that it was not true, but was only
dress that couldnt be finishedy aod she rhyme, at which his Grandpa laughed.
But

feltas if she mustbe cross a little “while,
to compensate for her disappointment.
Satan always pricks us with these little

thorus, even when, we bave resolved to

forget them ; bat just then Mabel remem-

bered one litle thing that was always a
balm for ber every sorrow, great or inconsiderable
; and a little thought of it
now was very timely, for she immediately took ii all info her mind, and there
wasn't room

for

any

other

thought,

so

they were all crowded oot.
This one little cure-all, of Mabel's, can

Then

Grandpa‘ called upon

Alice,

who

hesitated a good deal; but, alter looking
into the fire quite a while, she spoke:
4

To stay till I could cook him.
But Puss came in the door,
And crept across the floor,
And out of the dish she took him.”

the

pure

with his

eyes,

teeth,

bis

and

rudy

saw his

little lips grow white, and his eyes

dim,

hatred any iastrumentality that could
make such a thing of a being once as fair
as that little child. — Gough.

HOW DO YOU PRAY NOW?
How do you pray now, graudpa?” said

a little four-year-old boy in Forestrille,

Westfield,

Massachusetts,

eome Qwu the night

Alice sat soberly looking at the fire.
“That isv't true, either,”
said

He

before

had

to see his

son, arriving wet and weary, and failing

to'find him at home, he bad ‘Waired ill
morning, and, was now prepariog to depart without seeing him and having
overslept,

and being "in

some

‘hasteto

; reach the cars in season, family worship
had been omitted.
The little boy had

been

while the good

at grandpa’s
and bad

man

oft-

prayed,

childish question,

oe

was touched

st PlVlet you see how

ig]

by the

I pray,” he

re-

plied, and fallingon his knees he poured
out his heart to God, imploring blessings
ppon the grandson,
and upon his
and mother,—praying thal the

father
whole

household might be: blessed and

saved;

and then hastening to the railway

station

she,

.can’t you pray”

The father was not a praying man,
though a child of many prayers, and the
question of his boy pierced him to the

very heart.

Very soon he was

found

Brainerd,

MéCheyne,

and

othér

namely, that It is a direct

cluaing adoralion,

address to. God, n-

confession, _tyauksgiving

and petition, and not, as men’ like Robertson
claimed, a mere act of submission to the divine
wil
a kind
l, of exercise of passivity, whose
logical result could only be no prayerat all;
he then shows why prayer pros ailsy~that is,
itis a simple but potent device to seeure for
men the chief things at which God sims; be
then discuss 4 the methods of answer, holding

ods.

importance

than the meth

What is suid about the couditions of sue-

cess in prayer is timely and sensible, and that,
with the chapter on the prayer of faith, ought

10 quiesen the spiritual exercise of every ehild

of God," After considering the skeptical as
saults on prayer, the “ remarkable answers”

cowé In fu nitural order, us something that
cquld only be expected uficr, the preceding

irregular, aod mostly

without

There

vames.

are

no

street

lamps, and at night they are the hauots of

thousands of ownerless dogs.
The population is about 800,000, Of
these, more than one-half are Mussutmans,
and the rest a medley of Armenians, Levantines, Franks, Jews, Caucassians, Persians, Arabians, Hindoos, ete,

Constantineple’s ancient vame was Byzantiom.
It assumed its present bame in
A.D. 330. In 1458 it was besieged and
taken by the Turks, since which time it

,has remaived in their power.
THE Sue Rat.

An English periodical,

All the Year Round, contains an article on
a kind of rats
following is an
. When the
ships of their

which infest ships. The
extract:
:
East Iudia Company had
own they employed a rat-

catcher, who sometimes captured 500 rats

in one ship just returned

from Calcutta.

Sometimes black and brown inhabit the
same vessel, and, unless they earry on

Piperual
eep

to

hostilities, the

the

head

one

party will

of the vessel

and the:

other to the stern. A cipiain of an
American merchant ship is credited (or
discredited) with an ingenious bit of sharp
practice as a means of clearing his ship
from rats, - Having discharged his cargo
at a port in Holland. he found his ship in’
juxtaposition to another which bad just
1aken in a cargo of Dutch cheese. He
laid a plank at night from one vessel io
the other. The rats, tempted by the odor,
trooped along ‘the plank and began their
feast. He took care that the plank should
not be there to serve them as a pathway
back again; and so the cheese-ladén ship

€ruel addition to its outward eargo.
HARMONIZING COLORS. Every onehas

doubtless noticed that the colors in’ the
dress of some persons do not go well together. The Journal of Education gives
the following list of harmonizing colors:
Red with green, blue with orange, yels

Jow with Fini, black *ih. oxi

violet with

pale green, violet

Sit,

w

ight

rose, deep blue with golden brown, ehuedlate with

light blue, deep red with gray,

maroon with warm green, deep blue with
pink, chogulale with pei: green, maroon

with deep blue, claret with buff; and black

with warm green.

©

I

fisolibi

_ SgeTENNis Psomiass.

Dh

Ii is a good

thing to know the botanical names for the
plants we meet with; bat one would do
well to be sure that they get the right

name in the right place, whichit appears
the young lady in the following instance,
did not do:
Un
Sidney Smith was once visiting the con-

servalory
of her

(of ja young

flowers, and

lady wba wasproud

who

used (not very

accurately)a profusion.of botanical names.

« Madam,” said he, ““have you
the septennis psoriasis?” ¢ No,” said she, very
innocently; ‘I bad ii last winter, and 1
gave it ‘to the Archbishop of Canterbury.
and it came out beautifully in the spring.”
Septennis psoriagis
is the medical nawe
for the seven years itch. -

AMERICAN

INVENTIONS.

The" great

‘American inventions, which have been
‘adopted all over the world, are the fol-

lowing :
Ji
en
.
1. The cofton gin, without which the
machipe
spinner, and th power loom
would be helpless, - 2. The planing machine. 8. Tho grass mower and grain
reaper. ¥ he rotnry printing'press. 6.

Navigatiot’

by steam.

catoric)engine

India

6. The hot air

rubber

mdustry,

9. The
10.

The sand blast (for carving).. 11. The
gauge lathe. 12.
Toe grain elevator. 18.
he artificial mavnufaciuve of ice on a
large scale.

14. The eleciro magnet, and

iis practical -application by Henry and
Morse. 15. The only snccessful compos-

ing machine for printers.

Ao

|

C1
La
co gogmE

»

Thire arg & dog other stores, perbay

equally as good, bul thee DICdsed ue Bot
The book {8 Well illasgrated, but perhaps son
of the pietares are a i

100 tragic for the If

tle folks, who believe ¢verything théy seeand
bear.
We know one Hitle girl who {cried bit
terly over the cuts illustrgting ** The Advent.
ures of Little Martin Clover,”
4
“ Tales of the Argonauts,” and other

es,” lately

published

by J. R. Osgood

& Co.

brings several of (he popular stories
Bes
Harte again before the public. ‘We get anoth

er passage ‘fom the’ Mee of Johu Oikfurer
whose herofc but desperate vonduet! towards

party snowed in on the Sierras make
alt pers
sons who admire real selfsdenial thinkof bin
much more highly than be probably dessres;

“The Rose of Twolumne™ix owe of thie sbeort,

lug sketches in the volume, which Is’ composed

oheigue of Mv, Hiite's'kIWa y4' rentable tates.

midst of the discussion that has lstely beew

Lec & Shepard issue the thirdin thelr “Rend. |
fog Club” series, edited by George M. Baker,
It is composedof selectionsin prove
snd po

as well as centuries ago.

ludeed, the answers

-prayer, sud clothe. it with a reality and bless
ing that bave too often been strangers to it,

The book is sold ‘only by subscription, for’

which we are sorry, as it” ought to be in every

bookstore.

The géncinl 82en{

36 Bromfield 8t., Bostonof whoin we presume
copies may be ordered.

Tag PROBLEM OF HEALTH : How to sulve it.

By Reuben Greene, M. D. Boston: B. B.
Russell, 12mo. pp. 204.
This book takes a wide and important range,
It discusses the subject of health in its relation
to all the virtues or vices of Jife, snd aims to

‘show whereinit ix either helped or hindered
by them. Dr. Greene is a recogmzed medics)
authority, of large experience
and his opiaiony
are justly taken

with

confidence.

Hence

the

book is divested ot all odor of quackery at the
outset. And it iso’t wholly u medical book, so
fur as bodily ailments are concerned. Jt sims
to educate the mind, to develop the moral Dature, and in all pesgible ways to promote humau happiness.
The author gives an impor-

tant place in it to sanitary science, to the subs
jects of sleep,

Tight, &.

exercise.

What

He

holds that

try, serious, humorous,

dramatic, and will

ing and recitations,

about brain-work

tobacco,

20d the like ure positively

dram-drinking,

injurious, and

can-

wot ha sulely used. The
pear to be a hobby-rider, et
ozs: Wo ap: 3
favor of his book. We can commend fttoa
careful and thoughtful reading.
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within a year given the
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hover

The new edition wll contain eighteen supers
or maps, which will rently increase its value,

and the whole will be’ brought down to date.
It will be issund in parts, 4 a month,84 is ull,
at 50 cents each, sample paris at 20 cents each,
to any address, Parts 1—4 are already roceived. The New England agent is Hor ce King,
Two now mugazines, of rather swall sige but
meant to serve rather useful ends, bave begun

with

the new

year.

One is The Musician

THR

and Artist, devoted to. the inte
Literature and the Drama, and pu
Edward A. Samuels, Boston, It is proposed

to make it a help in all departments of ‘aif rt.
istic education, but, judging from the first
number, music will receive the greatest
stten-

tion.

Mr. Chiarles Barnard, Henry

K.

Oliver,

the veteran composer, Julius Eichberg,
br.
Tourjee, and others contribute to it, their arti-

clés being generally of a practical nature.

The

price is $2.00 a year.~The other magakine ls
Work and Play,sn illustrated wionthly for

the family, und published by ** The Working
Chureh Company,” New York city, Tt ised
ited by Funny Foster Jenkins, snd thé aur
ber contains a good variety of wholesome read-

but it is-neatly and modestly gotten up, avd
quiet snd orderly throughout. It is only a
dollar a year, and we can heartily commend it,
especially to such us do not choose to subscrive
for the more expensive juveniles.

A. 8, Barnes & Co., New: York, publish &ct-

raed fgulture, ioeuded to be weeda0».

military

Buth

have

men

very val-

public some

attention, An Dy privaw

It was prepared by Mr. E. M. pep.
D., Professor

of

Agriculiu.,

and

Horticulture in the University of Georgia, abn.
with express reference 10 the needs of students

rehearsal of

incidents of the Rebellion,

leading

Northern

for

The best proof of the value ol Zell’s Popular
Encyclopedia Is the [act that of its republiestion so soon , after the Srst edition was Issued.

dleton,M.

SUMTER

We are getting a preity general
the

patriotic nid

aseful

Price.50 cents.

culture receives any

MOULTRIEIN 1860-61. By Abner Double.
day, Brevet Major-General U.8. A. New
reo)

pathetic,

be found

E. J. Lave & Co,

students.

REMINISCENCES

)

dress, value of sun. | ing.

be says.

ought to be beeded, especially in this country.
On the use of stimulants he fs not a mere trim-

mer.

HM

Thomps nville; CY,

ix Ebin' Shute,

in that department.

It covers the whole range

of scientific farming. and
value. It is sent for $2.50
country.
—
A sténographic report
Boston of the Jefferson’

js of high practical
to every part of the
!
of the Iste trial in
Borden mutineers

usable reminiscences,and, coming trom the.two
printed under direction of the elerk of the
sections as they do, both sides uf the question,
court, is for sale at the bookstores. H wass
are fully set forth. Of course-this is sometimes

confusing, especiully to one who bas only a |
general idea of the fucts involved, for he finds
tbe northern chronicler often contradicting the

southerner, and vice versa, and both

men and

military

citizens fu cach séction fréquently

contradicting
botli. © But at is of such material
that history is.mude, the stimulus that it offers
to investigation and comparison b ing all the
more likely
to bring out thefacts..

- This darrative by General Doubleduy covers
one of the most imporiant periods of the war.
The bare title
ofthe book: calisnap the memories of those excitog
days when the natioual
convictions were: shaping themselves,
and the

national buyovets were beginning te be thrill

ed. by. a patriotic purpose. | Genernl Doubledity

wag a personal actor in, the scenes ‘that
he des

seribaw, havieg been second in commund
both
ut Moultrie and Sumter,
and an intelligent
obs
server of what occurred, His storyis mainly
according
Lo the. historical facts, but

interesting,

very important and exciting

note of ite futerest by
these pages,
s

trial, whioh loses

being
:

transferred to
"

Rev. Dr. Joseph Parker, of L »ndovn; author -

of ** Eocs Deus” anid ‘* The Puraciete,” recent:
ly preached
a sermen in his temple on the ma:
terialistic tendenciesof ;mughof the. scientific

thought of the time, which he named ** Job’

Comfortersi”

It has been reprinted
in; this

York, andis sold for 26 cents. It is 3 ponte:

ous, learned and. conyincing
treatment of ¢

subjret, the discourse
haying, been
Jer, 2:28,

can not

Judges

forbear

10:14, and

{nser(ing the

foundedov

Hoses,

By,

We

note in which

the, author signified bis, willingnees thakthe
Seon bi repub ished wre
|
int
Yom

bavemy
bearly consentto
%
of reprint of Jobs Comforters.” Tt Ahead
made very
clear
that, ia Uliristiag {
vs, We re
0 the
of ‘true
y

be intros

Whilsb ane heise: tore made: mere |0hdtol:

He nocuses Anderson of extreme

on
ai
0
ton.
there
is % science of moruls
us certmnty’ ad

duces considerable new matter, chiefly of &
~Perspnul pature, and henge more immediately
reluctance and slowness in attackiog the Rebels, and ig (ree to say that he believes forbear.

ance’ towards them to have been carried heyond a virtue in those early and eventful days,

rarories,

thereds

or

to

4

4

kg

8 s¢ience of matter; and ‘thas whe

physical science hua dope its. best. bere yet
remiaing a bunger peculiar to the soul.
To say

ence 18 true, thererore religion
‘that because
is Inlseys equal to saying that because two

“The 1s no doubt that Anderson hesitated to

two are fi as Were for there oun be, io soter
¢
the
dead ; or,
because
an acid is
bows

fury. ‘Hence his desire to avert it'as longas
posiible. ‘But he wis not alone in his conservitiam. Ho acted in accordunce with what

fever converted.

seemedto be the national policy, for we all

“ Enid” have been transiated
into 8panish.’

open the war, for he foresaw itd bitterness
068s

and

uppeard to be asleep until Bull Ran anda
few events of that kind awoke ud. "Tht wus’
perhaps best, all things con-idered. Never
theless one feels, in ‘reading “this mative,

much more like approvingof the quick und
resolute ation’ which

Doubleduy say# he de-

sired, than of ‘the halting

aud

colirse which his superior pursued.

'negotiuting

©

7. The sew ing machine,

machine manufacture of borse-shoes.

towards brightening vp the earth; but
are times when & cortain little girl that I
of makes i imposiible for any of us to smi

($1.50).

Drd Patton | evidently believes the Bible
promises about the answers to prayer. In thé

The streets of Constantinople are badly

paved, and very

grand
was simile sod papas, and cously Analy

ststemonts and arguments iv the book:

cited are mostly of recent date, and well and
creditably. vouched for: To read the book
ought to. quicken ‘piety, increase the spirit of

have been taken from the renowued temple of Diana at Ephesus.

mul,

and. Johnny's, avd wine would help ayj

men of

which are of green jasper, and are said to

said, .8 The

+ Grandpa was bere, and he prayed for
vou, and me, and mamma,—aod papa,

vid

beld over the geversl subject, we know of no
more timely or valuable treatment of it. It is
not an attempt to make the prayer of faith the
treasure of only a few clear-hended and spirit.
ually-minded persons; but the suthor shows
that * whosoever” prays in faith, him ‘God
hears and answers. And He answers today,

gazing upon the poor drunkard—then did ‘bad a

home, nnd the child ran 10 bim and

Grandpa said he thought that was very
fine and all the childven praised it; but

of which are gorgeousin the extrem’
The one called Agia Sofia, stavds at the
bead of the lisl. This was originally

make earth bright.” They she. triedto

her: dream come true, hut sometimes she »
cross, and then’ mami sald, © 1 dy
N
what Grice thinks about it, but T think gy

ing and discussion over the book.
k
The contents are arranged in a Jogical order.
The author first explains that prayer is chip
acteristic of piety, and cites the cases of Lu
ther, John Knox, Melancthon, Ruthertord, Du-

prayer, giving nnecdoten of ‘vuach,showing holy
they prayed aud pregallad with God; he then
defluee What he believes true prayer to be,

There wre millions of yoy

little children, and millions-ot. smiles
will hey

there will doubtless be a good den! of question.

is always of more

religious city. There are probably upwards of 5,000 mosques in that city, some

happiness is made:

th és so weuk, and our use of prayer
so far

below: what the author of it futepded; thst

that these vary, nnd that the fuct of the answer

Jay

he returned to-his hone.
By and by, the little boy's father came

Lesught a little fish,
And put him iu a dish,

+

the sun-

valsively twiching'in mine, and

The man's heart

Mabel took a cloth to help Jennie with
the dishes, and that put Jennie into a
immediately,

pearly

now, grandpa?”

And then T ¢an write, 1 think,’”

pleasanter . humor,

to

‘with me to

to the bright blue sky,

en liltened

“Now,” sald he, * I will
“Just swallow a quill,

| wrong with it.”

said

sudnoiv; mhisein2 the accustomed -dévotions,hie epquired, * How do you pray

Who drank nis grandpupa’s ink.

‘‘ something's

our play, I

bouse the previous summer,

* There was a bad bby named Jink,

:

Daring

lips, the pecfect picture of life and peace
—as I looked upon the man and then upon the child, and felt his little hand con-

in

it, and

to

my

coat on, just ready to start for the, cars

Jdoked very
3 vA Ww
iA]

your tarp,”
:
"Willie took somé time
out:

on

and return
home some forty ‘miles away

smiling, “said "it was
Willie,”

fro

oie gtabdhs Whe shad ith ie oyer-

loose

The children sereamed to hear

“ Now,

Connecticut.

to and

stood looking
the face
Ct,,as bebe stood
looking up into LM

Of this stupid young goose,

‘which JinSyiié
J

him

rosy cheeks, his

And they all ran down into his head.”

good. | ‘At
proad.

a beautilul

bright brow, his beautiful blue

‘‘ There was once a boy called Ned,
Who tried to stand on his head.

Grandpa,

with

morning wind kissed bis parched lips and
passed away poisoned; the very swine
looking more noble than he, for they
were fulfilling the purpose of their being.
As 11,0ked upon the poor degraded man,

Grandpa,”
:

The brains they were

playing

1 pray to God to give me an everlasting,
fo do | + increasfog capacity to hate with u burning

little

Grandpa.
Jimmie thought a moment,

to

#6 over it tiow, there's too nich’ to be

us

“ No.

ing her Jips till she 160ked as if she could
I haven't time

upturned

:

Willie was silent.

dis-

:

and then looked upon that child,

lie.

know, @dd rhyme has very

them all, Grandpa

the side of the stone wall?”
¢ Oh, yes!” was his cheerful reply.
We went together, and caw a man lying listléssly there, quite drunk, his face

Wil

AS.

.| The hight from the_ground to the cupola
Is 180 feet. Within, a gallery 50 feet in
width is upheld by 67 pillars, some of

" « Harry, will you go down

* There was a rash boy in Malden
. Who drank bis milk when "twas secaldin’,
And the foolish lad
Barned his mouth so bad
That a doctor had to be called in.”

deft
her work and
swith reason.”
machine, but fixed it

!

loved me.
him :

he began :

pst gel. ib" fetes: dobe-—ims Woo

anything ;—*

she said :

back, both of us enjoying ourselves exceedingly ; for I loved him, and I think be

So

BYE.

:
founded by Constantine, in 335, and was
This cheered the little girl up, and | renovated for the last time in 1847. Tt is
Grandpa told her to make some rhyme 209 feet in length, and 148 in width; its
about her little brother, Afler a while
ground plan being in the form of a cross.

I was carrying

:
man;

such things, because tbey are rhyme, you

#td 3 ball trying (6 get it in oder. I

conquer

boy, youn know."

i
on—them;| beams that warmed and |
upon his porous, greasy face;

*« Well, perhaps not ‘exactly,” replied
his Grandpa.
*‘ But we musin’t question

the

your brother may be full as sweet for a

boy in the city of Norwich,

and

‘will not work, and here I've lost an hour
oad
tried to fix

** Oh, ho! That's the matter, ir it. Well

THE POOR DRUNKARD.

They all clapped their hands and were
as glad as they could be. They bronght
their chairs close to his and sat with the

true,

brother, Samner.”

I was once

dren, let us make some rhymes.”

' ¢ Is that

rhyme is

through the parlors and the long entry,
making more noise than «po men could.—

of * but you must all do something.”

sofme one’s calling before the house could
be put in order, and there were so many
little things to fix for Sunday; and the
the shuttle thread

Jimmie,

Alice, ** the

Independent.

making a cheerful picture.
“ You begin,” said Jimmie.
*¢ Very well," said the goed

bow-

dread

little baby

aud, after kissing

One night he said to them : ** Come, chil-

this one day out of the week with her
sewing machine, and to-day she must
finish it whether anything else was done

well,

were

replied

Bat his pet isn’t50 sweet as my

-head. By this time they had grown a
little tired, for thinking is very fatiguing :

Mary ; and they were all good children
and loved their grandfather very much.

She had only

to work at her dress.
She did not get along very

* Yes,”

good.

Grandpa laughed and patted her ov the

would get his four grandchildren round
his chair and then tell them stories and
jingle rhymes for them,
making them
very happy ; and be was full as happy as
they were. The names of his grandehil-

are

If we could judge from the number of
“Well, Alice,” said Grandpd, ** out Nmmosques and placesof prayer, one would
with it. Don't you like Willie's rhyme?" certainly take Constantinople to be a very

At the close of the day Grandpa Credo

—churning,
baking,
mopping,
some
clothes to te ironed, and the general
preparations for Sunday.
Mabel was
teaching three or four miles from home,
and could only be at home on Saturdays

Willie but Alice, who

* Well. i 5 true,” replied she,

GRANDPA'S HOUR.

you

FAOTS.

To‘[" missed them, and they then had a race

for. souls.

ere

PE
+--+

** That isn’t rhyme,” suid Jim
mie.

whieh will you yield?

come

looked as if she was about questioning
the truth of the rhyme.
L

of our

pleasantness! It’s the same battle that's
been raging ever since Adam's fall—

good and evil contending

baby one,

They all praised

will

aware, and a faithful Creator wil! not for

Is a dear little
pet.
You can not find
beneath the sun
A sweeter one, you bet.”

In allthe world, 1 know,”

evil thoughts,—and W's strange, again,
how little may turu all into peace aod

day of blessing

get his creatures’ cries.— The Christian.

And Sumner is his name;
You can’t find such another

better natures, coax us into little sigs asd

and Jennie pouted because she must do
There

‘ Marian, my

will fret

things

Grandpa,

what you can do.”
After a little thinking about it, Willie
said:

Suudav.

and worry us,and, getting control

suid

Willie,”

be

try. encouraged to pray in faith, to pray without ceasing; to pray and never fain(, The

‘ L bave a baby brother,

but Belle had carelessly scalded her band,
it alone.

“Well,

and
the

tatking and laughing #ill you'd scarce
have thought such a home could have

und #aid, ** And a little child shal] Jead

J
i
and so they called ber Marian—a sort of them,”
Let the children of the Most High
grandmothers mixed, you know."

ir was

on the table—warm and templing,
everything was bright and clean;

they

shile A

évery time y

3gE3 OES ES. TR. 1. aE

©

adversities! Jeanie helped her sing, and
by and by Belles voioe joined, and the
effect seemed almost magical.
Ma's ‘budens grew fewer and lighter, and Jennie
and Belle helped wherever there was a
thing they could do, and how the work
did, proceed—il wus astonishing! When

and when

somebody

gindness every day, for

Butit is because
our

290ughyan
3

[|

A STORYBOOK
Mrs. A.M,

FOR

THE CHILDREN,

Inhaz, Lilustratéd,

Boston:

R. Osgood & Co. 12mo, pp. 93.

%

James

This volume iy au collection of interesting

stories written ina very aitractive style for the
1iitle folks, The first story, Little Dilly ; or,

the Use-of Tears,” describes a lit le girl who

His

oo un alkalt; therefore Br.’ Paul po
it

ih

Oi

iy

Tw of ‘Mr. Tennyson's idyls “ Elafoe” and
The ‘Dike of Edinburgh is writing
a conic
opera fn three acts for the benefit of “the ibn

| Who Jaigh |

The suleof Miss Alot’ charming story,
“ Littld Women,” hay redched’ the simost inerodivle nimber of u million copies,
"It 94 sald that M. Thiers” “ Memoirs,” ob
which He'is ‘now engaged, will fill sixteeti vol-

Rai
eins 1 405
|
sie
fev. G. M. Pioros, ut Bult Lake City, Utah,
will bein Jan, 1, to publish the Rocky Mout:

ain Christian’ Advocité.”

*

“Who reads an Aticrican

book

The’ 'th-

til value of books exported ‘from the Unfled ’
States, during the past yeiir, was $634,960.
» Three of Shakespeare's

tragedies “translated

always cried when she couldn’t huve her own

into the new Greek, are ‘to be issued fn Ath-

way, but ber mother told her to shut ber eyes

ens next spring,

”

[J

EY

LRN

TED

——

‘“ She was named after her two grand.
mothers,” said Willie, ‘* Mary aod Aun;

skill or power;

live dnd wake

bap i
A

FNMA

from the little vexing caves of every day,
just as much as in life's greater trials and

When I reach the final end,

not too yopdg tobe rhymed about p "

no human

bad devoutly given thanks to God, the old
men's little dangnter of thirteen, spoke

dreamed the Quoenof the Fairies said; gu
Li

tle children,
there is not
we ask for your orig

GE

* Lost Home Treasures,”—let me meet them

Marian, who is too young te rhyme, but

iti

Ld Relate

Of a heart that’s lost a friend?

you say semething about your little sister

prayers had been in viin, but now the
answer bad come, and 30 wonderfully,
by the ministry of a little child, and wiih

faith.

his Crust,”
are very amusfog.

pin”is a pleasant little story: tolling bow wy

Be LYRA

You see Mabe! knew where (0 Lake her
cares, and she felt her need of a refuge

Who ¢an tell the bitter anguish

. family

I guess; or would, if it was trye,”
‘* Now, Willie,” said Grandpa, ** can’t

wesnknessof our

“ Dream of the Little Boy who would

rsh

All my cares to thee [ bring,
Cover my defenseloss-hend
© With (be shadow of thy wing,”

Of a friend; io days gove by:

a

** Was It the nose or the tree that was full. For twenty-five years he haa pray| ed every day for his boy that he might
knocked ? * asked Jimmie.
** I guess it was both,” said she, laugk- come Lo the knowledge of the truth, and
ing. “Bat it hurt Jimmie Brgwn the worst, sometimes had almost feared (hat his

Bill support and comfort me,

tombstone

highest possible interest, and Ins sincere and
intelligent way. The author has not ouly read
and thought about prayer, but he has réally
prayed, and experienced the blessed offices of
the exercise. The answers tat he cites will
be called remarkable only in proportion tothe

who

Girl who would not Pick up u Pin,"

This 1s a book thut we tuke satisfaction in
commending. It deals with a subject of the

LSS

All'my hopés on thee are ‘seald,—

it,”

pp. 408.

de

There, above the dreamless sleeper,

.

12mo.

reported

and

come, *“ when we lecl sorry for
ny
a
we pity, them very much,” and
proper use for tears. The Lidge bh

Victory,” ele.

8. Goouman

Cn]

Léave; Olearve mie not Mone—

that was
did knock

J.

NS TS

* Other refuge have I none, Pe
Hangs my helpleds soulow thee,

Evening zephyrs sadly, sigh,

J

He run his nose

*Gainst
And

bad

oo:

his whereabouts and closed his letter as
never before, with ** God bless you."
The old pilgrim’s hear! and eyes were

beén heard for years,

ithout a cent in bis pocket.

Olt ‘the weary footsteps wander
To. the church-yard, on the hill,

ABRIWE pinto beditet

from home,’ and from whom nothing

** Little Jimmie Brown
He wentio town,

TU

\ +O POreceivermy’
receives eons:
Yast!

» Whee the twilight gently deepens,
nd the din of day is still,

:

science and Law,” “ Spiritual

ae

said :

Saviour. And with it came another letter
from another son, who had heen away

PRAYER AND ITS REMARKABLE ANSWERS:
Being n Statementof Facts in the Light of
Reason and Revelation, By Wm. W. Patton, D, D., late editor-in-chief of the Advance, author of “ The Young Man,” “Con-

et

-

ora

their souls,

Pal ped

v A

‘¢ And

fe

o'er our 'wuy,

he.

a

While the nearer waters roll,
While the tempest still is high.
Hi
0
viour,
dy

* 80 our loved onet scattered sunshine
"Round our path, from day to day.

replied

ed. At Jast her eye brightened up, a
laugh spread all over her face, and she

. Let me to thy bosom fly;

ers which we buve cherished

ul A

soul,

dear,”

Ld

f[As

Jt Jesus, lover of my

my

hk

you may read it just now :

How we moufn for sainted loved ones,
‘Who have left a vacant chair
“Round the fireside, at the table,
' Avd.the piace of family prayer.

“Yes,

tight and thik of something pleasant
When th;

tears were coming, 80. when thi
to suit her and she felt cross ign hie
“ Humming-bird, ; squirrel, gold-tish, g,
ory.” When she saw oth: r people crying ht
were in trouble, she wanted to cry t0o,ang ”
mother told her that we may Jet ‘the’ thar,

MY EE

very few rhymers come so uear the truth’
In a few days the grandfather received
as that, Now, Mary, it is your turn.”
a letter from bis son who wrote, **1 am
She was a funny little thing and full of the happiest man alive,"and proceeded to
all sorts of queer fancies ; but she hesitat- tell how he had sought and found the

¥iterarp Bebietn,

among those who were seeking the knowledge of the Lord, and the salvation of

BENT

a time—sung to the sweet tune of *‘Martyn,” but Lm goipg-t) write it lere- that

Grandpa?"

PE

WORNWOOD.

‘“ Bat it wight have been so; could n't it,

PO

¥.P.

be a comforter to you, as well, my reader,
and to all your friends;
it was just a
blessed little hymn, you've heard it many

pe

BY

Senay

—
Fe)

REAR

Literary Wiscelluny
Look not mourniuliy Jato the pust,

comes not
back again
;
Winey improve the present, it is thine,
:
Go forth to meet hy Shadowy Matec
eart,
iow.
ongpet
w
jf ithou t a fear an NRW

Sorel

ein

Aesles’ $Weeten te

rrp
Gest powers

had

©

Er

prriogel to the r possessor Bo much as they

Temenos

river, and shaded

by

YL

|r

L]

n destroys the spiritual nature sc
mugh ps respectable selfishness rwiiearge Mac

turned a complete

mag-

w ng shall have replaced

SWANS.

:

stubble,
semblage of reeds, straw, and
.whieh the bird has. the instinet
to: raise

and Dower Canadd.

.of its right
was conscious

habited by

the

to protection, nud knew it was under

choppers,

sawyers, swamper:

‘ bull

Arkansas.

contract tor apy

wil be

wy

and

water

crowning,

arched,

raised as gunwales of protection, and the
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the church sustaing a great loss, society -is deprived of a bright ornament and Wer family
lefu to greatly mourn, but not as those without
hope.
The funeral services were by the wril‘er from 1, Thess, 4; 14, assisted by R-v. BS.
Willinms, and were Very largely attended.
KE. M, BAXTER,

Humor

is

Terms, moderate.

EBANON ACADEMY .—G.F. CHASE,
A. B., Principal, with full board of teachers.
.

Specimen Copy sent F R E E on application to
Adams, Blackmer, & Lyon Pub. Co., Chicago.
46 10w
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Sister 8. wus a devoted Christin, an earnest
worker in all good things, an affectionate
friend and beloved of all. who knew her for

and

SEMINARY.-—-Ca-

Whitestown, Oneida Co., N. Y., July 10, 1875.

property.
fl
To why person indebted to said estate, and not
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been called on by me, or some one author.
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the state.

logue.

November following, she was married to Harris Seeley, who now is left to mourn the loss

~ Sugtsnts,
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Sister 8. wus converted in the winter of 1874,
und baptized by Rev. Di G. Hoimes, uniting
with the Olio Grove chareh at that time. In

her quahities of wind and heart,

ELL. Pittsfield,
Me.
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loving

address the
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in his great affliction.
G. S. HiLE,
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Fall Term opens August 23, 1875.
Winter Term opens
ecember 6, 1875.
Shing Term opens March 21, 1876.

tate,

beloved

particulars,

and theological school, affords many advantages
which are very important to students during
preparatory course.
The special work of
the
schoolis to prepare stidents for colege, and every éffort 18 made to do this in as thorough a
manner as possible. Expenses are moderate,
Send for a catalogue.
A. M. JONES, Sec,
Lewiston, Me.
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MRS« IDA BE. SEELEY died at Ohio Grove,
111, Dec, 9, 1875, aged 21 years and 2 months.

of a dearly
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as a church and-people

witha great Joss.
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t ree Assistants.

whose grace saved her,
It may be truly said
of her, that she was a peacemaker, a devoted,
affectionate wife, a kind neighbor aod & sin-

cere Christian.

of st!

Geometry and Boiany.
Miss LOVINA H.
HAYNES, Normal classes. [3
Miss ELLA C: HURD, Music.
Miss ANGIE E. HANSON, English studies.
Board for clubs, either for |
‘or gentlemen,
from $1.50 to $2.00 per week. Board:in
including rooms, etc . from $2.50to $2.70 per week.

% DOMESTIC

late

love cheered

Preparatory,

Terms, ten weeks.

CYRUS JORDAN, A. M.,
neipal of Normal
Department, (German, Didatics, Mental and Moral

R.

MRs. Nancy M., wife of Benjamin Wentworth, died in East Rochester, N. H., Dec. 4,
jiged 80 years and 11 months. © She ‘wus baptized at Gt. Falis by Rev. Silas, Curtis, thirtyfour years ago, uniting with the church there.
About ten years since she became a member
of the church in this place. She was out ot
health for nine years,
All this time she enjoyed peste of mind, patiently bearing her tris,

Him ‘whose

College

Science.
Miss LANDAIC.VICKERY, Preceptress, French,

wer of Christ.
He had been a 1eader of the
Star from the time of his conversion. . When
death came, he was prepared to meet it without fegr.
His last words were to the effect
that his Joved ones should meet him in heaven,
** Being dead, he yet speaketh.”
Four sons
mourn the loss of a kind and affectionate
father, and a wife the loss ot u loving and beloved husband, but with implicit confidence
she is enabled to say=—** Thy will be done.”
CoM.

looking: unto

#¢xes,

ot Latin. Greek and Chemistry.

ulars, free, Address MASON &
AMLIN ORGAN CO., 1564 Tremont Street, BOSN; 25 Union Square, NEW YORK; or 80 & 83
Adams 8t., CHICAGO.
+
a

:%\

both
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Fail Term begins August 23, 1875.
Winter Terin begins November &, 1875.
Spring Term begms Feb, 7, 1876,
Summer Tern begins Aj rigs 1876.
KIN, SBURY BaTCH
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payments; or rented until rent pays for the organ.
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Prot.
Finney. He 'guve his heart to Jesus,
and soon after became connected
with the
Roger
Williums
church.
His membership
continued there until the organization of the
Greenwich St. church.
Transferring his membership to this church, be was chosen deucor,
He discharged faithfully every Christian duty.
Loving all, and beloved by all who knew him,

of the

Winter Term closes March 7, 1876.
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o and Combination Stops.
KEtagere und other Cases of new

thor-

CALENDAR.

on having a Mason & Hamlin. De not
take any other. Dealers get LARGER COMMissions for selling inferior
and for this
reason alien try very hard to sell something else,

NEW

INTER TERM of 1576 begins November 30.

Fall Term begins Aug. 25, 1875,
Fall Term closes Nov. 2%, 1875.
Winter Turm begins Dec. 8, 1875.

INSIST

L. W. GOWEN.

the preaching

wumri

in view. «

A. T. Sally, A. B.,
Miss Hattie Arnold.

as to
& wide sale there. ()
awarded highest premiums at Industrial Expositions, in Ameries as well as

She died in the |

witness
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APHAMJINSTITUTE —NORTH SCITUATE,
R.IL—1his Institution furnishes
College Preparatory, English and Scientitic, and
Ladies’ Collegiate course
of study.
BOARD OF, INSTRUCTION.
W. 8S. Stockbridge, A. M., Principal.
MissAbbie E. Jennegs, Preceptress.
ASSISTANTS.

Europe.
Outof hundreds there have not been six in
all where any other organs have been preferred.
Declared by Eminent Musicians, in both

a faithful

Irovidence,

Awarded

SRRS CT IILOMORL Uigewe CVC Mwai
soy MSG
ofNLT
n Kurope, or which present such extraordi-

I., of paralysis, aged 60 years.
Thirty-three
years ago, he became, interested in the subject

his life was a living

B. C. LEWIS. Sec. Trustees,

N. H., July 20. 1875.

Center Strafford, Noyember 13, 1876,

VIENNA; 1873; PARIS, 1867

been a member of the Cong. eburch 35 years, |
and a constant reader of the Star ever since it

of Feligion under

-,
Fourterms

ough and practical manner, by the use ot the
best text-books, and by careful attention to the
wants of scholars, hope to deserve the continued
approbation of the patrons,
For further formation address the Principal,
or,
WARREN F088, Secretary.
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MEDALS
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av».

Blavkinship

Lived

ied'in

INSTITUTION.<A.

Two full courses, English and Classical.
The Faculty, by imparting instruction ina

CABINET ORGANS.

and devoted life until her death.
For several
months she could not speak above a whisper
but bore her afiliction with great patience, an
died in the happy triumphs of a living faith,
leaving a husband and seven children to mourn
their loss, but their loss is her infinite gain.
May the Lord bless the bereaved family and
enable them (0 so live that they may meet
where parting will be no more.
Sermon
by
A. C.Nelson,
J.C. GILLILAND.
&
4
4
!
Lucy Hoss died in Effingham,N. I1., Dec.
30, 1876, aged 76 years and 6 nionths.
She had

JAMESM. FENNER

HAMPTON
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ready

in Christ, October,
Baptist church, on

trinmphs of faith.

S00. 10 100:

Winter Term loses Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.
Vacation
one week.
.
Spring Term begins
Monday Jan. 81,1876,
spring Term closes Friday; April 7, 1876
Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876,
iy
Term Sued Tayradars ue », 1876. "
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er particulars, al
e Principal

the six

MASON
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MRS. SusAN, wife of Elder W, H. Blankinship, was
born in the state of Tenn,, April 22,
1823, and died of consumption,
November 10,

was first printed at Limerick.

& Ti

ANB. MESERVEY, Principul, with eight as-

try

H. A. BARKER. 3

after conversion.

h

see

isalso aT

sociates.
Six regular courses for both sexes.
of ten weeks each.

Nov.

numerous otier relatives to mourn, because
he has gone, to be no more with them in this
life. Yet they mourn not as those who have

Satayday

There

do.

USTIN
ACADEMY .—CENTER
STRAFFORD, N. H,,
REV. 8. C. KIMBALL, A. M., Principal, and
Prefessor of Latin and Greek. Competent teach
ers aspist, Rooms for self-boarding and board in
private families at reasonable rates. Board im
clubs $2. Apply early.
}
&a-Free tuition to students who have the minis-

full assurance of a blessed immortality. His
piety was of an active type.. He was never

in 1846, professed hope
1845, joined the Freewill

wre igh

There

{or thie Christian
mini;
For cata
ge or of r information,
D. Ww. C.D B IN, President, or L. P,
REYNOLDS,

JOM,

Mich.,

1875, : She was married to Elder

Beard

are, yl

courses of study.

New Hampton,

1, 1876, aged 79 years and 6 months.
Bro.
Dake removed from the State of New York to
Michigan
in an eurly day.
He experienced
religion udder the labors of Eld. H, 8. Limbocker, in 1842, and united with the church in
Salem,
Ever after he maintained a firm and
consistent Christian profession, and died in

no hope.

a

Funeral

Rev. John Stevens, of Biddeford,
:
. Me.

ashamed of his Saviour, and

ee

mentr year,
Af fur I ls ven ES ii

ou the 5th of
meeting was
relatives aud
addressed ba

EpwArD DAXE died in Salem,

F's, JH

retary
Hillsdale, Mich
Hillsdale, Miche June22, 1875.

price comsisient with the quality
dl. Send stamp for catalogues

n
complete oh the onmtry:
| lprge st and most

do as well as say

in. faith.

HL

,

of one beloved by family and friends, children
and grandchildren, and all who were acquainoted feel the loss of an honest man, the noblest

of God.
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widow of the late Dominicus Hastyyand mother of Rev. O. Hasty, of L. She is thus left a
widow for the second ime, and mourns the loss

work

co L}

Ay

EW

of several

lst wife was

b

Tuiondy, Dhol

Des a

partments and

DR. J. E. STRONG,

At the lowest
given and

children, who are now honorable heads of respeetable (amilies. His house was always the
winister’s home, and being in , possession of a ~

competency, he was ready

ging

Semmens

poy, #8
over Gatehouse’s

Book Store, up TWO FLIGHTS.

of

father

4

Tes Buea casi, Ar les So Eee tahtt

reforms, temperance, anti-slavery and kindred institutions, a man ‘of ‘superior intelleet,
and

»
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clpmulacy, address , he Princial
us pal
.
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for the rémoval
such as
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long life, he
of Christian

Christians,

to students f poxtant
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ne und logic, ® patron of piety, exempli-

choice,
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term and your of fl tet a

SULPHUR BATHS.

Baptist

Wing nitive attachment to: the church

COLLEGE

LINTON
GROVE SEMINARY,

woot wiarens HBA RD BIOS Habs
1 Haw. HH LsPALE
ly

duty.ifted in prayer and exhortation,sound in
d

onl,

ey 8.

Abigail

of the F.

: The

L)

his death, a worthy
he gave his beart to

became a member

VIRGINIA

avd peeuliar advantages. For pargouinr nformn send for a Circular to
b burial:
ftgise
REV. W, COLRGROVE, A. M., Président.’

the CUlost 1
chad mi ons pip he to
Ke nd more 0% Spits ue
at once
RP

Me., where he revided

yeags before
In early life

EST

new life. !
;
L.Onteress and spirited illus.
stfhnge adventures, also

“F. REED,

with his Jurests,

pr man
instruction,
With three oa
ranged’courses of study.
The Classics,
nary and English Course. We are preparedto
alu ents for any college in the land, or to sire
thorou
Englith and Scientific
preparati
the active duti 8 of ife. For full catalogue, pds
dress the Principal,
TRVING'B. SMITH! |

This Institution offers

SAMUEL EpGERLY died in Dixmount, Me,
Oct, 8, 1875, aged 80 years und 2 months. Dea.
KE.was born in'New Durham,N. H, He. res
moved

This School was never in better condition for
ing thorough work in Academic Instruction, 1A

as a Sompanion,

and meet her in heaven.

“@bitunries.

«A UATASTROPHE.
I'he National Baptist gives this account

Books,

,

Term opens March 16, 1875.
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Missouri.

" When we look at the travelers’ book in

ties;

Be-

thin ten Is taken the excess can not be recover.
ed.

HANDWRITING.

of twelve had been teasing him, Jae
caught bim by the leg of his frousery;

and dragged him. into the

ry

rate

Mississippi.
Six per cent.
contract in writing for tem.

Shey Put ony for a more

E — >

however large

to

youl"

per

cess.

wetsvs ete pittance of $75 or $85 a month:

if po¢ out. Hig siren
and courage
were astonishing. He has been known,
when‘a portion of‘bun has beer thrown
him,

Hi,

Parties

Parties may agree

higher

A

contract Lo pay as high
but contract for higher

of native talent and onltivated skill he re-

Lut became cantankerous

with

‘"

cent.

Parties muy

en

Minnesota.

Ifluous profanity ; and for all this display

Bleceatny another biped, when he had

bas contested the morsel

Star!”

per

twelve
:

contract for any rate not exceeding ten.

long,

their rent like the bob-tail of a kite.
*
puncher” is a. man of the most

RE

upon the water, and a dog

Gee,

aud agreeable

CALENDAR.

Tunense Success 10,0000 neGrenume

to testify for him. The measure. of his conseagree for twelve.
Usury forfeits the excess,
crution and benevolence increased continually,
Kentucky.
Six per cent., but contracts may
be made in writing tor (en. Usury forfeits the and 50 also did his Christian confidence, peace
and joy. He was a decided Free Baptist, and
whole interest charged,
to give his reasons for the
Louisiana. Five per cent.; eight per cent, . was always willing
that was in him. | He possessed remarka+
may be stipulated for, embodied in the fuce of faith
ble social abilities and qualities, and bis societhe obligation, but no bigher than ‘eight per
ty therefore, was always sought und prized b
the oid and young. The children ail
Maine. Six per cent.
Purlies agree in both
liked
to hear “ Uncle Edward” talk. In bis
writing to apy rate.
the church loses one of its most aetive
Maryland. Sx
per cent. Usurious cou- death
und the community a genial and
tracts can not be enforced for the excess above members,
honorable citizen, He leaves a wile, who is
the legal rate.
in
feeble
health,
and two children, besides
Michigan. Seveu per cent. Parties may

congenial clime, the big log following in

fed by royal hangs, to the more

is own way,

gh

Six per cent.

Kansas.

and with eyes bulging out ana tail like a

having been
the piece of water

1

I”

starched wher,

ite’ wit Queen Charlotte, he

partly

its

than

months” imprisonment, or

writing for ten.

direction,

with

Ten

feiture of ten per cent.

The air is immedi-

goud,

rate

in writing for any rate not exceeding ten.

the yélling, panching and pelting usually

Jack,”A reached
years. Jick wis a great favor-

translated, atter being

the

con-

yond that rate is illegal as 10 exeess only.

convince the cattle that * suthin’s up,”.

Park, known as _* Old
hatched in 1717, ou

eods

for-

Parties may

forfeits the entire interest.
Indiana. Six per cent.

of tortutin,
, is thrust at the oxen as
“says fast as'a strong orm can wield it. “ Haw,

“which,”

attached to old Buckingham

ns.

Usury

Illinods.
Six per cent., but yarties may
agree in writing for ten. Penalty for usury

ately \ filled with angular sounds and bil-
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Aldrovandus,‘! to me seems not. uplikely" Mr. Yarrell gives the swan fifty
years’ ledse'of 1ife, One that ‘Hived and
was murderedon the canal leit James's

seventy

e desived

‘Territory.

fine of $300, or six

log, so large that it seems bedded in the
ground for all ages; Ihe team is then
straightened out

Seven per cent,

Idaho

most any distance at which you choose
to listen. A chain is fastened to a huge

acquaintances, or keep on by mutual
agreement their old ‘love, which,” to the
Stedit of swan conjugality, they. often

on

may agree in writing for any rate not excseding two per cent. per month.
Penalty for
greater rate is three times the amount paid,

er a grand bird's-eye view of
the eligibility of a new location, settle
down on some distant plece of water, on
* whieh, if the aquatic resources of vegetables be good, and
perch in
plen
the
rycomb' aod brash; at 9p, a. heis exwill, if Sot molest, emai ig yA
pected to perform like duties.
** The job of education” over, the parent During the daybe can be heard at al.

birds are free

Seven per cent.

tract for twelve,
A higher
forfeits interest and excess.

a map of the 10st co'd-blooded
judgment,
with fungs like an elephant, ard the endurance of a jackass. He must turn out of
his blankets before it is’ daylight to feed
his stock and groom them
with cur-

air, and

cent.

Florida. Eight per cent. .Usury laws repealed. Money as be fonned at any rate,
Georgia. Seven
per ce . Parties may con-

(rees

the

per

feitsatl the fnterest.”™

standpoint. It requires a great deal of
skill and much knowledge of bovine proclivities to navigate a ten-bull proces
sion; The journeyman
puncher must be

to do battle with the world ou their: own
account. This they do; and if they have
pinioned, ‘they’ mount.

Strange

Ten

District of Columbia. Six per cent. Parties
may stipulate in writing for ten. Usury: for-

who have the bardest work and are the

they put on the robe of snow, mamma,
, hitherto most maternal; drives’ them off,
not ‘been

Ten per cenl,, after a debt beparties may agreé upon an

Territory.

Dakota.

most difficult to obtain are the mien called ** bull-punchers.”
me
I used to think that any noodle coald
drive an ox team, but I recede from that

with her

The'color of the
gray by time, and

$40.

Us-

principal and interest.

tract for a rate not ¢xceeding twelve,»
Usury
forfeits
all the interest taken.
.
Delaware.
8ix percent.
Penalty for usury
forfeitsia sum vqual to the money lent.

who pack water with which to slop the
ground, so that the logs will draw easily,

her wings

parties may

feits interest taken in excess of legal rate.

mto.convenient lengths for hauling—get
about. $50 per month; ‘swampers, who
clear paths, cut away brush, &e., for the
teargs, about the same; water carviers,

“Swan superbly frowning,
And with proud breast her own white shadow

cent., but

rate not excecding ten,

forfeitsboth

Oolorado

punchers,”

sawyers—those who cut the fallen

female

o

: her peck gracetully

per

rate of interest whatever, simple or compound.

At 5.80 o'clock in the morning they have
its safety, | uh} fled the, pen (Tem «le | breukfast, and ‘go to work at &ix. At
Jays some five lo eighty eg gs. of a dull noon they get thirty minutes in which to
four inches in bolt food like ravenous wolves, and at
greenish white, and about
r which the. cyg- 6.30, 2. M., hey ‘¢ light out” for the evenlength ; six weeks
Life in a logging camp is u
note, of a dak leaden gray, come into ing vepust.
daylight the whole periad. of incubation conidpual race against time; and yet a
being occupivd by the eob (male) iu act- more hearty, healthier lot of men ean not
ing sentinel, reddy to attack any intrad- be Rnd thav those who follow it.
e wages
paid are very
good.
A
The attachment
er, however formidable.
of the mo‘ her 10 her brood is remurka- chopper Ries from 855 to $70. per
"ble: and no more beautifyl pictureis to be ‘month, and board, according to his skill;
scen on the river than a

Six

‘alifornia. .
comes due, but

that secur

of special Jaws

guardianshi

Ttis & valuable statement

to preserve in a scrapbook for future reference :
Alabama. Eight
per cent, - On usurious
contracts the principal only can be recovered.

A logging camp is interesting to one
who sees it for the first time. fe is. in-

if the

as

sun,

the

sed spot, ghee lo

autiful bird

Distinct

SEMINARY .—

Spring

not to take medicine

were repeated with ecstatic joy as her
Shuinfenance glowed with unearthly luster,
he earnestly entreated all to prepare for death

Lt pi

INTEREST.

Connecticut,

ex-

It is wostly placed in an

struetion,

kluinearied

into the

ggg

money loaned.

its con-

in

claim to ordei or ingenuity

somersawly

interest allowed by the laws of the several States
and Territories of tbe United States and Upper

‘bas no

‘and

while floods are impending,
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wanted everywhere. Sales made from this when
ents wanted for our
which
might prolong her days.
She inade. all single books fail. Also
Magnificent
Family Bibles. Superior to alf
arrangements
for her funeral, choosing the
others. And our COMPLETE BIBLE E¥CYCLOPEminister to officiate
; the Scripture to be read,
DIA, with 3000 superb illustrations. These books
17 Cor, 16) ;' the 1eéxt ‘for the sermon (11.
beat the world.
Full
culars free.
Address
or. 6:1). “For we know that .if our earthly
:
.
JO
bP. POTTE
hy
| house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we
nogl—13t
Publishers, Philadelphia,

I'he Philadelphin Ledger has recently com‘piled the following ‘statement of the rates of

a fitting resting-place for the 18,000 heroeswho lie there. Bul our space forbids-further mention.
— Nation.

as-

The swan's nest is an incongruous

his will, that she wished

.

Yluree Journ old, “Her faith, was remarkably

(hé original

destroyed by the armies, it

But the stealthy

enemy was welcomed. So anxious was she to
* depart and be with Christ,” if that might be

the congregation quieted down, but the ¢ oor and triomphantto the last Moment, of
solemnity of the occasion had been shame- | 3g,
plure Bb romisen und
beaatiful favorite

and with
the bold ' outline of Lookout
Mountain, where Hooker fought his
"Sole men use no other means to aequire “ battle above the clouds,” loomingin
than by in~sting on ft, and it some- the distance,
Careful bands have laid
« snawers their purpose, as it does a out the whole forty meres with great
enmoney.—Sh
to
highwayman's in, regard
beauty ; and when’ the Jou g trees now
orests

after un illness of eight days.

be-

IKE

A YEAR. AGENTS WANTED
on our Grand Combination Pros-

und
frie
ny are saying, no
peraisle, and rushed for the
do r. A panic mo
the pin
Who e ogi #0 Well
seized the congregation, who did, not, at te
inawaiwil be!
t apt than *¢ Bust
all comprehend the case, and fora time
7, She; was. un worthy
member. of the
ptist Phin in Wind
m, Bhe had
the scene was particularly wild. The vat Fie
buried
two
husbands
und
:m
only
e¢hild ‘about
finally escaped through a side door, and

place for the: Union dead, a hill ecommending a view of the whole battlefield,

hfe
is clearto me, that
no indulgence

services

of the room; and, with an tmearthly yell,

20, 1868, the thoughtful care of General
George H. Thomas selected, as a. burial-

with

' on th oat h- might us well i

the

5

; representing

brave a building of God, house not made with
begin to claw the nearest Shignon, The hands,eterna)
the heavens 3” and selects
lady assailed screamed, and in her terror ed the plice foraudherbi grave
in the cemetery
in
never waitedto open the pew
door, bat Windham, Mrs, D. was very benevolent,

im , fully maryed, TULL
At Chatianooge,
bate of Shiloh:
| ays | mediately
afterthe bat
‘September

whe

and

.

weeks with Mrs, Perley, in Gray, she was
suddenly cut down wh congestion of the lungs,

up and out into the body of the church
like a rocket. Describing a parabola be
lit on the back of a pew near the center

focus oli ou he 3036, the Feiwains oF
deritl WF tna eh
gr bw
soldiersof the Northwesty-who fe
190
we have
It Ja not until
furnace that we are made fo know how mueh | fghiing under Grant and Buell in’ the

ak in qur compositioh,
drow
De Ary
some.
those

become seated

a

the congregation

denly on the pedalbass, and the cat went

whion omuaands
x Ww. Tr
down the beautiful

und natiiral gifts donot bring | yapy niles up and

remained énjoying

guu.. Then with the commencement of
the singing the orgapist came down sud-

owners have done much. A: noble Virinia mansiov,embowed in ancestral trees,
geps guard over ‘the endless ranks and
files of headboards which, for thirty acres,
of 15,000 men “slambering
the tell of an army
;

ering ‘of
Greek arehitectiire iw the 1flow
Ju
ondetry,~ Emerson.

and

comfortable nap uutil

generally well chosen, Mauy of them
may eventually become, with taste and
care, equal in beauty to Greenwood or
Mount Auburn.
At Arlington, one mile
across the Potomae, in view of the City
of Washington, nature and the former
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usual place,

closures where the national flag floats
over their long rows. :
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Seo’y, Board of Trustees.
Lyndonville, V€.. 1875,
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3

F. L. EVANS, A. B., Principal.
Winter Term of tén weeks, commences Wednesday, December

1,

*

Sall

pring Term
of eleven wéeks,
Wednesday, February 24, 1876.

commences

For further particuiars addressthe Principal, or

E, Tasker, Secretary.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 24, 1875.

ILTON

COLLEGIATE

INSTI-

A UTE~WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.,
IOWA,
-°
REV. G. S. BRADLEY, Ax M. Principal; MRS.
G. 8. BRADLEY, Precepiress, with several oom:
~.
petent Assistants.
¥all Term of 12 woeks, begins August 31st, 1875.

Winter Term of 14 weeks,

commences
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>
ber 30th, 1875.
Spring Term of 12 weeks, commences March
14th,
1876.
;
Fer circulars write to the Presiden, Rev. O. .

BAKER, or to the Principal.
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Rapids, Mich., have "suspended.
ties, over $200,000.

Liabili-

Mr. Fredrick E. Lake, of Woonsocket,
suddenly recovered his speech the other
day.
He had not spoken before for twenty
years.
i
The Iowa Senate effected a permanent
organization on Tuesday.
The Republican eandidates received 41 votes and the
Democrats 9.

Thé money order
York. post-office,

business of the New
in

1875,

amounted

to

about $34,000,000.
Dividends paid in Hartford, last year,
aggregates $10,343,409.
A'woman at New Haven, recently bought
atan auction sale, for a few cents, a $1,500

India shawl, which had accidentally got
among some: articles sent to the auction
room.
Since 1865, the State of Alabama has
bought, at taxsales, no less than 4,800, 000
acresof land.
There are 11,333 blind men and 8,977
blind women, ‘in the United States.

Joseph LaPage was convicted at Concord, N. H., Thursday, of murdering Josie
Langmaid, and sentenced to be hanged,
Japuary 19, 1877.
Major J. W. Powell,

of the

Geological

Survey of the Territories, leaves Washington very soon for a tour among

Indians, in Arizona,

the Moquis

collecting curiosities

of that strange people for

Fourteen . Chicago

the

Centennial.

whiskey

distillers

pleaded guilty Friday of conspiracy to defraud the government,

a heavy snow-storm
The sMow in Madrid
i

The London Times believes Queen Victoria will personally open Parliament; accompanied by Alexandra,
Princess
of
. Wales.
George Augustus Sala is seriously fll,
and his recovery is doubtful.
;
- The Madrid Epoca, in reply to an article
inthe London Times, holding the Spanish

government responsible for any injury done
the British vessels by the Carlist batteries,
says Spain can do.nothing beyond punishing the authors of damage to foreign ship-

:

By a railway accident in Russia, on Saturday, sixty-eight persons were killed and

fifty-four wounded, a number fatally.

The noted Carlist leader, Tristany, offers
to declare allegiance to King Alfonso if]
allowed to retain his military rank.
, A rumor exists in Dalmatia and Bosnia
that the latter province will soon be occupied by forty thousand Austrian soldiers.
The Spanish government is having six
eleven-inch, breech-loading, Krupp cannon
manufactured for use in Cuba.
Advices from Khodjend, Central Asia,
state that 25,000 fhsurgent Turcomans
are encamped near Andijan, ‘which place

will be the principal battle ground.
The total exports from this port to the
Republic of Hayti, in 1875, were $4,881,514.

The Paris Louvre has just acquired—at
an expense of $16,000—a splendid. marble

gateway which, is to be placed in the Italian sculptor room on the ground floor.
The tearing down of a wall of 8an Andus
hospital in Lima, Peru,disclosed some 5,000
skeletons of people who had been thrown

in there, probably during the inquisition,
A man in Waldoborough, Me., wishing
to get his sen on the school committee,said
to the electors; ‘‘It will accomplish
me and annihilate my son, if you will confer

this favor on him.™

;

A modern essayist defines ‘‘gossip” to be
the ¢ putting of two and two together and
making five of them.”
:
Four dollars

is the price
Weekly.

per nomnpareil

for the

measure

line

last page of Harper's

The founder and editor of one of the
great London

periodicals

never

wrote

a

line therein, and when he died the event of
his death was not mentioned in it.
A young lady asking a Williamsport

young man in a music store, ‘‘ Have you
happy dreams?” was astonished when he
replied, ‘No, ma’am, I'm mostly troubled
with the nightmare.”
“Well

my

professor,
heat?”

little fellow,” said

‘“‘what

are

the

a certain

properties

it expands bodies, while cold
them.”
¢ Very good, indeed.
give

of

The chief property of heat is that

me

a familiar

example?”

contracts
Can you
¢ Yes,

sir.

In summer when it is hot, the day is long:
while in winter, when the day is cold, it
becomes very short.”
al
>

This is nearly $1,500,000 in excess of

the previous year, while the imports

show

an increase of over $750,000.

The sums to be awarded by the United
States and Mexican claims ‘commission to
citizens of Mqxico will probably amount to
$2,000,000, and to thdse of this ‘country
to $6,000,000.
;
The Spanish Cortes will meet on the 15th
of February, and the general elections
occur on the 20th instant.
The ‘ship Harvest Queen was run down

and sunk by the steamer Adriatic on the

The next inter-collegiate rowing match
will take place at Saratoga.
Mr. John B. Trevor, of New York, has
given

$1500

to

Rochester

University

for

the purchase of a telescope.
Paris spends £400,000 on her 273 primary schools annually.
The first and second prizes in the oratorical contest of inter-cpllegiate }iterary asso-

iations were taken representatives
by
from
Cornell and Hamilton colleges.
Cambridge

University, England, has de-

cided to found a professorship of mechanism and applied mechanies.
Of the

15,114 children, of school age, in

St. Paul, Minn., 2,503 only attend the public school regularly.
The estimated value of the public school
property in New Jersey, is $6,300,000, an
increase of $4¢500,000 in ten years.
Leipsic University, Germany, according

to a late catalogue, has but 150 professors
and 3,000 students.
Among the latter are
45 students from the United States.
There are’ at present upward of twenty
ladies studying medicine in the London
School of Medicine for Women.

The trustees of Colby University; at a
recent meeting, decided to attempt to raise
$8,000 by subscription for the purpose of
rebuilding the ‘gymnasium, recently burned,
and completing the renovation of the South’

College
chairman

building.

Abger

Coburn,

of the trustees, opened

Hon.

the sub-

scription with a pledge of $1,000.
Arkansas asks Congress to donate to the
State, the unsold public
to 8,000,000 acres,
for

lands,
school

amounting
purposes.

Should this be done, it is estimated that
$400,000 would be raised this year for educational purposes.
Professor White, D. 'D., and LL. D., formerly of Buchtel College, Akron, O., was
reeently installed as President of Lombard

University, at Galesburg, Il.

Wm. W. B. L. Jenny, a leading architect
of Chigago, has been tendered

the chair of

Architevitre in the University of Michigwn

what

is

more

natural
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necessaries of
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The California canary seed crop is almost
a failure, and the birds will have to whistle for their food.

;

Fmancial,
SEVEN

PER

CENT.

NETT.

In these times of depression and uncertainty, of slow payments or no payments

at all, considerable

attention is attracted

to the repeatedly recurring announcements
of the payment of the interest on their real
be wanting? If company comes umexpectestate mortgages by
MERCANTILE TRUST
edly no inconvenience results; the ironing,
like knitting work, can be put away and 3 COMPANY OF: NEW
As a matter of interest to all classes,
finished some other time; there are in the
store-room cans of fruit,jars of cake, crisp those of moderate, as well as those of larpastries, waiting the emergency, and, for ger means, (for these mortgages are in
sums from $500 to $50,000,) we give to our
the time, hospitality is the duty and the
readers a description of them.
For many
pleasure of the hour.
.
years
shrewd and far;seeing capitalists have
Winter comes on. The bedding must be
looked after, unless everything needed has been able to secure high rates of interest
been attended to in the proper time, the and great safety for their principals, by
spring; new sheets and pillow-slips are to withdrawing their investments from the
older and more heavily burdened Eastern
be got ready, mew comforts pieced and
knotted, and ample provision made for the States, and placing them on first mortgages
coldest of frosty nights.
The children’s of improved real property in the Western
clothes need going over; a patch here, a States, where, from the comparative newdarn there,
sponging
everywhere,
will ness of the country, prices of real.estate
are lower, and from the thrift, enterprise
make some suits almost as good as new,
and only a little time is required for this, and -progress of the people, and the wonJust get the machinery out and set itin derful productiveness and resources of the
motion and somehow the work does itself. land, prices are more likely to advance.
When the little ones, with clean hands and The great difficulty in making such investfaces, neatly combed hair, and books all ments, arising from the distance of the investor from the property offered as security,
nicely covered, have gone to school, when
terials are provided, why should they ever

the morning

work

is done,

all the, picking

up and putting away attended to, the sitting-room freshly dusted, the plants water-ed, the bird fed, the book-shelves arranged,
the newspapers folded, then there is time
for at least thinking which ome of all the
¢¢ little things” that need doing is most im-

portant.

By the

tine

the selection is

“made and the work begun, twelve o'clock
comes and brings with it muddy feet and

the titleto the
Tn

a

fin

gn gama—

sretenn

senanee end

ee

thus the smaller ciipitalists were prevented

from availing themselves of the advantages
of these investments.
Observing this state of affairs, and finding by a careful examination of the record
of the Western investments for the past
twenty years, that interest and prineipal
were promptly paid when such investments

properties

properly

exam-

CERRY

EERE

could only be overcome by incurring con-

| ined, the Company add to every bond negotiated their unqualified guaranty, that
both interest and principal shall be paid
MANAGEMENT OF BALKY HORSES.
‘The first and better way is never to have when due, at its office in New York.
These bonds are made for five years, and
a balky horse.
If horses are handled propare
so secured by the morgtages that the
erly, they will never balk.
After a horse
has been ‘‘ fooled,” as hersemen very prop- propertiés can in no way become a part of
erly say when a horse balks, it will require the assets of the Company, but are held exa vast amount of cautious management to clusively for the benefit of the holders of
correct the bad habit.
Horses are taught the bonds, so that the guaranty of the Company’s two millions ef capital is additional
to balk by stupid and cruel drivers, who
thereto.
have really less good sense than the animals they ddive.
Many strong and_excellent horses are managed so improperly that
they soon become almost incorrigible balka

LEE

siderable expense in the examination of titles and the valuation of the lands, and

hungry
stomachs, bright faces and loud
had been made with large margins on imvoices, all with demands of their own.
Nothing to show for it.
Meantime, un- | proved property only, the MERCANTILE
der the constant daily supervision of pa- TruST COMPANY determined upou a plan of
tient, industrious, motherly hands, and the obtaining the best mortgages, and by diall-enduring love of a motherly heart, grow viding the bonds of the borrowers, secured
by such mortgages into various denominaup, stalwart, healthful bodies, strong, rotions, and making them at seven per cent.,
bust characters, systematic, orderly men
and women; these to go out in life and the highest rate of interest allowed in New
show on a large scale the virtues of clean- York, place them within the reach of those
linéss in heart and life which they have whe; having money to invest, had not the
learned, little by little, at their mother’s facilities for se¢uring the best modes of inside; and those to create in the nooks and Yvestment,
In addition to which, to secure to the inbyways of the great world, cozy, tidy,
happy homes, from which may go forth vestor the certainty that the mortgaged
propeities securing the hounds he should
another generation
of faithful workers.
purchase, had been faithfully appraised and
And this is all there is to show for it.—N.
Y. Tribune.
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The ‘“ king of the pumpkins” in France
this year weighed
nearly four hundred
pounds, and is the largest ever raised in
nothing is easier than order, system, neatthat country.
v
ness, perfection.
Brooms, dusters, houseIn one of the recent terrible thunder
cloths in abundance, leave no excuse for.
dirt or finger-marks anywhere, and if there storms in France,596 sheep were killed out
are buttons
and darning-cotton
in the of a flock of 1800 by one flash of light
that the button should gravitate to its
place on the neck-band or waist-band, and
that the perforations in" hose should gently close up of themselves?
Three meals a day? Of course, : Snowy
bread, delicious mashed - potato,
savory
meat, golden hutter—these are the mere
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whereas,

if a

driver

to prime

..

telligence had held the reins, the animals
would haye always, been as true as steel.
Ifa horse is properly managed, he- will
draw with all his might, trot or run, as his

driver may indicate, until-he drops in
harness from utter exhaustion.
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sense

The more he is whipped,
and handled roughly,
hewill be.

Hence,

clubs, and let the
.rule.

Then,

kicked, clubbed,

the

throw

away whips

and

treatment

bear

of

overloading.

load easily.

~ Avoid

stopping —if possible—where it will be
difficult to start. It is better to let a team
stop for a momeht, ten times, ‘when hauling a load up a slope,

than

to

stop in a place where it would

allow

it to

be difficult
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person can coax out of a horse a service
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luminous

chromate battery.
When thrown into the
water, the light emanating therefrom is

there not closets, bureaus, shelves, pantries, chests, rows of hooks in which and
on which is a place for everything? And
when everything is in place, the * eternal
fitness of things” makesone really feel that

fora
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man who kills the most squirrels in the
course of the year, and it went, this year,
hour and a half onthe amnesty bill, in re- to an old chap of over 70, whose tally was
ply to Mr. Blaine’s argument of Monday.
1,588.
Resolutions on the death of Mr. Johnson
In Great Britain, alone Shere are reckonwere algo offered in the “House, and reed 13,000 fossil specimens of animals and
marks
fnade by several representatives.
plants that have died out in course of Hine,
Wedhesday, the Senate adopted a resolu- against 4,000 living specimens.
tion that the death of the Vice-President
It is proposed in France,by the telegraphdoes not have the effect to vacate the office ic administration, to ‘encourage the introof president pro tempore of that body.
The
duction of private wires, and to offer such
amnesty debate was continued
in the inducements that no great factory and no
House, Mr. Garfield, of Ohio, making a rich man’s house in the country will be
strong speech in refutation of the arguwithout wires.
ments advanced by Representative Hill, of
A department for the Feejee Islanders is
Georgia.
to be reserved at the Centennial.
They
The Senate occupied nearly all of Thurshave not been requested to send any of their
day's session in considering a resolution
goods and specimens of art, but just to
to investigate the accounts of the Treasucome along in their every-day clothes.
ry department, Mr. Boutwell
explaining
Nearly 600,000 persons were employed
-at length the workings of the department. during last year in dnd about the coal, fire
A very exciting debate took place in the clay, ironstone, and shale mines of Great
House on the amnesty bill. .The bill was
Britain and_dreland, about
four-fifths offinally referred, with an amendment offered whom were occupied unger ground.
by Mr. Banks, requiring an oath to be takThe most complete failure on record is
en, but not excluding Jeff. Davis, to the that of Warren Russell, of Hatfield, Mass.,
judiciary committee.
A
whose liabilities are $21,000, and whose
The
amnesty bill
was unexpectedly
assets consist of 16 chickens and an old
wagon valued at $5.
thrust upon the House on Friday, and,aft2 another animated
debate thereon, was
Among the novelties in the late. Paris
Maritime Exhibition is an electrical fishejected by a single vote,
the necessary
bait.
It consists of a wire of platinum
two-thirds not voting in the affirmative.
placed in a bottle of dark colored glass, and
ll
Mi—"

with the week's work entirely done and
nothing left over for the next six secular
days.
The ‘‘ routine work does itself,” so
to speak, and ought to leave abundant leisure, as it appears,
for accomplishing a deal
besides.
Nothing seems easier to the casual observer, who has not been behind the scenes,

ith
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Immersing a growing plant in water of
120 degrees will cl
t of lice and other
insects, and not hurt the plant.
Chloride of lime. will. generally remove mildew without rotting the cloth or destroying delicate colors,
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quickly in the inde Naa
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P et
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maxims ought of themgglves to keep things
straight and bring up every Saturday night
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To rémove pahit splatlied upon window
panes, use a hot solution of soda and a
soft flannel.
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It is computed that one European of pure
blood dies of cholera in India out of thirtyseven attacked, and that one such European is attacked ‘to 74,000 of the natives of
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not white also, but perfectly black.

goes to, and ‘why she has so little to show
for it. ‘‘A place for everything and everything in its place;” ‘A time for everything
and everything in its time”—these
two

dod
i

hbk

late Senator Andrew
Johnson.
" House, Mr. Hill spoke for upward
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It is the standing wonder of most wom-'
en and all men where the housewife's time
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opened a long debate on it.
"Tuesday, the Senate was occupied in the
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compelled to perform the endless task of
filling bottomless buckets with water. Not
only are these ill-fated women still at their
hopeless task, but in this country, to say
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year.
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the Republicans voted solidly against it, in
- consequence it failed of the requisite twothirds majority."
Thereupon Mr. Blaine
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rest until he has recovered
draw his load.
Above all beheavy loads, of impatience or
and of over-driving.— Practical
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any amend-

ment being permitted

Pangrphs.

animal to
strength to
ware of too
roughness,
Farmer.

388

been forced to a vote without

NOTHING TO SHOW FOR IT,

88

In the Senate, Monday, the question of
the presidency pro tempore of that body
was discussed, without, however, reaching
& final vote:
A resolution was presented
requesting the President to observe strict
neutrality in the Spanish difficulties.
A
petition, signed by over 26,000 women of
Utah, for the repeal of the anti-polygamy
law
of 1862, was
presented.
In
the
House, Mr. Randall’s amnesty bill having
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to sink into the &round while the oad. was
increasing’
in weight.
When
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balks on account of exhaustion, allow the
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